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Preface
This document describes how to use the Compute Rack and Compute Blade.
This preface includes the following information:
 Intended audience
 Product Version
 Relase Notes
 Abbreviations of operating systems
 Document Organization
 Referenced Documents
 Document conventions
 Getting help
 Technical Information and Update Program
 Comments

Notice: The use of Compute Rack and Compute Blade and all other Hitachi Data
Systems products is governed by the terms of your agreement(s) with Hitachi Data
Systems.
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Intended Audience
This document is intended for the personnel who are involved in planning, managing,
and performing the tasks to prepare your site for Compute Blade and Compute Rack
installation and to install the same.
This document assumes the following:

•

The reader has a background in hardware installation of computer systems.

•

The reader is familiar with the location where the Compute Blade or Compute
Rack will be installed, including knowledge of physical characteristics, power
systems and specifications, and environmental specifications.

Product Version
This document revision applies to Server installation and monitoring tool User’s Guide
- log collect functions for VMware vMA.

Release Notes
Release notes contain requirements and more recent product information that may
not be fully described in this manual. Be sure to review the release notes before
installation.

vi
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Abbreviations of operating systems
This section describes abbreviations of operating systems used in this manual.

•

Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 R2, Datacenter
(Hereinafter referred to as Windows Server 2012 R2, Datacenter or
Windows Server 2012 R2)

•

Microsoft® Windows Server® 2012 R2, Standard
(Hereinafter referred to as Windows Server 2012 R2, Standard or
Windows Server 2012 R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2012, Datacenter Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2012, Datacenter Edition; Windows
Server 2012)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2012, Standard Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2012, Standard Edition; Windows
Server 2012)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 R2 Datacenter x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 R2, Datacenter x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2008 R2 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2008 R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 R2 Standard x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 R2, Standard x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2008 R2 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2008 R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2008 R2 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2008 R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 Datacenter
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Datacenter; Windows Server
2008; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 Standard
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Standard; Windows Server
2008; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 Enterprise
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Enterprise; Windows Server
2008; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V;
Windows Server 2008 Datacenter; Windows Server 2008; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 Standard without Hyper-V
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V;
Windows Server 2008 Standard; Windows Server 2008; Windows)

TM

TM
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•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V;
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise; Windows Server 2008; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2003 R2 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2003 R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2003 R2 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2003 R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003 R2, Standard Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Standard Edition; Windows
Server 2003 R2 (32-bit); Windows Server 2003, R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003 R2, Enterprise Edition;
Windows Server 2003 R2 (32-bit); Windows Server 2003, R2)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003, Standard x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Standard x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2003 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2003; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003, Enterprise x64 Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Enterprise x64 Edition;
Windows Server 2003 x64 Editions; Windows Server 2003; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003, Standard Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Standard Editio; Windows
Server 2003 (32-bit); Windows Server 2003; Windows)

•

Microsoft(R) Windows Server(R) 2003, Enterprise Edition
(Hereinafter, referred to as Windows Server 2003, Enterprise Edition; Windows
Server 2003 (32-bit); Windows Server 2003; Windows)

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.5
(Hereinafter, referred to as Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.5, Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6, or Linux)

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4
(Hereinafter, referred to as Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4, Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6, or Linux)

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2
(Hereinafter, referred to as Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2, Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6, or Linux)

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.9
(Hereinafter, referred to as Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.9, Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 5, or Linux)

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.7
(Hereinafter, referred to as Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.7, Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 5, or Linux)

TM
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•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6
(Hereinafter, referred to as Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6, Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 5, or Linux)

•

VMware vSphere® ESXi™ 5.5
(Hereinafter, referred to as VMware ESXi or ESXi,Hypervisor)

•

VMware vSphere® Management Assistant™ 5.5
(Hereinafter, referred to as VMware vMA or vMA)

Document Organization
The table below provides an overview of the contents and organization of this
document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that chapter. The first
page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that chapter.
Chapter

Description

Chapter 1, Overview of Server
installation and monitoring
tool internal storage
monitoring functions (internal
storage monitor)

Provides an overview of Server installation and monitoring tool
internal storage monitoring functions (internal storage monitor).

Chapter 2, Main features of
internal storage monitor

Provides main features of internal storage monitor.

Chapter 3, Setting and using
internal storage monitor

Provides information about how to install, uninstall, and use internal
storage monitor.

Chapter 4, Operating disk
arrays

Provides information about how to operate disk arrays.

Chapter 5, Disk array failure

Provides a procedure in case of disk array failures.

Appendix A, Estimated time
for processing

Provides estimated time required for each processing task and
troubleshooting for installation and uninstallation.

Appendix B, Troubleshooting
for installation/uninstallation

Provides information of troubleshooting for internal storage monitor
installation and uninstallation.

Appendix C, Event logs and
messages

Provides event logs and messages.

Appendix D, Software License

Provides software license information on the Server installation and
monitoring tool internal storage monitoring functions.
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Referenced Documents
•

Server installation and monitoring tool User’s Guide - log collect functions for
VMware vMA, MK-99COM138

•

The following manuals are described as Hitachi Compute Blade/Hitachi Compute
Rack (BIOS/EFI) User's Guide in this manual.

•

–

Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series EFI User's Guide, MK-91CB500024

–

Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Server Blade Setup Guide, MK-91CB500012

–

Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 USER’S GUIDE

–

Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 SOFTWARE GUIDE

–

Hitachi Compute Rack 210H/220H BIOS Guide, MK-90CRH008

–

Hitachi Compute Rack 220S BIOS Guide, MK-90CRS000

The following manuals are described as MegaRAID Storage Manager Version xxx
Instruction Manual in this manual.

–

MegaRAID Storage Manager Version 8.31-01 Instruction Manual

–

MegaRAID Storage Manager Version 11.08.03-02 Instruction Manual,
MK-99COM030

Document conventions
The term “Compute Rack” refers to all the models of the Compute Rack, unless
otherwise noted. This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention
Regular text bold

Description
In text: keyboard key, parameter name, property name, hardware labels, hardware
button, hardware switch.
In a procedure: user interface item

x

Italic

Variable, emphasis, reference to document title, called-out term

Screen text

Command name and option, drive name, file name, folder name, directory name, code, file content,
system and application output, user input

< > (angled brackets)

Variable (used when italic is not enough to identify variable).

[ ] (square bracket)

Optional values

{ } braces

Required or expected value

| vertical bar

Choice between two or more options or arguments

_(underline)

Default value, for example, [a | b]
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Convention for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (for example, disk drive capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Physical capacity unit

Value
3

1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (10 ) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 GB or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 TB or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 PB or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (for example, logical device capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Logical capacity unit

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes
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Getting Help
The Hitachi Data Systems customer support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. If you need technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems Portal
for contact information: https://portal.hds.com.

Technical Information and Update Program
It is recommended that you apply the latest drivers, utilities, BIOS, and firmware for
using the system unit safely. For the latest version of update programs, contact your
reseller.
When maintenance personnel change components due to some failure, basically the
latest version of BIOS and firmware are applied to the newly installed components.
BIOS and firmware may be updated for not-replaced components in maintenance
work.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document: doc.comments@hds.com. Include
the document title and number including the revision level (for example, -07), and
refer to specific sections and paragraphs whenever possible. All comments become
the property of Hitachi Data Systems Corporation.
Thank you!

xii
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Safety guidelines
Safety guidelines include warnings and important safety guidelines for using utilities
for Hitachi Compute Rack series and Hitachi Compute Blade series. Read and
understand the following information before using utilities.
 Safety information
 Common precautions concerning safety
 Precautions against damage to equipment
 Notices
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Safety information
This document uses the following symbols to emphasize certain information.
Symbol

NOTICE

xiv

Label

Description

WARNING

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause death or
severe injury.

CAUTION

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause relatively
mild or moderate injury.

NOTICE

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause severe
damage to the equipment and/or damage to surrounding properties.

Note

This indicates notes not directly related to injury or severe damage to
equipment.

Tip

This indicates advice on how to make the best use of the equipment.

General
Mandatory
Sign

This indicates a general action to take. Action by following the
instructions in this guide.
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Common precautions concerning safety
Please carefully read through these safety instructions to follow:

•

When operating the equipment, follow the instructions and procedures provided
in the manual.

•

Be sure to follow notes, cautionary statements and advice indicated on the
equipment or in the manual.

•

Referring to manuals attached to other products which you install in the
equipment, follow the instructions described in those manuals.

Failure to follow those instructions can cause the system unit to fail or data to be
corrupted.

Precautions against damage to equipment
Installation
Use this product with a system unit supporting this product. If you install this
product on a system other than that, failure may occur due to the
specification difference. See your system unit manual to find whether your
system support this product or not.
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Notices
Pay attention to NOTICEs provided in this document shown below.

Installing internal storage monitor
NOTICE

Make sure to install internal storage monitor. Without internal storage monitor
installed, you may lose important data without knowing a failure or have trouble in
analyzing a failure.

Monitoring service for internal storage monitor
NOTICE

Make sure to start the monitoring service before using internal storage monitor.
The monitoring service is automatically started after internal storage monitor is
installed. If stopping the monitoring service, however, you may fail to find a failure
because events for a disk array is not properly notified

Initializing logical drives
NOTICE

Make sure to back up required data before initialization. All data on the logical drive
will be removed by initialization.
Make sure not to power on, power off, reboot the system unit during the
initialization process.

Deleting logical drives
NOTICE

Be careful when deleting a logical drive. Alll data on a logical drive is lost by deleting
the drive. Backup your required data before deleting a logical drive.

Consistency check
NOTICE

xvi

Make sure to execute periodic consistency check for LSI Software RAID. If any bad
sector exists during rebuild due to a faulty physical drive, data on the sector is lost.
See Operating Disk Arrays, Chapter 4, for details.
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Expanding logical drives
NOTICE

Make sure not to power on, power off, reboot the system unit during the
reconstruction process including expansion and reduction. Do not stop the process
until completion. If not, data may disappear.

Custom configuration

NOTICE

Only when your system unit is connected to UPS (uninterruptible power supply)
with a controller board except for a disk array controller with Cache backup, set
write cache to Always Write Back. If Always Write Back is set without connected
to UPS, data may be corrupted by data loss in write cache in case of blackout or
instantaneous power failure.
For a disk array controller board with a disk array controller with Cache Backup, set
write cache to Write Back with Cache Backup for use. If not, data may be
corrupted by data loss in write cache in case of blackout or instantaneous power
failure.
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1
Overview of Server installation and
monitoring tool
internal storage monitoring functions
(internal storage monitor)
This chapter provides an overview of Server installation and monitoring tool internal
storage monitoring functions (internal storage monitor).
 About internal storage monitor
 System requirements for operation
 Terms for the RAID system
 Restrictions
 Additional features to the new version
 Difference between internal storage monitor and MSM
 RAID controller name view
 PCIe SSD information view
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About internal storage monitor
Internal storage monitor is utility software for managing disk array units, consisting
of GUI, CLI, and monitoring service.

NOTICE

Make sure to install internal storage monitor. Without internal storage monitor
installed, you may lose important data without knowing a failure or have trouble in
analyzing a failure.

Uninstall MegaRAID Storage Manager (MSM), if installed, before installing internal
storage monitor. For how to uninstall MegaRAID Storage manager, see MegaRAID
Storage Manager Version xxx Instruction Manual.

GUI
A graphical user interface (GUI) is used for configuring RAID, viewing status, and
changing settings. It can graphically display RAID configuration and status.

CLI
A command line interface (CLI) is also used for configuring RAID, viewing status, and
changing settings. It can display RAID configuration and status in the form of a
command line.

Monitoring service
Monitoring service is software running on a computer around the clock, monitoring
and managing the RAID system. It manages events that occur in the RAID system
and resister them in the OS event log.

NOTICE

1-2

Make sure to start the monitoring service before using internal storage monitor.
The monitoring service is automatically started after internal storage monitor is
installed. If stopping the moni service, however, you may fail to find a failure
because events for a disk array is not properly notified
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internal storage monitor versikon*

Module
Windows

Linux

VMware vMA

GUI

Ver. 1.1.x.x or later

-

-

CLI

Ver. 1.1.x.x or later

Ver. 2.2.x.x or later

Ver. 3.6.x.x or later

Monitoring service

Ver. 1.1.x.x or later

Ver. 2.2.x.x or later

Ver. 3.6.x.x or later

*

See Version view for how to check version data.
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internal storage monitor configuration

1-4
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In VMware environment, MegaRAID Web BIOS/SASxxxx Configuration Utility can
be used for the RAID management. For details, see “MegaRAID Web BIOS” or
“SASxxxx Configuration Utility” of Hitachi Compute Blade/Hitachi Compute Rack
(BIOS/EFI) User's Guide.

Some internal storage monitor events may not be displayed depending on the
ServerConductor (SC) version. The table below shows relation between versions of
internal storage monitor and those of ServerConductor (SC). Check versions of
your internal storage monitor and ServerConductor (SC).

internal storage
monitor
version1

OS

ServerConductor/(Advanced) Agent version
09-03-/A

09-50

09-51 or later

09-04-/A or earlier
2

Windows

-

OK

OK

1.2.x.x or later

Windows

-

OK

OK

2.2.x.x or later

Linux

-

-

OK

3.6.x.x or later

VMware vMA

-

-

-

1.1.x.x

1. See Version view for how to check version data.
2. When ServerConductor (SC)/(Advanced) Agent/Blade Server manager (BSM) monitors OS event logs of
internal storage monitor with version 1.1.0.10 or earlier, an application error may occur in ServerConductor
(SC)/(Advanced) Agent/Blade Server manager (BSM) resulting in termination.
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System requirements for operation
The following table shows requirements for internal storage monitor operation.
Item
OS

Specifications
Windows Server 2012 R2
Windows Server 2012
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2003 R2
Windows Server 2003
Red hat Enterprise Linux Server 6
Red hat Enterprise Linux 5
VMware ESXi 5.5
VMware vMA 5.5

CPU

Intel Pentium or other CPUs equal to Intel Pentium

Memory

At least 10 MB system memory

HDD and other storage

<Windows/Linux>
At least 50 MG unused space in the physical drive
<VMware>
See “System requirements for operation in” in Server installation and
monitoring tool User’s Guide - log collect functions for VMware vMA.

Pointing device

Such as the mouse

Resolution

1024 x 768 or higher for Graphics controller and a display

Terms for the RAID system
The following table shows terms used for internal storage monitor.
Term

Description

RAID system

A system that can use physical drives of a computer as a disk array. A single
RAID controller is regarded as a single system.

Disk array

An virtual drive space consists of multiple physical devices:
A disk array cannot be recognized by an OS. To make an OS recognize a disk
array, create a logical drive on the disk array.

Disk array controller

A controller can use physical drives as a disk array.
May be shown as RAID controller for internal storage monitor.

Logical drive

A virtual device created on a disk array; recognized by OS
Set a RAID level to each logical drive. May be shown as LD for internal storage
monitor.
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Term

Description

Physical drive

Refers mainly to HDD (hard disk drive) and SSD (solid state drive) as a device
used by the RAID system. For a RAID controller that can be connected to any
device other than HDD, this may refer to other devices except HDD. May be
shown as PD for internal storage monitor.

Hot Spare

An extra physical drive for replacement in case of failure

Global Hot Spare

A hot spare available for all disk arrays with the same RAID controller
May be shown as GHS for internal storage monitor.

Dedicated Hot Spare

A hot spare available for a specific disk array with the same RAID controller
May be shown as DHS for internal storage monitor.

Cache Backup

A module to back up information in the RAID controller cache memory when
the RAID controller is powered off.

Backplane

An embedded module with slots for physical drives.

Enclosure

An external module with slots for physical drives.

Fan unit

Fan units for cooling installed in an enclosure

Power unit

Power supply units for an enclosure

Power sensor

A sensor for monitoring power units in an enclosure

Temperature sensor

A sensor for monitoring the temperature of an enclosure

Operation

A general term of features requiring time for processing including initialization,
consistency check, and rebuild.

Initialize

Initializes management area and data area for logical drives.

Rebuild

Rebuilds a logical drive by writing data on a failed drive into the replaced drive.

Copyback

While keeping redundancy in logical drives for potential failure in physical
drives, copies data on a hotspare and you can replace physical drives safely.

Consistency check

Reads all sectors on physical drives comprising the logical drive, and verifies
data or checks parities.

Patrol read

Reads all sectors on physical drives in the RAID drive, and checks if an error
occurs.

Single LD

Creates a logical drive in a single step.

Multi LD

Creates multiple drives in a single step.

Custom configuration

Creates multiple customized logical drives in a single step.

MegaRAID advanced
options

Expansion features for a disk array controller are Snapshot, CacheCode, and
FastPath. Upgrades data management and improves performance.

Snapshot

A RAID controller, hardware, backs up update differences.
Backup area added to a hard disk can back up difference in updated data. If
data is deleted accidentally or intentionally, the data can be restored from
Snapshot (difference in update data). May be shown as MegaRAID Recovery
for internal storage monitor.

CacheCode

SSD (solid state drive), installed as an additional read cache, improves random
read to logical drives for HDD. May be also shown as MegaRAID CacheCode for
internal storage monitor.

FastPath

Improves random read to logical drives for SSD (solid state drive). May be also
shown as MegaRAID FastPath for internal storage monitor.

Overview of internal storage monitor
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Restrictions
Restrictions on internal storage monitor
This section provides restrictions on internal storage monitor that you should know
before using this utility.

•

A feature equivalent to a remote monitoring is not implemented. Use SC/Blade
Server manager, remote desktop, or remote KVM.

•

For details of remote desktop protocol including how to use it, see the Web site of
the OS vender or related documents.

•

E-mail notification is not supported. Use ServerConductor (SC)/(Advanced) Agent,
or SC/BladeServer Manager.

•

SNMP is not supported. Use Cm2/Network Node Manager (extra-cost option).

•

HDD error monitoring service is not supported. Using MegaRAID Storage manager
(MSM) is a must. (only for Hitachi Compute Rack series shipped on or after
Feburuary 2012)

•

Using internal storage monitor on a guest OS on Hyper-V is not supported. Use it
on a host OS.

•

RAID Advanced Options, Snapshot, Cachecade, and FastPath, are not supported.

•

LSI Software RAID is not supported by Compute Blade 2000.

Additional features to the new version
Feature difference between version 1.1.x.x and 1.2.x.x/2.2.x.x
•

Additional supported OS
-

•

•

Linux

Additional supported CLI
-

Commands with features equivalent to GUI.

-

MegaRAID Advanced Options commands.

Improved feature
-

Fixed the cause for application errors.

Overview of internal storage monitor
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Feature difference between version 1.2.x.x/2.2.x.x and 1.3.x.x/2.3.x.x
•

Additional supported OS

–

•

Windows 2012

Additional features

–

Capacity expansion for logical drives

–

SMART information view for physical drive

Feature difference between version 1.3.x.x/2.3.x.x and 1.4.x.x/2.4.x.x
•

Additional supported OS

–

Red hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4

–

Red hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.9

Feature difference between version 1.4.x.x/2.4.x.x and 1.5.x.x/2.5.x.x
•

Additional supported OS

–

Windows 2012 R2

–

Red hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.5

Feature difference between version 1.5.x.x/2.5.x.x and
1.6.x.x/2.6.x.x/3.6.x.x
•

Additional supported OS

–

•

Additional feature

–
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VMware ESXi 5.5 and VMware vMA 5.5
SSD predictive monitoring function
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Difference between internal storage monitor and MSM
The following table shows features of internal storage monitor and MegaRAID
Storage manager (MSM).
Feature

internal storage monitor ver1
Ver
1.2.x.x/2.2.x.x
or later

Ver 1.1.x.x
Introduction

Simple RAID
configuration

Ver
1.6.x.x/2.6.x.x/
3.6.x.x or later

Supported
(incl. simple operation)

Supported
4 windows;
10 operations

1 window; 3 operations
Simple Snapshot
configuration
Operation

MSM

Supported

Supported

Supported

Not supported

2 windows;
5 operations

2 windows;
5 operations

7 windows;
18 operations

Supported

Supported2

Supported2

Supported

Logical drive capacity
expansion

Not supported

Supported6

Supported

Supported

Physical drive SMART
information view

Not supported

Supported7

Supported

Not supported

Basic features: GUI,
CLI (RAID status
monitoring, view,
settings)

Memory consumption

10 MG

512 MB

Physical disk in use

50 MB4

1 GB4

Supported

Supported

Event log connection
(SC)
Advanced RAID
features: Snapshot,
CacheCade, FastPath
Event log view
Event
notification

Not supported

Supported

OS standard event log viewer
SC (e-mail)3

E-mail/
SNMP

Remote monitoring
SSD predictive
monitoring

Supported

SC/BSM, OS standard remote desktop or remote KVM3
Not supported

Supported OS
Windows
2003/2008

Windows 2003/
2008/20125
RHEL 6/RHEL 5

Supported
(dedicated)
Supported

Cm2/NNMi (SNMP)3

Not supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Not supported

Windows 2003/
2008/2012

Windows
2003/2008/20
12

RHEL 6/RHEL 5
VMwareESXi

RHEL 6/RHEL 5
VMwareESX

Overview of internal storage monitor
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Feature

internal storage monitor ver1
Ver 1.1.x.x

Ver
1.2.x.x/2.2.x.x
or later

MSM

Ver
1.6.x.x/2.6.x.x/
3.6.x.x or later

1. See Version view for how to check internal storage monitor version data.
2. Only CLI is available for Red Hat Enter prise Linux (RHEL).
3. See the following figure.
4. Log files are included.
5. Windows 2012 is supported by Ver 1.3.x.x/2.3.x.x or later; Windows 2012 R2 is supported by Ver
1.5.x.x/2.5.x.x or later.
6. Logical drive capacity expansion is supported by Ver 1.3.x.x/2.3.x.x or later.
7. Physical drive SMART information view is supported by Ver 1.3.x.x/2.3.x.x or later.
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Internal storage monitor is capable of monitoring RAID state by JP1/HCSM cooperatopn.
Internal storage monitor is capable of detecting the failure (Alert) which occurred in managed
server and notifying it several ways. Internal storage monitor is also capable of coexisting with
MSM (MegaRAID Storage Manager).

internal
storage
monitor

internal
storage
monitor

internal
storage
monitor

internal
storage
monitor
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RAID controller name view
A RAID controller name is shown on internal storage monitor as the figure below. See
Setting and Using internal storage monitor > Features of internal storage monitor >
GUI overview > Tabs > Dashboard for details.
Model
Compute Rack

Internal RAID

RAID controller
LSI SAS 2208

Name on internal storage monitor
LSI MegaRAID SAS9266-8i
LSI MegaRAID SAS9267-8i
LSI MegaRAID SAS9271-8i
LSI MegaRAID SAS9272-8i
LSI MegaRAID SAS9267-8i

External RAID
Internal RAID

LSI SAS 2108

LSI MegaRAID SAS9286CV-8e
LSI MegaRAID SAS9260-8i
LSI MegaRAID SAS9261-8i
LSI MegaRAID SAS9280-8e

External RAID
Internal RAID

LSI Software RAID

LSI Embedded MegaRAID

Half-wide blade

LSI SAS 2008

MegaRAID SAS MR9240-8i

LSI Software RAID

LSI Embedded MegaRAID

LSI SAS 2004

No support for RAID management
software

LSI SAS 2008

MegaRAID SAS MR9240-8i

LSI SAS 3004

HITACHI SAS 3004 iMR ROMB

Storage expansion
blade

LSI SAS 2208

LSI MegaRAID SAS9266-8i

Compute Blade 2000

Internal RAID

LSI SAS 2208

LSI MegaRAID SAS9266-8i

Compute Blade 320

Internal RAID

LSI SAS 2108

LSI MegaRAID SAS9261-8i

LSI SAS 2008

MegaRAID SAS MR9240-8i

LSI Software RAID

LSI MegaRAID SAS 1064E

Compute Blade 500

Full-wide blade

The internal storage monitor supports up to four RAID controllers.
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Location of RAID controller name
<GUI>

The display order of RAID controllers may change depending on the type of a server
blade. You can identify a RAID controller by the name.

<CLI>
Enter hrncli –ctrlinfo –aAll on the command prompt to show RAID controllers.
[root@localhost]# hrncli -ctrlinfo -aall
RAID Controller: 0
### General Information ###
Product Name
: MegaRAID SAS MR9240-8i
PCI Bus/Dev/Func
: 27/0/0
Serial No
:
Vendor ID
: 0x1000
Device ID
: 0x73
SubVendor ID
: 0x1054
SubDevice ID
: 0x3035
...
RAID Controller: 1
### General Information ###
Product Name
: LSI MegaRAID SAS 9266-8i
PCI Bus/Dev/Func
: 37/0/0
Serial No
: SR136P0392
Vendor ID
: 0x1000
Device ID
: 0x5B
SubVendor ID
: 0x1000
SubDevice ID
: 0x9266
...

Overview of internal storage monitor
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PCIe SSD information view
Enter hrncli –pssdinfo -aAll on the command prompt to check PCIe SSD
information on the internal storage monitor.
<PCIe SSD information>
[root@localhost]# hrncli –pssdinfo -aAll
Bus : 1
### General Information ###
PCI Bus/Dev/Func
: 01/00/00
Serial Number
: 1230D5607
Vendor ID
: 0x1aed
Device ID
: 0x2001
Subsystem Vendor ID
: 0x1aed
Subsystem ID
: 0x2001
Capacity
: 365.00 GB
PCIe negotiated link
: 4 lanes at 5.0 Gt/sec each, 2000.00 MBytes/sec total
Internal temperature
: 50.20 degC
Internal temperature max : 51.20 degC
Internal voltage avg
: 1.01V
Internal voltage max
: 1.02V
Aux voltage avg
: 2.49V
Aux voltage max
: 2.49V
### Firmware/Driver Information ###
Firmware Version
: v7.1.13, rev 109322 Public
Driver Version
: 3.2.3 build 952
### SSD Predictive Information ### Attention: This SSD has reached the end of its usefulness.
Replacement Necessity(wearout Only) : Not replacement
Replacement Reason
: Rated PBW
: 4.00 PB
Current PBW(MB)
: 123456789.00 MB
Remaining PBW(%)
: 88.12% remaining
Remaining PBW(%)
: Warning at 10%
Remaining PBW(%)
: Error at 5%
Reserve space
: 98.75 %
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2
Main features of internal storage monitor
This chapter provides main features of internal storage monitor.
 Simple operation
 Simple RAID configuration
 Simple snapshot configuration
 Hot spare
 SMART copyback
 Physical drive patrol
 SSD predictive monitoring

Main features of internal storage monitor
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Simple operation
This section provides information about the simple operation. This feature enables
you to manage RAID on GUI with simple operations. In addition, a confirmation
message appears to avoid misoperations when you finally execute an operation.
The following figure shows Dashboard GUI window and the table below shows tab
names and operations.

Tab

Operation

Dashboard

Shows information of RAID cards, logical drives, and physical drives, and sets them.
Expands logical drive capacity.

Create LD



Creats logical drives: Simple RAID configuration.



Creates Snapshot Base LD/Repository LD: Simple Snapshot configuration is
available.



Creates CacheCade LD.

Snapshot Base LD/Repository LD and CacheCade LD are advanced RAID features,
available only with MegaRAID Advanced Options.
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Delete LD

Deletes logical drives.

Hot Spare

Sets or releases global hot spare or dedicated hot spare.

Restore LD

Restores logical drives.

Snapshot

Enables, disables, creates, and deletes Snapshot. Enables and disables Snapshot
view. This tab is shown only with MegaRAID Advanced Options installed.

Maintenance

Initialization, consistency check, logical drive capacity expansion, rebuild/copyback,
and patrol read can be executed and stopped, and the progress of those can be
checked. Test event notification is also available.
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Simple RAID configuration
This section describes information about the simple RAID configuration. This feature
automatically calculates the number of physical disk drives for logical drives and that
of hot spare disks, and builds optimal RAID configuration on unused physical disks
connected to the RAID controller. It enables you to build simple and optimal RAID
configuration, including creating logical drives and setting hot spare, when a RAID
controller is connected to unconfigured physical disks. Thus, it takes much less time
to build RAID configuration.
Single LD
(Creates a single logical drive)
Simple RAID
configuration window

Multi LD
(Creates two or more logical drives)



All unconfigured physical drives are
used.

Added the following to conditions
mentioned in the left:



Any location is available for physical
drives.



Number of RAID: two or less

Any settings for such as cache and
stripe size are available.





Number of unused physical drives:
16 or less (the number of hot
spares is not included.)



Global hotspare is set.



Up to 256 unused physical drives
including hot spares

You can build a RAID on a single window with three operations at minimum after
internal storage monitor starts up. See Single LD: To simply create a single logical
drive.
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Single LD
GUI for single LD
Click Create LD tab to show Create LD window, and click Single LD tab on the upper
left to show the following window. If a combo box is shown on the left of Physical
Drive (PD) view pane, select Basic. Possible RAID groups using all unconfigured
physical drives are boxed in red dotted line.

1

Unconfigured physical drives

2
3

1. Select a RAID level, Single LD or Multi LD.
2. Click Add to add physical drives.
3. Click Finish to confirm operations in step 1 and step 2.
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CLI for single LD
Type hrncli -lde command at the command prompt, and select Single LD/Single
LD(Basic) to show possible RAID groups using all unused physical drives.

1

1. Select a RAID level.
2. Add physical drives.
3. Confirm operations in step 1 and step 2.
Execute step 2 and step 3 in the window following the above.
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Multi LD
GUI for multi LD
Click Create LD tab to show Create LD window, and click Multi LD tab on the upper
left to show the following window. If a combo box is shown on the left of Physical
Drive (PD) view pane, select Basic. Possible RAID groups using all unused physical
drives are boxed in red dotted line.

1

Unconfigured physical drives

2
3

1. Select a RAID level, Single LD or Multi LD.
2. Click Add to add physical drives.
3. Click Finish to confirm operations in step 1 and step 2.
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CLI for multi LD
Type hrncli -lde command at the command prompt, and select Multi LD/Multi
LD(Basic) to show possible RAID groups using all unused physical drives.

1

1. Select a RAID level.
2. Add physical drives.
3. Confirm operations in step 1 and step 2.
Execute step 2 and step 3 in the window following the above.

Custom Configuration is available for building any RAID configuration. This
feature enables you to specify logical drive configuration in detail and to build
multiple logical drives simultaneously.
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Custom configuration
GUI for custom configuration

CLI for custom configuration
Type hrncli -ldc command at the command prompt to create logical drives. Specify
settings for logical drives as command parameters.
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Simple snapshot configuration
This section describes information about the simple snapshot configuration.
To use this feature, you need to create a base logical drive and repository logical drive
for Snapshot, and enable Snapshot. This simple snapshot configuration enables you
to create a base logical drive and repository logical drive for Snapshot simultaneously
with the simplified steps, the same steps as the simple RAID configuration, and then
to enable Snapshot instantly after the logical drive has been initialized.

Simple Snapshot
configuration window

Single LD
(Creates a single LD: either a snapshot
base LD or repository LD.)

Multi LD
(Creates both a snapshot base LD and
repository LD simultaneously.)

Simple RAID configuration without
Snapshot

Simple RAID configuration with
Snapshot:

Set Snapshot configuration
separately.



All unconfigured physical drives are
used.



Any location is available for physical
drives.



Any settings for such as cache and
stripe size are available.



Hot Spare: GHS (global hot spare)



Number of RAID: two or less
(including a RAID for snapshot
repository)



Number of unconfigured physical
drives: 16 or less (the number of
hot spares is not included.)

You can build a RAID on two windows with five operations at minimum after internal
storage monitor starts up.
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GUI for simple snapshot configuration
Click Create LD tab to show Create LD window, and click Single LD tab on the upper
left to show the following window. Possible RAID groups using all unconfigured
physical drives are boxed in red dotted line.

1. Select a RAID level, Single LD or Multi LD.
2. Click Add to add physical drives.
3. Click Finish to confirm operations in step 1 and step 2.
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CLI for simple snapshot configuration
Type hrncli -lde command at the command prompt and select Multi LD(Snapshot)
to show possible RAID groups to be created using all unconfigured drives.

1

1. Select a RAID level.
2. Add physical drives.
3. Confirm operations in step 1 and step 2.
Execute step 2 and step 3 in the window following the above.
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Hot spare
When a disk in fault-tolerant RAID configuration fails, you need to have a spare disk
for automatically restoring data on the faulty disk. A hot spare is a standby disk for
potential disk failure.
Hot spare includes a global hotspare and dedicated hot spare. Dedicated hot spares
are targeted for a specified RAID configuration, while global hot spares are targeted
for all RAID configurations. Hotspare with this product can be used for recovering a
disk with a capacity smaller than the hotspare as well as that with the same capacity.
Using hotspare with this product, you can use SMART Copyback. With SMART
Copyback, you can copy the physical drive data to a hotspare and change the physical
drive safely while maintaining the logical drive redundancy.
Use each hot spare for separate purpose referring to the following figure.

(a) A global hot spare for multiple RAID groups with the same storage space:
not capacity-oriented
RAID1

300GB

RAID5

300GB

300GB

300GB

300GB

Global
hot spare
(300 GB
or larger)

You need to assign a global hotspare with capacity equivalent to the target physical
drive in multiple RAID groups under the RAID controller. If you assign a global
hotspare with capacity less than that for target physical drives, data will not be
automatically restored to the hot spare from one of them in failure.
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(b) Dedicated hot spares for respective RAID groups with different storage space:
capacity-oriented
RAID5
RAID1

146GB

146GB

Dedicated
hot spare
(146 GB or
larger)

300GB

300GB

300GB

Dedicated
hot spare
(300 GB
or larger)

With the internal storage monitor, one dedicated hotspare cannot be shared by
multiple RAID groups. When configuring hotspares using physical drives less than
RAID groups, assign a physical drive with smaller capacity to a dedicated hotspare
and one with larger capacity to a global hotspare.
RAID1

300GB

300GB

RAID5

300GB

300GB

300GB

300GB

Global
hot spare
(300 GB
or larger

RAID1

146GB

146GB

Dedicated
hot spare
(146 GB or
larger)

You can enable a hot spare only for redundant disk arrays, such as RAID1, RAID5,
RAID6, and RAID10. A hot spare is not available for RAID0.

Global hot spare is shown only on the Physical view not on the Logical view.
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SMART copyback
This utility has a copyback feature. SMART copyback is a data recovery operation in
case of a disk failure, which allows you to copy data on a physical drive in possible
failure to the hot spare while maintaining redundancy of the physical drive. This
feature can reduce the possibility that an error occurs in the logical drive due to
another failure in physical drives during rebuild.
When S.M.A.R.T (Self-monitoring, analysis, and reporting technology) reports a
possible error in a physical drive, it is expected that the physical drive fails.

•

SMART is available for RAID1, 5, 6, and 10. Hotspare is not available for RAID0.

•

You need to change settings with GUI/CLI to use this feature. For details, see
SMART copyback setting change.

•

You can use this feature only with hotspare configured. Configuring hotspare is
recommended.
Without hotspare configured, the physical drive will be kept in use until an error
actually occurs even if SMART reports a possible error.

•
•
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This feature does not copy data to a newly replaced physical drive from the hot
spare.
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Summary of SMART copyback

RAID5 (normal)
Hot
spare
[Rebuild]
Rebuild starts after an error
occurs.

[SMART copyback]
Copying data starts when SMART
reports a possible error.
RAID5 (still normal)

RAID5 (degraded)

Copy

Prevention
target

Since data is copied in the normal
state, it is less likely affected by an
error during the copy.
After data has been copied to the
hot spare, the hot spare is added to
the logical drive. Then the targeted
drive for SMART copyback will be
isolated.

Error

Hot
spare

isolation

Rebuild
Hot
sapre

Since data is copied in the degraded state,
it is vulnerable to an error during rebuild.
After the hot spare has been rebuilt,
the hot spare is added to the logical
drive.
RAID5 (normal)
Error
isolation

The hotspare is added to
the logical drive.
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Physical drive patrol
This utility has a feature of monitoring disks connected to the RAID Controller,
detecting errors, and reporting them. The physical drive patrol periodically reads all
physical drives configured in a RAID Group controlled by the RAID controller to check
if all areas can be properly read. When having detected an error in reading, it reports
the event to the operating system as a warning but usually not as an error event.

1. A command to verify is periodically issued.
2. Data in a faulty drive is rebuilt from the redundant drive and then recovery write is executed.
Recovery write
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Read

Read

•

This feature does not execute patrol on disks not configured in a RAID group or
in degraded RAID group, but executes patrol on disks and the hot spare
configured in the RAID group.

•

This feature patrols areas not used in operation. Thus, when an error is detected
by the physical drive patrol, operation may be continually available without
trouble. When events are often reported, the disk may fail in the near future and
may not be accessed. It is recommended that you back up data or replace the
disk according to the circumstances.
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SSD predictive monitoring
SSD predictive monitoring function monitors the life expectancy of 2.5 SAS/SATA
SSD or PCIe SSD and sends an alert to the system administrator before the end of life.
The internal storage monitor supports this feature to improve the operating rate by
reducing server downtime due to unexpected failure. SSD monitoring has the
following three functions.

•

Information view of 2.5 SAS/SATA SSD or PCIe SSD
Remaining SSD space available to write is shown. See PCIe SSD information view
for details.

•

SSD threshold settings change
You can change threshold values for OS event logs and alerts (warning and error).
See SSD threshold setting change for details.

•

Monitoring life expectancy
You can contemplate measures using the following monitoring services before the
life expectancy causes a serious problem.

–

Monitoring SSD threshold values
This function monitors SSD space to write, generates OS event logs, and
sends alerts depending on the two thresholds for warning and error. See SSD
threshold monitoring for details.

–

Generating SSD statistical information
Change record in SSD space to write is saved as statistics. See SSD statistics
information for details.

Monitoring SSD thresholds

Creating SSD statistical information

Managed Server

Managed Server

internal storage monitor

internal storage monitor

Written capacity (%)

Managing Server/PC

Error

Statistics
information

SSD

Remaining
reserve space (%)

File
Time

SSD

SSD

Warning

SSD
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Time
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SSD predictive monitoring is supported by the following SSDs.
SSD type
SAS SSD

SATA SSD

PCIe SSD

Product ID/Name

Capacity

HUSMM8020ASS204

200 GB

HUSMM8040ASS204

400 GB

SSDSC2BA200G3

200 GB

SSDSC2BA200G301

200 GB

Fusion-io Flash Drive (ioDrive2)

365 GB
785 GB
1.2 TB
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3
Setting and using
internal storage monitor
This chapter provides information about how to install, uninstall, and use internal
storage monitor.
 Installing/uninstalling internal storage monitor
 Starting/ending internal storage monitor
 Features of internal storage monitor
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Installing/uninstalling internal storage monitor

NOTICE

Make sure to install internal storage monitor. Without internal storage monitor
installed, you may lose important data without knowing a failure or have trouble in
failure analysis.
Please obtain the latest installer package from the portal site at
https://portal.hds.com.

Installation
To install internal storage monitor for Windows
The following procedure describes how to install internal storage monitor for Windows
on a system where Windows is running.
1. Start Windows and log onto it as Administrator.
2. Insert "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD" into the CD/DVD drive.
3. Move to the internal storage monitor directory by browsing the "Support.html"
contained in "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD"
If internal storage monitor is not included in the "Support.html", please obtain the
installer package from the portal site at https://portal.hds.com and copy it to any
directory.
4. Double click setup.exe.
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5. In the case of Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account Control(UAC) is
enabled and the type of administrative privileges is local administrator account,
User Account Control dialog box appears. After you approve it, please go to the
next step.
<Windows Server 2008>

<Windows Server 2012>
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6. When the following window appears, click Next.

7. When the following window showing "Welcome to the Server installation and
monitoring tool internal storage monitor Setup wizard" is shown, click Next.
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8. When the following window showing "Select Installation Folder" appears, check
All users, and click Next.

Normal directories for installation are C:\Program Files\Hrn for 32-bit OS, and
C:\Program Files (x86)\Hrn for 64-bit OS.
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9. When the following window showing "Confirm Installation" appears, click Next.

10. When the follow window showing "Installation Complete" appears after
installation is completed, click Close.
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11. When the following dialog box appears, click Yes. The system unit will be
restarted immediately.

When internal storage monitor has been installed, the following shortcut icon is
created on the desktop.

Then, internal storage monitor has been completely installed.
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To install internal storage monitor for Windows Server 2008
R2/2012/2012 R2 Server Core
1. Move to the internal storage monitor directory by browsing the "Support.html"
contained in "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD".
If internal storage monitor is not included in the "Support.html", please obtain the
installer package from the portal site at https://portal.hds.com and copy it to any
directory.
2. Type the following command in the command prompt to silent-install internal
storage monitor.
# hrnsetup.exe -install

3. Restart the OS after installation is complete.
When "The installation was successful." is displayed, internal storage monitor has
been installed.

Make sure to restart the system after installation to enable internal storage monitor
configuration. Executing the installation has installed GUI, CLI, and the monitoring
service.
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To install internal storage monitor on Linux
[For Compute Rack/Compute Blade 500/Compute Blade 2000]

The following procedure describes how to install internal storage monitor for Linux on
a system where Linux is running.
1. Start Linux and log onto it as root.
2. Insert "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD" into the CD/DVD drive.
3. Start the terminal.
4. Mount the DVD. When it is automatically mounted, skip this step.
# mount -t udf /dev/dvd /media/
5. Confirm the internal storage monitor RPM package directory by browsing the
"Support.html" contained in "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD" and
copy it to any directory.
If internal storage monitor is not included in the "Support.html", please obtain the
installer package from the portal site at https://portal.hds.com and copy it to any
directory.
In addition, please unzip the following command because the internal storage
monitor RPM package of the "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD" is
compressed in a tgz file.
# cd/copy directory (copied the package in step 5.)
# tar -xzvf hrn-x.x.x.x.tgz
For 64-bit
# cd x86_64
For 32-bit
# cd ia32
6. Execute the following command to install the RPM package.
For 64-bit
# rpm -ivh hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm
For 32-bit
# rpm -ivh hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm
7. Restart the system after installation is completed.
To check if the utility is installed, type hrncli -v in your console terminal. When the
correct version is displayed, installation has been properly completed.
Then, internal storage monitor has been completely installed.
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[For Compute Blade 320]

The following procedure describes how to install internal storage monitor for Linux on
a system where Linux is running.
1. Start Linux and log onto it as root.
2. Insert "Driver & Utility CD for Red Hat Enterprise Linux" into the CD/DVD drive.
3. Start the terminal.
4. Mount the CD-ROM. When it is automatically mounted, skip this step.
# mount /dev/cdrom /media/
5. Copy the internal storage monitor RPM package contained in "Driver & Utility CD
for Red Hat Enterprise Linux" to any directory. The internal storage monitor RPM
package is in the following directory, where xxxx is any alphanumerics. "x" in
hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm and hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm depends on the internal
storage monitor version. Check your file name.
For 64-bit
/media/hitachi_utilities/hrn/x86_64/hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm
For 32-bit
/media/hitachi_utilities/hrn/ia32/hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm
6. Execute the following command to install the RPM package.
For 64-bit
# cd/copy directory (copied the package in step 5.)
# rpm -ivh hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm
For 32-bit
# cd/copy directory (copied the package in step 5.)
# rpm -ivh hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm
7. Restart the system after installation is completed.
To check if the utility is installed, type hrncli -v in your console terminal. When the
correct version is displayed, installation has been properly completed.
Then, internal storage monitor has been completely installed.

To install internal storage monitor on a system with VMware running
The internal storage monitor for VMware is installed along with the log collect on
VMware. See “Installing Server installation and monitoring tool log collect functions
(log collector)” in Server installation and monitoring tool User’s Guide - log collect
functions for VMware vMA. For messages generated in installation, see “Messages
generated in installing/uninstalling the log collect” in Server installation and
monitoring tool User’s Guide - log collect functions for VMware vMA or
Troubleshooting for installation/uninstallation in this manual.
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Upgrade
To upgrade internal storage monitor for Windows
For upgrading internal storage monitor for Windows, execute the same procedure as
that described in To install internal storage monitor for Windows.
If the following dialog box appears after Step 5, click OK. Then continue the
procedure.

Then, internal storage monitor has been completely upgraded.

For Windows Server 2008 R2/2012/2012 R2 Server Core
Execute the same procedure as that described in To install internal storage monitor
for Windows Server 2008 R2/2012/2012 R2 Server Core.

Downgrading internal storage monitor is not supported.
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To upgrade internal storage monitor for Linux
The following procedure describes how to upgrade internal storage monitor for Linux.
1. Start Linux and log onto it as root.
2. Start the console terminal.
3. Place the new version of internal storage monitor RPM package in in any directory.
"x" in hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm and hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm depends on the internal
storage monitor version. Check your file name.
For 64-bit
hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm
For 32-bit
hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm
4. Execute the following command to upgrade internal storage monitor.
For 64-bit
# cd/copy directory (placed the package in step 3.)
# rpm -Uhv --force hrn-x.x-x.x.x86_64.rpm
For 32-bit
# cd/copy directory (placed the package in step 3.)
# rpm -Uhv --force hrn-x.x-x.x.i386.rpm
5. Restart the system after installation is completed
To check if the utility is installed, type hrncli -v in the console terminal. When the
correct upgrade version is displayed, upgrade has been properly completed.
Then, internal storage monitor has been completely upgraded.

Downgrading internal storage monitor is not supported.
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Uninstallation
To uninstall internal storage monitor for Windows
This section describes how to uninstall the internal storage monitor for Windows.

Make sure to use this software to uninstall internal storage monitor, not to use
"Programs and Features" in Windows.

1. Start Windows and log onto it as Administrator.
2. Insert "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD" into the CD/DVD drive.
3. Move to the internal storage monitor directory by browsing the "Support.html"
contained in "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD".
If internal storage monitor is not included in the "Support.html", please obtain the
installer package from the portal site at https://portal.hds.com and copy it to any
directory.
4.Double click setup.exe
5. In the case of Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account Control(UAC) is
enabled and the type of administrative privileges is local administrator account,
User Account Control dialog box appears. After you approve it, please go to the
next step.
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6. When the following window appears, click Next.

7. When the window showing "Please select a setup type." appears, select Uninstall
and click Next.
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8. When the following dialog box appears, click OK.

9. When the following dialog box appears, click Yes. The system unit will restart
immediately.

Then, internal storage monitor has been completely uninstalled.

For Windows Server 2008 R2/2012/2012 R2 Server Core
1. Move to the internal storage monitor directory by browsing the "Support.html"
contained in "Server installation and monitoring tool DVD".
If internal storage monitor is not included in the "Support.html", please obtain the
installer package from the portal site at https://portal.hds.com and copy it to any
directory.
2. Type the following command in the command prompt to silent-install internal
storage monitor.
# hrnsetup.exe -uninstall

3. Restart the OS after installation is complete.
When "The uninstallation was successful." is displayed, internal storage monitor has
been uninstalled.

Make sure to restart the system after uninstallation. Executing the uninstallation
has uninstalled GUI, CLI, and the monitoring service.
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To uninstall internal storage monitor for Linux
The following procedure describes how to uninstall internal storage monitor for Linux.
1. Start Linux and log onto it as root.
2. Type the following to uniunstall the RPM package
# rpm -e hrn.
3. Restart the system after uninstallation is completed.
To check if the utility is uninstalled, type hrncli -v in the terminal PC. When a
message saying that no hrncli command is found is displayed, uninstallation has
been properly completed.
Then, internal storage monitor has been completely uninstalled.

To uninstall internal storage monitor for VMware
To uninstall internal storage monitor for VMware, see “Uninstalling the log collector”
in Server installation and monitoring tool User’s Guide - log collect functions for
VMware vMA.
For messages generated at uninstallation, see “Messages generated in installing/
uninstalling the log collect” in Server installation and monitoring tool User’s Guide log collect functions for VMware vMA, or Troubleshooting for installation/
uninstallation in this manual.
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Starting/ending internal storage monitor
Starting/ending GUI
To start GUI
<For Windows Server 2003 R2/2008/2008 R2>
1. Click Start > All Programs > Server installation and monitoring tool >
internal storage monitor > internal storage monitor to start GUI.

Or double-click the following internal storage monitor shortcut icon on the
desktop to start GUI.
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Only a user with Administrator privilege can execute GUI. When GUI has been
already started, you cannot start GUI.
If you have created unsupported RAID configuration in WebBIOS, the following
message appears showing GUI is not available when you start GUI. IF so, check the
RAID configuration and re-create a supported RAID configuration.

2. In the case of Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account Control(UAC) is
enabled and the type of administrative privileges is local administrator account,
User Account Control dialog box appears. After you approve it, please go to the
next step.
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3. When GUI is started, the following main window appears.
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<For Windows Server 2012>
1. Move the cursor to the left bottom to show the Start popup.
2. Click Start to show the Start window.
3. Right-click on the window to show the task bar on the bottom and a menu on the
right side of the task bar.
4. Click All Apps from the menu to show the following window.

5. Select internal storage monitor on the window.
6. In the case of Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account Control(UAC) is
enabled and the type of administrative privileges is local administrator account,
User Account Control dialog box appears. After you approve it, please go to the
next step.
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7. When GUI is started, the following main window appears.

To end GUI
1. Click Close in the middle of the bottom or click X on the upper right corner to end
GUI.
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Starting/ending CLI
To start CLI
•

CLI is available from any directories.

•

You can use Linux in B shell or C shell environment. When in C shell environment,
execute one of the following commands.
–
–

Execute # set nonomatch at terminal startup.
Type \ before using wildcard characters, such as *, ?, [, ], for the command
argument.
Example: hrncli –pdinfo -pd\[0:0\] -a0

Only a user with Administrator for Windows or with root for Linux/VMware can
execute CLI. When CLI has been already started, you cannot start CLI.
•

•
•
•
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For Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account Control(UAC) is enabled
and CLI is executed by Task Scheduler, please specify [run with the highest
privileges].
When CLI is used on Linux by a user other than a root user, type su – command
to change to a root user and use CLI.
For VMware, use sudo command to give you root privilege and execute CLI.
If you have created unsupported RAID configuration in WebBIOS, some
commands may not work correctly.
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<For Windows Server 2003 R2/2008/2008 R2>
1. Click Start > All Programs > Accessories > Command Prompt to start
Command Prompt.

But in the case of Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account
Control(UAC) is enabled and the type of administrative privileges is local
administrator account, please right-click on the Command Prompt icon and select
"Run as administrator" from the menu.
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2. Type hrncli -<command> -<command parameter> to start CLI that performs the
parameter feature specified in -<command> -<command parameter>.

<For Windows Server 2012>
1. Move the cursor to the left bottom to show the Start popup.
2. Click Start to show the Start window.
3. Right-click on the window to show the task bar on the bottom and a menu on the
right side of the task bar.
4. Click All Apps from the menu to show the following window.
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5. Select Command Prompt on the window in step 4 to show the main window
appears.
But in the case of Windows Server 2008 and later, when User Account
Control(UAC) is enabled and the type of administrative privileges is local
administrator account, please right-click on the Command Prompt icon and
select "Run as administrator" from the menu.

6. Type hrncli -<command> -<command parameter> to start CLI that performs the
parameter feature specified in -<command> -<command parameter>.
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<For Linux/VMware>
1. With X Window started, right-click the desktop window to display the pull-down
menu, and click Open the terminal to start the console terminal.

2. Type hrncli -<command> -<command parameter> to start CLI that performs the
parameter feature specified in -<command> -<command parameter>.
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To end CLI
CLI automatically ends for Windows, Linux, and VMware after the hrncli command is
executed. Type exit into the command line or click X on the upper right corner to end
CLI.
<Windows>

<Linux/VMware>
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Features of internal storage monitor
GUI overview
Tabs
This section describes tabs on the GUI window. You can select a tab for specific
settings. See List of internal storage monitor features for details about settings.

•

Dashboard
This tab allows you to show information of RAID cards and change those settings;
to show information of enclosures; to show information of Cache Backup and start
Learn cycle; to show information of logical drives and change those settings, to
expand logical drive capacity; to show information of physical drives, and to show
the version.

- RAID Controller view
This view shows RAID controller information.
•

Controller Information button
This button shows the Controller Information window to show and to set
the controller information.

•

Enclosure Information button
This button shows the Enclosure Information window to show the enclosure
information.

•
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Information button for Cache Backup
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This button shows the Cache Backup Information window to show the
cache backup information.
Learn Cycle button for Cache Backup

•

This buttons starts cache backup diagnostics.
- Version view
Version button

•

This button shows the Version window.
- Logical Drive (LD) view
This view shows logical drives controlled by the RAID controller in the form of
a tree.
(A)
(B)
(C)
No.
1

Item
(A)

Shows a RAID group including the RAID group number and RAID level.

(B)

Shows logical drives including the logical drive number, logical drive status, logical
drive capacity, and the drive letter. Drive letters are shown only when driver letters
are assigned to logical drives with Windows OS. See Status view for logical
drives/physical drives for logical drive status.

(C)

Shows unused disk space in a RAID group. If no unused space in the RAID group,
nothing is shown.

2

3

Description

- Physical Drive (PD) view
This view shows physical drives controlled by the RAID controller.
No.
1

Item
PD No.

2

Description
Shows physical drive numbers.
Shows a logical driver number to which the physical drive belongs.
When the physical drive is not used, None is shown.

LD No.

When global hotspare is assigned to the physical drive, GHS is shown.
When dedicated hotspare is assigned to the physical drive, DHS is shown.
When the physical drive is a potential drive for restore, RLD is shown.

3

RG No.

Shows a RAID group number to which the physical drive belongs.

State

Shows a state for the physical drive. See Status view for logical
drives/physical drives for physical drive status.

4

When hotspare is assigned to the physical drive, Hot Spare is shown.
5

Type

Shows a media type of the physical drive, HDD or SSD.

6

Capacity

Shows capacity for the physical drive in GBs.
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When RAID configuration is enabled in SMP configuration with CB 520X B1, PD
numbers for Primary Nodes are PD0 and PD2, and ones for Secondary Nodes are
PD1 and PD3.

•

Create LD
This tab allows you to easily create logical drives for RAID configuration.

- Physical Drive (PD) view
This view shows physical drives controlled by the RAID controller. Items
shown in this view are the same as in Dashboard tab.
- Custom Configuration button
This button shows the Custom Configuration window to create logical drives
with any settings.
- Add button
This button reserves logical drives for the selected RAID configuration.
- Finish button
This button creates logical drives reserved by the Add button.
- Cancel button
This button deletes information of logical drives reserved by the Add button.
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•

Delete LD
This tab allows you to delete logical drives.

- Logical Drive (LD) view
This view shows logical drives controlled by the RAID controller.
No.

Item

Description

1

LD No.

Shows the logical drive number.

2

RG No.

Shows a RAID group number to which the logical drive belongs.

State

Shows a state for the logical drive. See Status view for logical
drives/physical drives for physical drive status.

4

Capacity

Shows capacity for the logical drive in GBs.

5

RAID Level

Shows a RAID level for the logical drive.

6

Assign to

Shows the drive letter assigned to.

3

- Delete button
This button deletes logical drives shown in the Logical Driver (LD) view.
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•

Hot Spare
This tab allows you to assign or release global hotspare or dedicated hotspare.

- Hot Spare view
This view shows assigned hotspares.
No.
1
2
2
4

Item

Description

PD No.

Shows the physical drive number.

Type

Shows a type of hotspare: GHS for global hotspare; DHS for dedicated
hotspare.

RG No.

Shows a RAID group number to which the hotspare belongs. Shown only
with GHS for Type.

State

Shows a state of the hotspare.

- Physical Drive (PD) view
This view shows physical drives controlled by the RAID controller. Items
shown in this view are the same as in Dashboard tab.
- Add button
This button assigns hotspare to the physical drive selected in the Physical
Drive (PD) view.
- Delete button
This button releases hotspare from the logical drive selected in the Physical
Drive (PD) view.
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•

Restore LD
This tab allows you to restore logical drives.

Do not use the Restore LD tab. Restoring logical drives is not supported.

- Restore Drive (LD) view
This view allows you to select logical drives to restore.
No.

Item

Description

1

LD No.

Shows the logical drive number.

2

RG No.

Shows a RAID group number to which the logical drive belongs.

State

Shows a state of the logical drive. See Status view for logical drives/physical
drives for details.

4

Capacity

Shows capacity of the logical drive in GBs.

5

RAID Level

Shows a RAID level of the logical drive.

3

6

Shows the following:
Error Infor

-: All online PDs composing RAID exist.
Lack of ONLINE PD: Online PDs composing RAID are not enough.
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- Physical Drive (PD) view
This view shows physical drives controlled by the RAID controller. Items
shown in this view are the same as in Dashboard tab.
- Add button
This button restores a logical drive in the Restore Drive (LD) view.
- Delete button
This button deletes information of a logical drive in the Restore Drive (LD)
view.
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•

Maintenance
This tab allows you to execute initialization, data consistency check, and rebuild
for logical drives; to start and stop patrol read for physical drives; and to check
progress and stop tasks currently running.

- RAID Controller view
This view shows RAID controller information.
Patrol Read button

•

This button starts patrol read.
Stop button

•

This button stops patrol read
- Logical Drive (LD) view
This view shows logical drives controlled by the RAID controller as a tree.
No.
1
2
3

Item

Description

LD No.

Shows the logical drive number.

State

Shows a state of the logical drive. See Status view for logical
drives/physical drives for logical drive status.

Progress

Shows progress of the task by percent. If you reboot the system, or put
to standby or hibernation, the progress state may go back a little when
resuming the task.

4

Shows the following results:
Error Inof

-: No error.
Not Consistent: Inconsistency is detected in consistency check.
Bad block exists: Bad block occurs.
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- Initialize button
This button initializes logical drives for RAID5, RAID1, RAID10, RAID6, and
RAID0.
- Rebuild button
This button starts rebuilding.
- Check Consistency button
This button executes consistency check to logical drives for RAID5, RAID1,
RAID10, and RAID6.
- Stop button
This button stops initialization and consistency check.

Once rebuild starts, it cannot be stopped.

- Physical Drive (PD) view
This view shows physical drives controlled by the RAID controller.
No.

Item

Description

1

PD No.

Shows the physical drive number.

2

LD No.

Shows a physical drive number to which the logical drive belongs.

State

Shows a state for the logical drive. See Status view for logical
drives/physical drives for logical drive status.

4

Type

Shows a media type for the physical drive, HDD or SSD.

5

Progress

Shows progress of patrol read as a percentage.

3

- Tools view
•

Test Event button
This button creates pseudo test events for Error/Warning/Info and output
to the OS event log.
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Status view for logical drives/physical drives
State, an item of the Logical Drive (LD) view in each tab, shows the following states
of a logical drive.
State

Description

OPTIMAL

In normal operation

OPTIMAL (COPYBACK)

In normal operation as above, physical drives, composing a logical drive, are in
SMART Copyback operation

DEGRADED

Degraded: A single physical drive for the logical drive, or two physical drives with
RAID 6, fail(s).

DEGRADED (REBUILD)

With the state above, DEGRADED, the physical drive composing the logical drive
is being rebuilt.

PARTIALLY DEGRADED

A physical drive in the logical drive with RAID 6 is degraded.

PARTIALLY DEGRADED
(REBUILD)

With the state above, PARTIALLY DEGRADED, the physical drive composing the
logical drive is being rebuilt.

OFFLINE

Operation is unavailable due to failure in multiple physical drives in the logical
drive. Or the drive fails in a logical drive without redundancy.

State, an item of the Logical Drive (LD) view in each tab, shows the following states
of a physical drive.
State

Description

ONLINE

In normal operation

COPYBACK

In SMART Copyback operation

REBUILD

In being rebuilt

FAILED

Has failed and is isolated from the RAID controller.

OFFLINE

Is forced to be OFFLINE by a user.

HOTSPARE

Global hotspare or dedicated hotspare is assigned to the physical drive.

Unconfigured GOOD

Not in use or to be restored.

Unconfigured BAD

Is isolated from the RAID controller due to failure in the physical drive by
inconsistency in information. Or a pre-used physical drive is inserted.

-

No physical drive is installed.

COPYBACK is shown to a physical drive for copy destination. Unconfigured BAD is
shown to a physical drive for copy source with SMARTreport after copyback.
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CLI overview
CLI is a tool for operating internal storage monitor on the commandline, you can use
it by adding command options to the command hrncli to execute features. See List of
internal storage monitor features for details about operating each feature.

Command format
Typing "hrncli-command-command parameter" on the command line executes CLI
command features.

Error report
In case that an error occurs in operating a feature, an error message is shown on the
command prompt as Error-<description>. See Command messages for details.

Ending CLI
How to end CLI, with no response after the hrncli command is typed in, depends on
your operating system.
For Windows: Press Ctrl + C keys.
For Linux: Execute the kill command.

hrncli command
See List of internal storage monitor features for details about the hrncli command and
parameters. Executing the hrncli-help command shows the hrncli command list.
Do not execute any command not described in this manual. If you do, it may cause
incorrect behavior.
CLI is available from any directory.
Commands are case-insensitive.
"h" or "?" can be used for "help".
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The following table shows symbols used for commands.
Symbol

Description

|

Stands for or. Select one of them divided by |.

{...}

Stands for options that can be omitted.

For the command to specify a PD number to a physical drive in “-pd” option, specify
PD0 and/or PD2 for Primary Nodes and PD1 and/or PD3 for Secondary Nodes when
RAID configuration is enabled in SMP configuration with CB 520X B1.
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List of internal storage monitor features
This section describes internal storage monitor main features in the following table.
Underscored values, in tables for sections of Building RAID configuration and
Changing RAID configurations, are default values, and values in square brackets are
recommended values.
Example:
[Enabled]/Disabled: Enabled is a default and also recommended value.
[Enabled]/Disabled: Since Disabled is a default value but Enabled is a recommended
value, you need to change values.
Values, which require to be changed from the default to the recommended, are
emphasized in red.

Since input and output specifications of CLI commands are common for Windows,
Linux, and VMware this manual shows those for Windows.

Main feature

Building RAID
configuration

Viewing RAID
information
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Feature item

Description

OS type*

Reference

hrncli
command

GUI

CLI

Monitor

W

L

V

GUI

CLI

-





NS

lddel

GUI

CLI

-





NS

pdhsp

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Deletes a global hot
spare

pdhsp

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Adds a dedicated hot
spare.

pdhsp

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Deletes a dedicated
hot spare.

pdhsp

GUI

CLI

-





NS

ldrecon

GUI

CLI

-





NS

ctrlinfo

GUI

CLI

-







Creating
logical drives
(disk arrays)

Creates logical drives
(disk arrays).

Deleting
logical drives
(disk arrays)

Deletes logical drives
(disk arrays).

Adding/
deleting
hotspare

Adds a
spare.

global

hot

Expanding
logical drive
(disk array)
capacity

Expands logical drive
(disk array) capacity

RAID
controller
information
view

Shows information of
RAID controllers.

lde
ldc
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Main feature

Viewing RAID
information

Changing
RAID settings

Monitoring

Feature item

Description

OS type*

Reference

hrncli
command

GUI

CLI

Monitor

W

L

V

Logical drive
information
view

Shows information of
logical drives.

ldpdinfo

GUI

CLI

-







Physical drive
information
view

Shows information of
physical drives.

pdinfo

GUI

CLI

-







PCIe SSD
information
view

Shows information of
PCIe SSD.

pssdinfo

-

CLI

-







Cache backup
view

Shows information of
cache backup.

cbinfo

GUI

CLI

-







Cache backup
learn cycle

Executes a cache
backup learn cycle.

cblearn

GUI

CLI

-





NA

Enclosure
view

Shows information of
enclosures or a
backplane.

enclinfo

GUI

CLI

-







Refresh

Refresh information
on each window.

-

GUI

-

-



NS

NS

Version view

Shows the internal
storage monitor
version.

-

GUI

CLI

-







Cache setting
change

Changes logical drive
settings.

ldsetprop

GUI

CLI

-





NS

RAID
controller
setting
change

Changes RAID
controller settings.

ctrlsetpro
p

GUI

CLI

-





NS

ctrlpr

GUI

CLI

-





NS

-

-

-



NA

NS

GUI

CLI

-





NS

-

-

CLI

-







-

-

-

SSD
monito
ring







Patrol
setting
change

read

Task
setting
change

rate

Changes patrol read
settings including
operation modes and
intervals.
Changes task rates.
Use this utility with
Task Rate by default,
Low.

SMART
copyback
setting
change

Changes SMART
copyback settings.

SSD
threshold
setting
change

Sets threshold values
for SAS/SATA SSD
and PCIe SSD.

SSD
threshold
monitoring

Monitors the
remaining capacity
rate in SAS/SATA
SSD and PCIe SSD.
Starts at monitoring
service startup every
24 hours.

-

ctrlsetpro
p
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Main feature

Monitoring

RAID
maintenance

Feature item

SSD statistics

Logical drive
restore

Description

Creates files for
statistics of
SAS/SATA SSD and
PCIe SSD every
midnight on the first
day of the month. For
file location, see File
location.

CLI

Monitor

W

L

V

-

-

-

SSD
statisti
cs







-

-

-

-



NS

NS

Initializes a logical
drive, checks
consistency,
executes rebuild,
checks progress of a
currently running
task, and stop the
task.

ldpdprog

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Patrol read
start and stop

Starts and stops
patrol read.

ctrlpr

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Test event
notification

Notifies test events.

tstevt

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Physical drive
location view

Shows a location of
physical drives with
LED.

pdlocate

GUI

CLI

-





NS

Physical drive
forced offline

Forces a physical
drive offline.
-

-

CLI

-





NS

-

-

CLI

-





NS

GUI

CLI

-





NS

-

CLI

-





NS

This feature is for
maintenance. Do not
use this feature.
Physical drive
forced online

Forces a physical
drive online.
This feature is for
maintenance. Do not
use this feature.

RAID
Advanced
Options

GUI

Restores a logical
drive used in another
RAID system to add
to the logical drive.
This feature is for
maintenance. Do not
use this feature. If
use this feature
incorrectly, disk data
may be lost.

Task progress
view and task
stop

OS type*

Reference

hrncli
command

Physical drive
forced
Unconfigured
GOOD

Forces a physical
drive Unconfigured
GOOD.

RAID log
collection

Collects RAID logs.

pdmakeg
ood

log

This feature is currently not supported.

* OS: Supported []; Not supported [NS]
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Building RAID configuration
Creating logical drives (disk arrays)
internal storage monitor provides many features for your purpose.

For <GUI>
internal storage
monitor solution

Purpose

Window

Number
of
Window

Number
of the
shortest
operation

To simply create a
single logical drive

See Single LD: For
<GUI>.

1

3

To simply create
multiple logical
drives
simultaneously

See Multi LD: For
<GUI>.

1

3

To specify a logical
drive configuration in
details, and to create
logical drives
simultaneously

See Custom
configuration: For
<GUI>.

1

3

To delete
unnecessary logical
drives

See Deleting logical
drives: For <GUI>.

1

2

To create hotspare
for failure in physical
drives

See Adding/deleting
hotspare.

1

2

2

4

See
To expand or reduce
logical drive capacity

To expand logical drive
capacity.
or
To reduce logical drive
capacity
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For <CLI>
internal storage monitor
solution

Purpose

Window

Number of the
shortest
operation

To simply create a
single logical drive

See Single LD: For <CLI>.

4

To simply create
multiple logical
drives
simultaneously

See Multi LD: For <CLI>.

7

To specify a logical
drive configuration in
details, and to logical
drives
simultaneously

See Custom configuration: For
<CLI>.

1

To delete
unnecessary logical
drive

See Deleting logical drives: For
<CLI>.

4

To create hotspare
for failure in physical
drives

See Adding/deleting hotspare.

3

See
To expand or reduce
logical drive capacity

To expand logical drive
capacity.> CLI
or
To reduce logical device capacity
> CLI
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6

•

•

•

•

The maximum number of logical drives that can be created per RAID controller
is as follows:
With other than LSI Software RAID: 24
With LSI Software RAID: 8
The maximum number of logical drives that can be created for a single RAID
group is as follows:
Not with LSI Software RAID: 16
With LSI Software RAID: 8
The maximum number of physical drives that can be created for a single RAID
group is as follows:
Not with LSI Software RAID: 16 for RAID10; 32 for other than RAID 10
With LSI Software RAID: 8
Mixed configuration, SAS with SATA and HDD with SSD, is not available for the
same RAID group.

•

With LSI Software RAID, only RAID 0 and RAID 1 are supported for logical drive
configuration. Others are not supported.

•

With LSI SAS 3004 RAID cards, only RAID 0, RAID 1, and RAID 10 are
supported for logical drive configuration. Others are not supported.
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When different rpm physical drives (HDDs) are mixed onboard, creating logical
drives and adding hotspare using physical drives with the same rpm are
supported. See the following to create logical drives and to add hotspare.
•

Custom configuration

• To add dedicated hotspare
For how to check rpm, see the system unit user's guide > BIOS Guide > 2
MegaRAID WebBIOS > Drives: viewing physical disk information.
For mixed configuration of HDDs with different rpm, see your system unit user's
guide.
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Single LD: To simply create a single logical drive (disk array)
For <GUI>
1. Click the Create LD tab.
2. Click the Single LD tab on the upper left side.
This automatically recognizes physical drives and shows available RAID
configurations including one with a global hotspare).

All available RAID configurations, consisting of all unconfigured physical drives
installed, are shown.

3. For a RAID controller supporting Snapshot/CacheCade*, select Basic from the
combo box on the left of the Physical Drive (PD) view.
*

Snapshot/CacheCade support of RAID Advanced Options is currently not
supported.

4. Check an option button of a RAID configuration to create, and click Add.

When a configuration with a hot spare is selected, a global hot spare is created. A
physical drive with the largest capacity is assigned as global hotspare.
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5. When Finish is enabled, click Finish.

6. When the following popup message for confirmation appears, click OK.

Initialization for logical drives automatically starts. You do not need to initialize them
again.
The initialization time depends on the single hard disk capacity regardless of the
RAID level or logical drive capacity. See Appendix A: Estimated Tme for Processing
for the estimated time.
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For LSI Software RAID, a logical drive is instantly initialized by Fast Initialization.
Even a pop-up message does not appear at the start of initialization.
When you create logical drives in RAID other than RAID 0 with LSI Software RAID,
the following pop-up message appears. Execute consistency check. See Task
progress view and task stop for how to check consistency.

For a RAID controller with Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write
Back with Cache Backup.
For a RAID controller without Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write
Through.
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7. When OK is clicked, the following window appears.

When any unconfigured physical drives exist, the window in step 3 appears.

8. Click the Maintenance tab to check the progress of logical drive initialization.
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For <CLI>

•

Command format: hrncli -lde

1. Type hrncli -lde on the command prompt.

All available RAID configurations, consisting of all unconifgured physical drives
installed, are shown.

2. Type the corresponding number to a controller you selected.

3. Type 1: Single LD (Basic) from the Create LD Menu.
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4. All available RAID configurations are shown. Type the number for a RAID
configuration to create.

When a configuration with a hot spare is selected, a global hot spare is created. A
physical drive with the largest capacity is assigned as global hot spare.

5. When PD information and LD capacity are displayed, the logical drive has been
completely created.
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Initialization for logical drives automatically starts. You do not need to initialize them
again.
The initialization time depends on the single hard disk capacity regardless of the RAID
level or logical drive capacity. See Appendix A: Estimated Tme for Processing for the
estimated time.

For LSI Software RAID, a logical drive is instantly initialized by Fast Initialization. Even
a pop-up message does not appear at the start of initialization.
When you create logical drives in RAID other than RAID 0 with LSI Software RAID,
execute consistency check. See Task progress view and task stop for how to check
consistency.

For a RAID controller with Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write Back
with Cache Backup.
For a RAID controller without Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write
Through.
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Multi LD: To simply create two or more logical drives (disk arrays)
For <GUI>
1. Click the Create LD tab.
2. Click the Multi LD tab on the upper left side.
3. For a RAID controller supporting Snapshot/CacheCade*, select Basic from the
combo box on the left of the Physical Drive (PD) view.
*1 Snapshot/CacheCade of RAID Advanced Options are currently not supported.

When more than 16 physical drives are unused, a RAID configuration consisting of
16 physical drives is shown.

4. Check an option button of a RAID configuration to create, and select a RAID Level,
# of Logical Drive, and # of Hot Spare from each combo box. Then click Add.

TypeA

TypeB

TypeC
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You can create up to two RAID groups at the same time.
Type A for reliability consists of two RAID groups with one logical drive respectively.
(Recommended configuration)
Type B for capacity consists of a single RAID group with multiple logical drives inside
created by partitioning.
Type C is a combination of Type A and Type B, consisting of two RAID groups with
multiple logical drives created by partitioning in each RAID group.

You need to select # of Logical Drive only for Type B and Type C with partitioning.

When one or more hotspare is selected, a global hotspare is created. A physical drive
with the largest capacity is assigned as global hotspare.

When multiple RAID group are assigned, the following window appears to select a
capacity of each RAID group to specify the number of physical drives. Select a capacity
for RAID #0 and RAID #1, and click Add.
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5. When Finish is enabled, click Finish.

6. When the following popup message for confirmation appears, click OK.

Initialization for logical drives automatically starts. You do not need to initialize
them again.
The initialization time depends on the single hard disk capacity regardless of the
RAID level or disk array capacity. See Appendix A: Estimated Tme for Processing
for the estimated time.
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For LSI Software RAID, a logical drive is instantly initialized by Fast Initialization.
Even a pop-up message does not appear at the start of initialization.
When you create logical drives in RAID other than RAID 0 with LSI Software RAID,
the following pop-up message appears. Execute consistency check. See Task
progress view and task stop for how to check consistency.

For a RAID controller with Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write Back
with Cache Backup.
For a RAID controller without Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write
Through.
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7. When OK is clicked, the following window appears.

When any unconfigured physical drives exist, the window in step 2 appears again.

8. Click the Maintenance tab to check the progress of logical drive initialization.
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For <CLI>

•

Command format: hrncli -lde

1. Type hrncli -lde on the command prompt.

When more than 16 physical drives are unconfigured, a RAID configuration
consisting of 16 physical drives is shown.

2. Type the corresponding number to a controller you selected.

3. Type 2: Multi LD (Basic) from the Create LD Menu.
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4. All available RAID configurations are shown. Type the number for a RAID
configuration to create.

TypeA

TypeB

TypeC

You can create up to two RAID groups at the same time.
Type A for reliability consists of two RAID groups with one logical drive respectively.
(Recommended configuration)
Type B for capacity consists of a single RAID group with multiple logical drives inside
created by partitioning.
Type C is a combination of Type A and Type B, consisting of two RAID groups with
multiple logical drives created by partitioning in each RAID group.

When one or more hot spares are selected, a global hot spare is created. A physical
drive with the largest capacity is assigned as global hotspare.

You need to select # of Logical Drive only for Type B or Type C with partitioning.
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5. Type a RAID Level for RAID#0.

6. Type a RAID Level for RAID#1.
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7. Type a global hot spare.

8. Select a RAID configuration.

When multiple RAID group are assigned, a window may appear to select a capacity
of each RAID group to specify the number of physical drives.
.
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9. When PD information and LD capacity are displayed, the logical drive has been
completely created.

Initialization for logical drives automatically starts. You do not need to initialize them
again.
The initialization time depends on the single hard disk capacity regardless of the RAID
level or disk array capacity. See Appendix A: Estimated Tme for Processing for the
estimated time.

For LSI Software RAID, a logical drive is instantly initialized by Fast Initialization. Even
a pop-up message does not appear at the start of initialization.
When you create logical drives in RAID other than RAID 0 with LSI Software RAID,
execute consistency check. See Task progress view and task stop for how to check
consistency.

For a RAID controller with Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write Back
with Cache Backup.
For a RAID controller without Cache backup, write cache is automatically set to Write
Through.
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Custom configuration: To create a customized logical drive (disk array)

NOTICE

Only when your system unit is connected to UPS (uninterruptible power supply)
with a controller board except for a disk array controller with Cache backup, set
write cache to Always Write Back. If Always Write Back is set without connected
to UPS, data may be corrupted by data loss in write cache in case of blackout or
instantaneous power failure.
For a disk array controller board with a disk array controller with Cache Backup, set
write cache to Write Back with Cache Backup for use. If not, data may be
corrupted by data loss in write cache in case of blackout or instantaneous power
failure.

See RAID controller information view > General Information to check Cache Backup
Present. If the value is Yes, your controller is a disk array controller with Cache
Backup.
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For <GUI>
1. Click the Create LD tab.
2. For a RAID controller supporting Snapshot/CacheCade*, select Basic from the
combo box on the left of the Physical Drive (PD) view.
*

Snapshot/CacheCade of RAID Advanced Options is currently not supported.

3. Click Custom Configuration.

4. The following window appears.
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When free space exists in a RAID group, the following window appears to specify
how to use the space between assigning the space to the RAID group and creating
a new RAID group. When using the free space, go on to step 5. But you cannot
change settings for the RAID level and cache.

5. Click a physical drive to create a logical drive on the Physical Drive (PD) view.
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You can select only physical drives with None as LD No and Unconfigured GOOD
as State on the Physical Drive (PD) view. Selected physical drives are shown with a
logical drive number* (asterisk added) to be assigned when the logical drive is
created. To return to the previous state, unconfigured, click the physical drive
again.

6. Select or type settings such as a RAID Level, Logical Drive Capacity, and Disk
Cache Policy. Then click Add.
The following table shows setting items.
Item

Description

Value
Selectable RAID levels are as follows,
depending on the number of selected
physical drives.

RAID Level

Sets a RAID level for a RAID group.

RAID0: 1 at the least
RAID1: 2
(more than 2 is not allowed.)
RAID5: 3 at the least
RAID6: 4 at the least
RAID10: 4 at the least (any odd number
is not available.)

Logical Drive
Name

Sets any logical drive name with up to 15
bytes.

Any logical drive name or unset

Capacity

Sets capacity of a logical drive to create in
GBs. Three digits to the right of the decimal
are available.

-

Selects a type of initialization.

[Full Initialization]/Fast Initialization/No
Initialization4

Stripe Size

Sets a stripe size only for RAID 5 and RAID
6.

8 K/16 K/32 K/[64 K]/128 K/
256 K/512 K/1 M1

Read Policy

Sets whether or not to use Read Cache.

[No Read Ahead]/Always Read Ahead3

Write Policy2

Sets whether or not to use Write Cache.

Initialization
State

Write Back with Cache Backup: Modes are
automatically changed between Write Back
and Write Thourh by the state of power
supplied to the cache backup. Without any
cache backup, Write Backup with Cache
Backup is not shown.

[Write Through]/Always Write
Back/[Write Back with Cache Backup]

IO Policy

Sets an IO policy.

[Direct IO]/Cached IO

Access Policy

Sets a data access policy.

[Read Write]/Read Only/Blocked

Disk Cache
Policy2

Changes cache settings for physical drives.

[Disabled]/Enabled/Unchanged
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Item

Description

Value

1. 64 K fixed for LSI Software RAID
2. Not shown on GUI for LSI Software RAID
3. For LSI Software RAID, the recommended value is [Always Read Ahead].
4. For LSI Software RAID, the recommended value is [Fast Initialization].

If each item is set to any value except for the recommended value, proper
operation shall not be guaranteed.

Default values for Write Cache (Write Policy) are as follows:
Without Cache Backup: Write Cache OFF (Write Through)
With Cache Backup: Write Cache automatic change ON/OFF (Write Back with Cache
Backup)

To create multiple logical drives in the same RAID group, type a smaller value in
Capacity than that of Available Capacity. Then click Add. Repeat the procedure,
type a value in Capactiy and click Add, as necessary.

7. When Finish is enabled, click Finish.
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8. When the following dialog box appears, click Yes.

Without any global hotspare, the following popup message appears. This utility
has SMART Copyback that can change physical drives with logical drive
redundancy maintained when a failure is expected to occur in a physical drive.
So, it is recommended that you configure a global hotspare using the Hot Spare
tab.

When Full Initialization is specified as Initialization State, the following popup
message appears. Initialization for logical drives automatically starts.
The initialization time depends on the single hard disk capacity regardless of the
RAID level or disk array capacity. See Appendix A: Estimated Time for
Processing for the estimated time.
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When Fast Initialization is specified as Initialization State, the logical drive is
instantly initialized. Even a pop-up message does not appear at the start of
initialization.
When you create logical drives in RAID other than RAID 0 with LSI Software RAID,
the following pop-up message appears. Execute consistency check. See Task
progress view and task stop for how to check consistency.

When Always Write Back is set as Write Policy, the following dialog box appears.
To create the logical drive, click OK. To cancel the logical drive, click Cancel.
If Always Write Back is set without connected to UPS, data may be corrupted by data
loss in write cache in case of blackout or instantaneous power failure. When the
system is not connected to UPS, select Cancel and change the write policy setting.
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For <CLI>

•

Custom Configuration for RAID0, RAID1, RAID5, and RAID6
1. Type hrncli -ldc -r0|-r1|-r5|-r6[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. Create a logical drive. See the table in step 6 For <GUI>, for details about
setting items.

You can select only physical drives with None as LD No and Unconfigured GOOG as
State on the Physical Drive (PD) view. Selected physical drives are shown with a
logical drive number* (asterisk) added, to be assigned when a logical drive is created.

If the total of hrncli -ldc command exceeds 256 bytes, divide the command and
execute it in multiple times.

If each item is set to any value except for the recommended value, proper operation
shall not be guaranteed.

Default values for Write Cache (Write Policy) are as follows:
Without Cache Backup: Write Cache OFF (Write Through)
With Cache Backup: Write Cache automatic change ON/OFF (Write Back with Cache
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To create multiple logical drives in the same RAID group, specify a smaller value as
-szxxx in Capacity than that of Available Capacity. Then specify multiple logical drives
to create as follows:
Example: hrncli -ldc -r5[0:0, 0:1] -szxxx -szyyy -aN

When –Full is specified to the command parameter, and for Hardware RAID, the
logical drive is automatically initialized. Time required for logical drive initialization
depends on the capacity of the physical drive, not depending on the RAID level and
the capacity of the logical drive. See Appendix A: Estimated time for processing.
When –Fast is specified, and for LSI Software RAID, a logical drive is instantly
initialized by Fast Initialization. Even a pop-up message does not appear at the start
of initialization. See Task progress view and task stop for how to check consistency.

If with write cache ON, or if –wb is specified, a confirmation message asking if you
want to create the logical drive appears.
When Y is typed, the logical drive is created.
When N is typed, the logical drive is not created.
If write cache ON is specified without connecting the system unit to UPS
(Uninterruptible Power Supply), data in write cache will disappear at a power failure
or instantaneous power failure, which may result in data corruption. When not
connecting your system unit to UPS, type N to change the write policy setting.

•

Format
hrncli -ldc -r0|-r1|-r5|-r6[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-full|-fast|-none}
{-wt|-wb|-wbcb} {-nora|-ra }{-direct|-cached} {-szxxx [-szyyy ...]}
{-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail
-r0,-r1,-r5,-r6[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...]: RAID levels (0, 1, 5, 6)
-full: full initialization
-fast: fast initialization
none: no initialization
-wt: write cache OFF
-wb: write cache ON
-wbcb: write cache ON/OFF automatically switched
-nora: read cache OFF
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-ra: read cache ON
-direct: direct IO
-cached: cached IO
-szxxx: size to specify
[]: E0 shows an enclose ID and S0 shows a slot number. With a single or no
expansion chassis, the enclose ID can be omitted.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

•

Custom Configuration for RAID10
1. Type hrncli -ldc -r10 -array0[0:0] -wt -aN on the command prompt.
2. Create a logical drive. See the table in step 6, For <GUI>, for details about
setting items.

You can select only physical drives with None as LD No and Unconfigured GOOD as
State on the Physical Drive (PD) view. Selected physical drives are shown with a
logical drive number* (asterisk) added, to be assigned when a logical drive is created.

If each item is set to any value except for the recommended value, proper operation
shall not be guaranteed.
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Default values for Write Cache (Write Policy) are as follows:
Without Cache Backup: Write Cache OFF (Write Through)
With Cache Backup: Write Cache automatic change ON/OFF (Write Back with Cache
Backup)

To create multiple logical drives in the same RAID group, specify a smaller value as
-szxxx in Capacity than that of Available Capacity. Then specify multiple logical
drives to create as follows:
Example:
hrncli -ldc -r10 -array0[0:0,0:1] -array1[0:2,0:3] -szxxx -szyyy -aN

When –Full is specified to the command parameter, and for Hardware RAID, the
logical drive is automatically initialized. Time required for logical drive initialization
depends on the capacity of the physical drive, not depending on the RAID level and
the capacity of the logical drive. See Appendix A: Estimated time for processing
When –Fast is specified, and for LSI Software RAID, a logical drive is instantly
initialized by Fast Initialization. Even a pop-up message does not appear at the start
of initialization.

If with write cache ON, or if –wb is specified, a confirmation message asking if you
want to create the logical drive appears.
When Y is typed, the logical drive is created.
When N is typed, the logical drive is not created.
If write cache ON is specified without connecting the system unit to UPS
(Uninterruptible Power Supply), data in write cache will disappear at a power failure
or instantaneous power failure, which may result in data corruption. When not
connecting your system unit to UPS, type N to change the write policy setting.
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•

Format
hrncli -ldc -r10 -array0[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-full|-fast|-none}
{-wt|-wb|-wbcb} {-nora|-ra} {-direct|-cached}{-szxxx [-szyyy ...]}
{-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail
-r10 -array0[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] -array1[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...]: RAID level
(10)
-arrayx[]: an array to specify
-full: full initialization
-fast: fast initialization
none: no initialization
-wt: write cache OFF
-wb: write cache ON
-wbcb: write cache ON/OFF automatically switched
-nora: read cache OFF
-ra: read cache ON
-direct: direct IO
-cached: cached IO
-szxxx: size to specify
-array: an array number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -array[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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Deleting logical drives (disk arrays)
This section describes how to delete logical drives. When all logical drives are deleted
from the RAID group, all physical drives composing the group will go back to
unconfigured.

NOTICE

Be careful when deleting a logical drive. Alll data on a logical drive is lost by deleting
the drive. Backup your required data before deleting a logical drive.

The latest crated logical drive can be deleted when you delete a logical drive in a
RAID group. If trying to delete a logical drive created earlier than the latest one,
you need to delete all drives from the latest one to the target one in descending
order.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Delete LD tab.
2. Select a logical drive to delete on the Logical Drive view, and click it.

To select multiple logical drives, use Ctrl key
or Shift key.
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3. Click Delete on the right bottom corner.

4. Select a logical drive without any drive letter assigned, and click Delete to show
the following dialog box. To delete the drive, click OK. To cancel the deletion, click
Cancel.

5. When you click OK, the following dialog box appears for confirmation. To proceed
to delete it, click OK. To cancel the deletion, click Cancel.
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When you try to delete a logical drive with an OS, the following dialog box
appears.

When you try to delete a logical drive with any drive letter assigned, the
following dialog box appears.

When you try to delete a logical drive as Snapshot Base LD/Repository LD, the
following dialog box appears.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -lddel on the command prompt.
2. Type a number corresponding to the selected controller.
3. Type an LD number to delete. To select multiple LD numbers, list them by using a
comma for the separator.

4. Type y for "All data on the LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be lost". When n is typed,
the deletion is cancelled.
5. Type y for "Proceed with delete?". When n is typed, the deletion is cancelled.

•

Format: hrncli -lddel
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Adding/deleting hotspare
•

To add global hotspare

A hots pare can be added to redundant disk arrays (RAID1, RAID5, RAID6, and
RAID10), and not be added to RAID0.

When you have purchased a physical drive for hotspare, the hot spare is set to a
global hot spare.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Hot Spare tab.
2. Place the cursor on an unused physical drive, Unconfigured GOOD, to assign as
global hotspare and click it. GHS is shown for LD No in the Physical Drive (PD)
view.
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3. Click Add on the right bottom corner.

4. You have assigned global hotspare to the logical drive.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdhsp -ghs -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. You have assigned a global hot spare to the logical drive.

- Format
hrncli -pdhsp -ghs -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-ghs: global hotspare
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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•

To add dedicated hotspare

•

A hot spare can be added to redundant disk arrays (RAID1, RAID5, RAID6, and
RAID10), and not be added to RAID0.

•

A single dedicated hot spare cannot be shared by multiple RAID groups with the
internal storage monitor.

When you have purchased a physical drive for hotspare, the hot spare is set to a global
hot spare.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Hot Spare tab.
2. Place the cursor on an unused physical drive, Unconfigured GOOD, to assign as
dedicated hotspare and double-click it. DHS is shown for LD No in the Physical
Drive (PD) view.
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3. Click Add on the right bottom corner.

4. Select a RAID group to add a hot spare to, and click Add.

5. You have added the dedicated hotspare to the group.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdhsp -dhs -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. Select a RAID group, and the dedicated hot spare has been added to the
group.

- Format
hrncli -pdhsp -dhs -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-dhs: dedicated hotspare
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
Any value is ignored due to no enclosure ID used.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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•

To delete global hotspare

For <GUI>
1. Click the Hot Spare tab.
2. Place the cursor on a physical drive as global hotspare (GHS) to delete and
click it in the Physical Drive (PD) view.

3. Click Delete on the right bottom corner.
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4. When a logical drive exists, the following dialog box appears. To delete the
global hot spare, click Yes. To cancel it, click No.

5. You have deleted the global hot spare from the drive.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdhsp -rmv -pd[0: 0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. Type y for "Release the allocation?" to delete global hotspare from the drive.
Type n for it to cancel the deletion.

- Format
hrncli -pdhsp -rmv -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
Any value is ignored due to no enclosure ID used.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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•

To delete dedicated hotspare

For <GUI>
1. Click the Hot Spare tab.
2. Place the cursor on a physical drive as dedicated hotspare (DHS) to delete and
click it in the Physical Drive (PD) view.

3. Click Delete on the right bottom corner.
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4. When a logical drive exists, the following dialog box appears. To delete the
dedicated hot spare, click Yes. To cancel it, click No.

5. When you click Yes, the dedicated hot spare is deleted from the drive.

For <CLI>
The procedure to delete dedicated hotspare is the same as To delete global
hotspare > For <CLI>.
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Expanding/reducing logical drive (disk array) capacity
Internal storage monitor can reconstruct logical drives (disk arrays) to expand or
reduce capacity.

NOTICE

Make sure not to power on, power off, and reboot the system unit during the
reconstruction process including expansion and reduction. Do not stop the process
until completion. If not, data may disappear.

The following table shows details.
Type of a logical drive

Capacity expansion
Adds an unconfigured physical drive.

Ornidanry logical drive



With the same RAID level



With RAID 0, RAID 5, or RAID 6



With one logical drive in the RAID
group in which all areas are used

Adds an unconfigured physical drive.
CacheCade logical drive



With the same RAID level



With RAID 0

Capacity reduction
Not supported.

Removes an active physical drive
(SSD).


With the same RAID level



With RAID 0

•

This feature is available with LSI SAS2208 RAID cards and LSI SAS2108 RAID
cards, not with LSI SAS2008 RAID cards, LSI SAS3004 RAID cards, and LSI
Software RAID.

•

Mixed configuration with SAS and SATA or SSD and HDD is not allowed.

•
•

For CacheCade logical drives, only SSD can be added.
The total number of active and additional physical drives must be up to 32.

•

Capacity expansion cannot be stopped during operation.

•

Initialization, rebuild, copyback, or consistency check is not executed on a
logical drive where capacity expansion is in operation.

•

With a RAID controller with a logical drive where capacity expansion is in
operation, it is not allowed to create a logical drive or execute patrol read.

•

Assign a physical drive with the same or greater capacity as the physical drive
comprising the logical drive to an additional one for capacity expansion. If you
assign a physical drive with capacity less than the physical drive comprising the
logical drive to an additional one, capacity expansion will not be executed.
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•

During capacity expansion in operation, data access policies of all logical drives
under the RAID controller are temporarily changed to Cached IO.

•

When capacity expansion is being executed under the RAID controller with
cache backup, only Write Back with Cache Backup as a write policy for a logical
drive is temporarily changed to Write Through.

•

Background initialization is automatically executed after a capacity is expanded.

•

To expand logical drive capacity

Make sure to back up data of the logical drive before expanding capacity.

For <GUI>
1. In the Logical Drive (LD) view in the Dashboard tab, right-click Logical Drive
Reconstruction > Add Physical Drives to show the Logical Drive
Reconstruction window.
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2. Click a physical drive to add in the Physical Drive (PD) view.

3. Click Add.

4. When the Finish Button is available, click Finish.
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5. The following message is shown.

See Estimated time for each processing task for the estimated time required for
logical drive capacity expansion
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ldrecon on the command prompt.
2. Type a number assigned to the selected controller.

3. Type an LD number to expand capacity.
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4. Select 1 from the Add or Remove Physical Drives Selection Menu.

5. Select a physical drive to add. When selecting multiple drives, list them using
a comma as a separator.

6. Type Y to add the physical drive. To cancel it, type N.
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7. When Y is typed for confirmation, the following message is shown.

See Estimated time for each processing task (TBD) for the estimated time required
for logical drive capacity expansion
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•

To reduce logical drive capacity

For <GUI>
1. In the Logical Drive (LD) view in the Dashboard tab, right-click Logical Drive
Reconstruction > Remove Physical Drives to show the Logical Drive
Reconstruction window.

2. Click a physical drive to remove in the physical Drive (PD) view.
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3. Click Remove.

You can find RAID configuration before and after capacity expansion in the Logical
Drive (LD) view on the Logical Drive Reconstruction window.

4. When the Finish Button is available, click Finish.
5. The following message is shown.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ldrecon on the command prompt.
2. Type a number assigned to the selected controller.

3. Type an LD number to reduce capacity.
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4. Select 1 from the Add or Remove Physical Drives Selectio Menu.

5. Type Y to remove the physical drive. To cancel it, type N.
6. When Y is typed for confirmation, the following message is shown.
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Viewing RAID information
RAID controller information view
For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to show the following window.

2. Select an adapter to operate from the pull-down menu in the RAID Controller view.
RAID controller names are shown in the form of "LSI xxxx(X): BUS-YY, DEV-ZZ)
": X stands for a RAID controller number; YY and ZZ stand for the PCI bus number
for ControllerX.
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Items for Logical Drive (LD) view
Item

Description

LD No.

Shows the logical drive number:LDx.

RG No.

Shows the RAID group number the logical drive
belongs to.

State

Shows a state of the logical drive.

Capacity [GB]

Shows the logical drive capacity.

RAID Level

Shows a RAID level of the logical drive.

Assign to

Shows a drive letter assigned to the logical drive.

Free Space

Shows free space of the RAID group.

Items for Logical Drive (LD) view
Item

Description

PD No.

Shows the physical drive number:PDx.

LD No.

Shows a logical drive number the physical drive
belongs to.

RG No.

Shows the RAID group number the physical drive
belongs to.

State

Shows a state of the physical drive.

Capacity [GB]

Shows the physical drive capacity.
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3. Click Controller Information in the RAID Controller view to open the following
window showing detailed information of the RAID controller. For details about
each item, see RAID controller information in detail.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ctrlinfo -aN on the command prompt.
2. Information of the RAID controller N is shown.

•

Format
hrncli -ctrlinfo {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aall}
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers.
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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RAID controller information in detail
Item
###

Description

General Information

Vender name for the RAID controller

PCI Bus/Dev/Func

PCI bus number for the RAID controller

Serial No

Serial number for the RAID controller

Vendor ID

Vender ID for the RAID controller

Device ID

Device ID for the RAID controller

Subsystem Vendor ID

Subsystem Vendor ID for the RAID controller

Subsystem ID

Subsystem ID for the RAID controller

Alarm Present

Alarm is implemented or not: Yes or No
Alarm is enabled or not: Yes or No.

Cache Flush Interval

Interval among Cache memory flushes

Cache Backup Present

Cache Backup is implemented or not: Yes or No.

Native Command Queuing

Command Queuing is enabled or not: Enabled or
Disabled.

Memory Size

Cache memory size of the RAID controller

Backend SAS Address 0-7
###

Error Information

Memory Correctable Error
Count

Memory Uncorrectable
Error Count

###

Firmware Version

The number of correctable errors occurred in
memory

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID and
for RAID cards
without cache
memory
implemented.

The number of uncorrectable errors occurred in
memory

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID and
for RAID cards
without cache
memory
implemented.

###

Firmware package version of the RAID controller

Time stamp of the RAID controller

BIOS Version

BIOS version of the RAID controller

Driver Version

Driver version of the RAID controller

###

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID

###

Firmware version of the RAID controller

Firmware Build Time

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID

Backend SAS addresses

Firmware/BIOS/Driver Information

Firmware Package Version
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###

Product Name

Alarm Enabled

Remarks

Controller Settings Information

Not displayed for
LSI Software RAID
Not displayed for
LSI Software RAID
Not displayed for
LSI Software RAID

###
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Item

Description

Rebuild Mode

Rebuild mode: Automatic or Manual

Patrol Read Mode

Patrol read mode: Automatic, Manual, or Disabled

Patrol Read Interval

Patrol read interval

Patrol Read Schedule

Patrol read schedule

Rebuild Rate

Priority to rebuild

Patrol Read Rate

Priority to patrol read

Consistency Check Rate

Priority to consistency check

Reconstruction Rate

Priority to capacity expansion

Remarks

Copyback is enabled or not: Enabled or Disabled.

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID

SMART Copyback for HDD

SMART Copyback for HDD is enabled or not: Enabled
or Disabled.

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID

SMART Copyback for SSD

SMART Copyback for SSD is enabled or not: Enabled
or Disabled.

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID

Copyback

PD Fail On SMART Error

###

PD will be isolated or not due to SMART error:
Enabled or Disabled.

MegaRAID Advanced Options

Disabled for LSI
Software RAID
Only shown for CLI.

###

Snapshot

Snapshot is supported or not: Enabled or Disabled.

CacheCade

CacheCade is supported or not: Enabled or Disabled.

FastPath

FastPath is supported or not: Enabled or Disabled.
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Logical drive information view
For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to open, right-click in the Logical Drive (LD) view, and
click Logical Information. The following detailed logical drive information is
shown. For details about each item, see Logical drive information in detail.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ldpdinfo -Lx -aN on the command prompt.
2. Information of the logical drive x is shown.

•

Format
hrncli -ldpdinfo {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-L: a logical drive number to specify
"all" to specify all logical drives.
When you specify all logical drives (disk array), this parameter can be
omitted.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers.
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

CLI displays general information on physical drives consisting of target logical drives
as ### PD Information ###. For details about each item, see Logical drive
information in detail.
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Logical drive information in detail
Item
###

Description

General Information

###

RAID Level

RAID level for the logical drive

Name

Volume name for the logical drive*

Size

Capacity for the logical drive

Stripe Size

Stripe size for the logical drive

LD Status

Status of the logical drive

# of PD

The number of physical drives (PD) composing the logical drive

###

LD Settings Information

###

Read Policy

Read policy for the logical drive

Current Write Policy

Current write policy for the logical drive

Default Write Policy

Default write policy for the logical drive

IO Policy

Input/output policy for the logical drive

Access Policy

Access policy for the logical drive

Disk Cache Policy

Disk cache policy for the logical drive

###

LDBBM Information

###

# of corrected entries

Number of corrected entries in LDBBM

# of uncorrected entries

Number of uncorrected entries in LDBBM

* This item is not shown when logical drives are configured with MegaRAID WebBIOS.

When “all” logical drives, or disk arrays, are specified, the following RAID Group
information is also displayed.
Item
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Description

RG No.

RAID group number

# of LD

Number of logical drives that belong to the RAID group

Total Capacity

Capacity for the RAID group

Free Space

Free space in the RAID group
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Physical drive information view
For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to open, right-click in the Physical Drive (PD) view, and
click Physical Information. The following detailed physical drive information is
shown. For details about each item, see Physical drive information in detail.
For SAS HDD/SSD
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SMART information in detail for SAS HDD/SSD
Displayed item
###

Description

SMART Information*

SMART STATUS

###

Good: Normal state
Pred Fail: SMART warning exists.
Command Fail: Failed to obtain SMART Status.
Unknown: Physical drive without SMART Status
Unsupported: Physical drive with the RAID controller not supporting SMART
Information view

Temperature

Physical drive temperature

Power-On Time

Physical drive power-on time period

Attribute

Factors attributing to SMART: details shown in the next table

Type

Type of factors

Value
*



Advisory: Factors not attributing to SMART



PreFail: Factors attributing to SMART

Cuttent value in decimal number

This information is not displayed with LSI Software RAID.

Attributes information for SAS HDD/SSD
Displayed item
G-List Size
Percentage Used
Endurance Indicator

SDD

Displayed*

Not displayed

Displayed

Write Count of
Uncorrected Error

Displayed

Displayed

Read Count of
Uncorrected Error

Displayed

Displayed

Verify Count of
Uncorrected Error

Displayed

Displayed

Non-medium Error
Count

Displayed

Displayed

Displayed

Not displayed

Displayed*

Not displayed

Number of
Remaining Alternate
Sectors

Displayed*

Not displayed

Spin-up
Time(Current)

Displayed*

Not displayed

Load/Unload Cycles
[V2.0#85]

Description
Total number of re-assigned LBA
Disk usage in SSD reserved space.

Not displayed

Start/Stop Count
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HDD

Default value is 0; the value increases as it is
used; SSD with the value of 90 or over is a
target for proactive replacement.
Number of write errors in the physical drive
Number of read errors in the physical drive
Number of verify errors i in the physical drive
Number of non-medium errors in the physical
drive
Number of starts and stops of the physical
drive rotation
Number of loads and unloads
Number of remaining alternate sectors

The current spinup time
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Displayed item
Spin-up
Time(Previous)

HDD

SDD

Displayed*

Not displayed

The previous spinup time
Rate of the current read errors per head:
number of read errors/number of read

Read Error
Rate(Current)
Displayed*

Not displayed

Read Error
Rate(Previous)

When the total number of sectors read by all
heads reaches one million, the number is
reset.
Rate of the previous read errors per head:
number of read errors

Displayed*

Not displayed

Write Error
Rate(Current)

When the total number of sectors read by all
heads reaches one million, the current value
is copied.
Rate of the current write errors per head:
number of write errors/number of write

Displayed*

Not displayed

When the total number of sectors written by
all heads reaches one million, the number is
reset.
Rate of the previous write errors per head:
number of write errors

Write Error
Rate(Previous)
Displayed*

Not displayed

When the total number of sectors written by
all heads reaches one million, the current
value is copied.
Rate of the current seek errors per head:
number of seek errors/number of seek

Seek Error
Rate(Current)
Displayed*

Not displayed

Seek Error
Rate(Previous)

When the total number of sectors sought by
all heads reaches one million, the number is
reset.
Rate of the previous seek errors per head:
number of seek errors

Displayed*

Not displayed

Glist Update
Frequency(Current)

When the total number of sectors sought by
all heads reaches one million, the current
value is copied.
G-List update frequency per head: number of
G-list updates/number of read

Displayed*

Not displayed

When the total number of sectors read by all
heads reaches one million, the number is
reset.
G-List update frequency per head: number of
G-list updates

Glist Update
Frequency(Previous)
Displayed*

*

Description

Not displayed

When the total number of sectors read by all
heads reaches one million, the current value
is copied.

This information may not be displayed depending on the type of HDD.

Each attribute in the SMART information is just reference information, including
invalid information depending on the drive you use.
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For SATA HDD/SSD

SMART information in detail for SATA HDD/SSD
Displayed item
###

Description

SMART Information*

SMART STATUS

###

Good: Normal status
Warning: Advisory type of SMART warning exists.
Pred Fail: Pred-fail type of SMART warning exists.
Command Fail: Failed to obtain SMART Status.
Unknown: Physical drive without SMART Status
Unsupported: Physical drive with the RAID controller not supporting SMART
Information view
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Temperature

Physical drive temperature

Power-On Time

Physical drive power-on time period

ID

ID for factors attributing to SMART

Attribute

Factors attributing to SMART

Type

Type of factors


Advisory: Useful life of the device already exceeds.



PreFail: Data is imminently expected to be lost.
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Displayed item

Description

Thresh

Abbreviation for Threshold: Shows the current value in hexadecimal digit

Val

Abbreviation for Value: Shows the current value in hexadecimal digit

Raw Data

Native information about HDD/SSD

Status

OK: Value of HDD/SSD is not beyond its threshold.
NG: Value of HDD/SSD is beyond its threshold.

*

This information is not displayed with LSI Software RAID.

Attributes information for SATA HDD/SSD
Displayed item

HDD

SDD

Displayed

Not displayed

Throughput
Performance

Displayed*

Not displayed

Spin-up Time

Displayed

Displayed

Spinup time period

Displayed

Displayed

Number of starts and stops of physical drive
rotation

Re-allocated Sector
Count

Displayed

Displayed

Seek Error Rate

Displayed

Not displayed

Seek Time
Performance

Displayed*

Not displayed

Power-on Hours
Count

Displayed

Displayed

Spin-up Retry Count

Displayed

Not displayed

Drive Calibration
Retry Count

Displayed*

Not displayed

Read Error Rate
Raw Read Error Rate

Start/Stop Count

Read error rate
Throughput performance

Number of re-allocated sectors
Seek error rate
Seek time performance
Power-on time period of the physical drive
Number of spinup retries
Number of retry of physical drive calibration
Number of powering on or and powering off
the physical drive

Power Cycle Count
Device Power Cycle
Count

Description

Displayed

Displayed

Available Reserved
Space

Not displayed

Displayed

Program Fail Count

Not displayed

Displayed

Number of program failures

Erase Fail Count

Not displayed

Displayed

Number of erase failures

SATA Downshift
Count

Not displayed

Displayed

End-to-End Error
Detection Count

Displayed*

Displayed

Uncorrectable Error
Count

Displayed*

Displayed

Command Timeout

Displayed*

Not displayed

Drive Power Cycle
Count
Residual capacity in SSD reserved space

Number of SATA downshifts
Number of errors occurred on the data bus at
LBA tagcheck
Total number of uncorrectable sectors
Number of command timeouts
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Displayed item

HDD

SDD

High Fly Writes

Displayed*

Not displayed

Airflow Temperature

Displayed*

Displayed

G-Sensor Error Rate

Displayed*

Not displayed

Power off Retract
count

Displayed

Displayed

Displayed

Not displayed

Displayed

Displayed

Hardware ECC
Recovered

Displayed*

Not displayed

Relocation Event
Count

Displayed*

Not displayed

Current Pending
Sector Count

Displayed

Not displayed

Offline Scan
Uncorrectable Sector
Count

Displayed

Not displayed

Emergency Retract
Cycles
Load/Unload Cycles
Load Cycle count
Temperature
HDA Temperature

Ultra DMA CRC Error
Count
CRC Error Count

Description
Number of high fly writes
Airflow temperature
Rate of errors occurred by shock
Number of that heads are retracted due to in
emergency when the hard disk is stopped by
unplugging the power
Number of loads and unloads
Physical drive temperature
Number of sectors recovered
Number of sectors relocated
Total number of sectors currently in failure
waiting in queue
Total number of uncorrectable sectors
detected on offline scan
Number of CRC errors occurred at data
transfer in UltraDMA mode

Displayed

Displayed

Displayed*

Not displayed

Host Writes Count

Not displayed

Displayed

Number of data written by the host PC

Timed Workload
Media Wear

Not displayed

Displayed

Estimated media consumption under load for
a specific time

Timed Workload Host
Read/Write Ratio

Not displayed

Displayed

Timed Workload
Timer

Not displayed

Displayed

Ultra ATA CRC Error
Rate
Multi-zone Error Rate

Available Reserved
Space

Read/write rate under load for a specific time
Workload timer
Residual capacity in SSD reserved space
Default value is 100; the value decreases as it
is used; SSD with the value of 9 or below is a
target for proactive replacement.

Not displayed

Displayed

Media Wearout
Indicator

Not displayed

Displayed

Wearout rate of flash memory as storage
media

Total LBAs Written

Not displayed

Displayed

Data amount written by the hose PC

Total LBAs Read

Not displayed

Displayed

Data amount read by the hose PC

*
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Write error rate

This information may not be displayed depending on the type of HDD.
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Physical Drive x shown for Physical Drive x: xxxxxMB is different from DeviceID.
Device ID is different from Slot Number. Slot Number is shown in internal storage
monitor logs.

When SSD reaches the end of its life, the following message appears on the
GUI/CLI window.
Message to display: This SSD has reached the end of its usefulness.
When the message appears, see the related section in the user's guide of your
system unit, such as Service life limited parts and Notes on internal devices to take
necessary steps.
The following figures show displayed windows for GUI and CLI.
For GUI:
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For CLI:
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<For CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdinfo -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. Information of the physical drive [0:0] is shown.

•

Format
hrncli -pdinfo {-pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...]} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers.
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

See <For GUI> for details about SMART Infromation.
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Physical drive information in detail
Item
###

Description

General Information

###

Usable Capacity

Capacity for the physical drive

Raw Capacity

Raw capacity for the physical drive

Interface Type

Interface type for the physical drive: SAS or SATA

Media Type

Media type for the physical drive: HDD or SSD

Product ID

Product name for the physical drive

Vendor ID

Vendor name for the physical drive

Device ID

Device ID for the physical drive

PD Status

Status of the physical drive

Drive Speed

Drive speed of the physical drive

Negotiated Link Speed

Negotiated Link Speed of the physical drive

SAS Address x

SAS address

Temperature

Temperature of the physical drive

Power Status

Power status of the physical drive

Revision Level

Revision level of the physical drive

###

Error Information

###

Media Error Count

The number of media errors occrred in the physical drive

Pred Fail Count

The number of SMART reports received by the physical drive

###

Enclosure Properties Information

###

Enclosure ID

Enclosure ID*

Slot Number

Slot number in which the physical drive is installed.

###

SSD Predictive Information

###

Replacement Necessity
(wearout Only)

Whether SSD needs to be replaced or not: Replacement/Not replacement

Replacement Reason

Reason for replacing the SSD: - /wearout

Rated PBW

Maximum SSD capacity

Current PBW (MB)

Currently written SSD area in MB

Remaining PBW(%):
XX % remaining

Remaining SSD capacity rate in %

Remaining PBW(%):
Warning at XX %

Remaining SSD capacity rate for warning

Remaining PBW(%):
Error at XX %

Remaining SSD capacity rate for error

Reserve space

Remaining SSD reserve capacity rate

* This item is not shown for configuration without enclosure.
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Media Error Count and Pred Fail Count are initialized when the power is turned
on or off, or when the system unit is restarted.

If SSD Rated PBW is unknown, items for ### SSD Predictive Information ###
are shown as Unsupported.

Physical Drive x shown for Physical Drive x: xxxxxMB is different from DeviceID.
Device ID is different from Slot Number. Slot Number is shown in internal storage
monitor logs
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PCIe SSD information view
For <CLI>
1. Enter hrncli –pssdinfo -a on the command prompt.
2. PCIe SSD information is shown.

•

Format
hrncli –pssdinfo {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
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-a: Specify the number of a bus where PCIe SSD is implemented.
Specify a decimal value from 0 to 255. When specifying all PCIe SSDs, specify
all. You can omit this parameter only when a single PCIe SSD is implemented.
PCIe SSD information in detail
Item

Description

Bus
###

Bus number of PCIe SSD: a decimal number from 0 to 255
General Information

###

PCI Bus/Dev/Func

Bus number of PCIe SSD (Bus/Dev/Func)

Serial Number

Serial number of PCIe SSD controller

Vendor ID

Vendor ID of PCIe SSD controller

Device Vendor ID

Device Vendor ID of PCIe SSD controller

Subsystem Vendor ID

Sub Vendor ID of PCIe SSD controller

Subsystem ID

Sub device ID of PCIe SSD controller

Capacity

Device capacity of PCIe SSD

PCIe negotiated link

PCIe negotiated transfer speed

Internal temperature

Temperature of PCIe SSD controller

Internal temperature max

Maximum temperature of PCIe SSD controller

Internal voltage avg

Internal voltage of PCIe SSD controller (avg)

Internal voltage max

Internal voltage of PCIe SSD controller (max)

Aux voltage avg

Auxiliary voltage of PCIe SSD controller (avg)

Aux voltage max

Auxiliary voltage of PCIe SSD controller (max)

###

Firmware/Driver Information ###

Firmware Version

Firmware Version o PCIe SSD controller

Driver Version

Driver Version of PCIe SSD controller

###

SSD Predictive Information

###

Replacement Necessity
(wearout Only)

Whether SSD needs to be replaced or not: Replacement/Not replacement

Replacement Reason

Reason for replacing the SSD: - /wearout

Rated PBW

Maximum SSD capacity

Current PBW (MB)

Currently written SSD area in MB

Remaining PBW(%):
XX % remaining

Remaining SSD capacity rate in %

Remaining PBW(%):
Warning at XX %

Remaining SSD capacity rate for warning in %

Remaining PBW(%):
Error at XX %

Remaining SSD capacity rate for error in %

Reserve space

Remaining SSD reserve space rate in %
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When specifying all as parameter, you can check bus numbers of all PCIe SSDs
implemented in the item Bus.
To find the location of PCIe SSD, see the manual attached to your system.
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Cache backup view
For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to open.

For configuration without Cache backup, the window above does not include Cache
Backup, Information, and Learn Cycle.
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2. Click Information to show detailed cache backup information. See Cache Backup
information in detail for each item.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -cbinfo -aN on the command prompt.
2. Information of the RAID controller N Cash Backup.
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•

Format
hrncli -cbinfo {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers.
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
Cache backup information in detail
Item
###

Description

General Information

Remarks

###

Cache Backup Type

Cache Backup Type

Serial Number

Serial Number

Full Capacity

Full Capacity: default value

Remaining Capacity

Remaining Capacity

Temperature

Ambient temperature

Voltage

Battery charge voltage

Current

Current amount

Automatic Learn Cycle

Setting for automatic diagnostics

Auto Learn Period

Interval among automatic diagnostics: fixed every
30 days

Next Learn Cycle

Next automatic diagnostics: about 30 days after the
last diagnostics

See RAID controller information view > General Information to check Cache Backup
Present. If the value is Yes, your controller is a disk array controller with Cache
backup.
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Cache backup learn cycle
Learn cycle is the diagnostics for a cache backup module, discharging and charging
the battery of the cache backup module once. You can execute a learn cycle by the
following procedure. The learn cycle is, however, automatically executed every 30
days.

This feature is available only for a disk array controller with cache backup.

See RAID controller information view > General Information to check Cache Backup
Present. If the value is Yes, your controller is a disk array controller with Cache
Backup.
It takes about five minutes. Write cache of the logical drive is changed to Write
Through during the learn cycle, if write cache is set to Write Back With Cache
Backup.
Learn cycle is automatically executed about 30 days after the last learn cycle. For
example, when a learn cycle is executed on 11:00 p.m. May 10th, the next learn
cycle will be executed on 11:00 p.m. June 9th.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to open.
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2. Click Learn Cycle in the RAID Controller view to start the learn cycle.

For configuration without Cache backup, the window above does not include Cache
Backup, Information, and Learn Cycle.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -cblearn -aN on the command prompt.
2. A learn cycle for the RAID controller N starts.
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•

Format
hrncli -cblearn {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aall}
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers.
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

•

Scheduling items
The following table shows items to be registered for the cache backup learn cycle.
You can change schedules or delete a task with OS Task. See OS Help for how to
use OS Task.
Item

Description

Task name

Cache backup learn cycle

Interval

Every 20 days

Starting time

00:00:00

Command to start a learn cycle

hrncli -cblearn

If you finish the command prompt before completion, the learn cycle will proceed.
The ending event is registered in OS event logs.
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Enclosure view
For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to open.

For configuration without any backplane or enclosure, the window above does not
include the Enclosure Information button.
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2. Click Enclosure Information to show detailed enclosure information. See
Enclosure information in detail for each item.
Enclosure information for backplane

Enclosure information for enclosure
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -cbinfo -aN on the command prompt.
2. Enclosure information of the RAID controller N is shown.

•

Format
hrncli -enclinfo {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers.
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
Enclosure information in detail
Item
###

Description

General Information

###

Vendor ID

Vendor name for the backplane /enclosure

Enclosure ID

ID for the backplane /enclosure

Enclosure Model

Model for the backplane /enclosure

Enclosure Location

Location for the backplane /enclosure

Connector

Number of Slots

Remarks

Connector of the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

Number of the enclosure slots

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.
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Item

Description

Product Revision Level

###

Revision level of the enclosure.

Component Information

Number of Temperature
Sensors

Remarks
Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

###

Number of temperature sensors in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

Number of fans in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

Number of power supplies in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

Number of Voltage
Sensors

Number of voltage sensors in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

###

###

Number of Fans

Number of Power Supplies

Sensor Information

Temperature Sensor
Status
Fan Sensor Status

Power Supply Sensor
Status
Voltage Sensor Status

State of temprature sensors in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

State of fan sensors in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

State of power supply sensors in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

State of voltage sensors in the enclosure

Not displayed for
configuration without any
enclosure.

Information of each item does not shown in real time. When a problem occurs, click
Refresh again. See Refresh for details.
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Refresh
•

To refresh information of logical drives

For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to show the following window.

2. Place the cursor on the number of a logical drive on the Logical Drive (LD) view,
and right-click to open a menu. Select Refresh.
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3. The logical drive status is refreshed on the Logical Drive (LD) view.

You can execute Refresh in the Maintenance tab as well.

•

To refresh information of physical drives

For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to show the following window.
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2. Place the cursor on the number of a physical drive on the Physical Drive (PD)
view, and right-click to open a menu. Select Refresh.

3. The physical drive status is refreshed on the Physical Drive (PD) view.

You can execute Refresh in the Create LD tab, Restore LD tab, or Maintenance tab
as well.

•

To refresh information by switching tabs
Switching tabs refreshes information on each tab.
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Version view
For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab to show the following window.

2. Click Version in the Version view to show the internal storage monitor version
information. internal storage monitor version is shown as a value for File Version.

You can find the version in the title bar on the top of the Main window as well. The
number after "ver" in Main -Server installation and monitoring tool internal storage
monitor ver 1.0.0.0 is the internal storage monitor version.
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For Windows, the following window shows the internal storage monitor version.
Item Version shows the last three digits of the internal storage monitor version.
Click Start > Settings > Control Panel > Programs and Features to open the
following window to find the version.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -v on the command prompt.
2. Item File Version shows the internal storage monitor version.

•

Format
hrncli -v
Version information in detail
Item

Description

Product Name

Product Name

Product Version

Version of this command

Company Name

Company Name
StoreLib Version

StoreLib Version

When internal RAID is not installed or VMware is installed in the system,
“-” is shown.

Copyright

Copyright

To view a version of Server installation and monitoring tool plug-in in VMware
environment, enter snvcli -version on the command prompt. See Server
installation and monitoring tool User’s Guide - log collect functions for VMware
vMA for details about the command.
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Changing RAID settings
Cache setting change

NOTICE

Only when your system unit is connected to UPS (uninterruptible power supply)
with a controller board except for a disk array controller with Cache backup, set
write cache to Always Write Back. If Always Write Back is set without connected
to UPS, data may be corrupted by data loss in write cache in case of blackout or
instantaneous power failure.
For a disk array controller board with a disk array controller with Cache Backup, set
write cache to Write Back with Cache Backup for use. If not, data may be
corrupted by data loss in write cache in case of blackout or instantaneous power
failure.

See RAID controller information view > General Information to check Cache Backup
Present. If the value is Yes, your controller is a disk array controller with Cache
backup.

When a logical drive is created by partitioning, settings are applied to logical drives in
the same RAID group.
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For <GUI>
1. On the Dashboard tab window with the Logical Drive (LD) view, right-click on the
view to open a menu. Click Logical Drive Information to show the Logical Drive
Settings window.

2. Configure settings, and click Set on the lower right side.
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When Always Write Back is set as Write Policy, the following dialog box appears.
To change the cache setting, click OK. To cancel the cache setting, click Cancel.
If Always Write Back is set without UPS connected, data may be corrupted by data
loss in write cache in case of blackout or instantaneous power failure. When the
system is not connected to UPS, select Cancel and change the write policy setting.
- With cache backup: Cache Backup Present = Yes

- Without cache backup: Cache Backup Present = No
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ldsetprop -endskcache -Lx -aN on the command prompt.
2. Cache setting for the logical drivex will be changed.

If with write cache ON, or if –wb is specified, a confirmation message asking if you
want to change the write cache setting appears.
When Y is typed, the write cache setting is changed.
When N is typed, the write cache setting is not changed.
If Always Write Back is specified without connecting the system unit to UPS
(Uninterruptible Power Supply), data in write cache will disappear at a power failure
or instantaneous power failure, which may result in data corruption. When not
connecting your system unit to UPS, type N to change the write policy setting.

•

Format
To change cache settings
hrncli -ldsetprop -endskcache|-disdskcache|-unchanged {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall}
{-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-endskcache: cache enabled
-disdskcache: cache disabled
-unchanged: hard disk set
To change logical drive names
hrncli -ldsetprop -name NameString {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameter in detail:
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-name: logical drive name setting; up to 15 bytes
To change read policy settings
hrncli -ldsetprop -nora|-ra {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-nora: read cache OFF
-ra: read cache ON
To change write policy settings
hrncli -ldsetprop -wt|-wb|-wbcb {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-wt: write cache OFF
-wb: write cache ON
-wbcb: automatic switching between write cache On and OFF
To change IO policy settings
hrncli -ldsetprop -direct|-cached {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-cached: cache IO
-direct: direct IO
To change access policy settings
hrncli -ldsetprop -rw|-ro|-blocked {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-rw: read and write
-ro: read only
-blocked: access blocked
-L: a logical drive number to specify
"all" to specify all logical drives.
When you specify all logical drives(disk array), this parameter can be omitted.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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Item

Description

Logical Drive Name

Sets any logical drive name with up to 15
bytes.

Read Policy

Sets whether or not to use Read Cache.
For RAID cards without cache memory
installed, only Read Cache OFF is
available.

Write Policy1

Value
Any logical drive name or unset

[No Read Ahead]/ Always Read Ahead2

Sets whether or not to use Write Cache.
Write Back with Cache Backup: Modes
are automatically changed between Write
Back and Write Thourh by the power
supplied to the cache backup.
Without any cache backup, Write Backup
with Cache Backup is not shown.

[Write Through]/
Always Write Back/
[Write Back with Cache Backup]

For RAID cards without cache memory
installed, only Write Cache OFF is
available.
IO Policy

Sets an IO policy.
For RAID cards without cache memory
installed, only Direct IO is available.

Access Policy
Disk Cache Policy1

[Direct IO]/Cached IO3

Sets a data access policy.

[Read Write]/
Read Only/Blocked

Changes cache settings for physical
drives.

[Disabled]/Enabled/Unchanged

1. LSI Software RAID is not shown on GUI window.
2. For LSI Software RAID, the recommended value is [Always Read Ahead].
3. When CachedCade drive has been created, the recommended value is [Cached IO].
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RAID controller setting change
For <GUI>

•

Controller Settings tab

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ctrlautorbld -dsbl -aN on the command prompt.
2. Type y for "Proceed with the setting?" to have changed the settings. With
automatic rebuild enabled, settings have been changed without any confirmation
message.
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•

Format
To change rebuild settings
hrncli -ctrlautorbld -enbl|-dsbl {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}{-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-enbl: automatic rebuild enabled
-dsbl: automatic rebuild disabled (manual rebuild)
To change SMART isolation settings
hrncli -ctrlsetprop -pdfailenbl|-pdfaildsbl {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameter in detail:
-pdfailenbl: enabled
-pdfaildsbl: disabled
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

Item
Rebuild mode

PD Fail On SMART
Error

Description
Sets whether or not to rebuild the
RAID group automatically when a
physical drive fails. This cannot be
changed on GUI.
Sets whether or not to isolate a
physical drive with SMART errors.
This cannot be changed on GUI.

Value

Remarks

Automatic
Manual
- (It depends on the
configuration.)

Rebuild mode by default depends on the RAID card. Use it as it is by default.
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Patrol read setting change
Patrol read is a feature that regularly checks each physical drive and recovers bad
sectors. Since normal IO is processed prior to Patrol read, performance is little
affected.
Do not set to Disable during Patrol read in operation. Make sure to stop Patrol read
before disabling it.
For LSI Software RAID, Patrol read is not supported. Set it to Disable.

Since Patrol read for LSI Software RAID is set to Disable by default, you need not to
change the setting basically. If it is set to Enable, change to Disable using CLI. For LSI
Software RAID, you cannot change the setting value for Patrol read using GUI.

Prerequisites
Patrol read settings including the schedule management are configured in the
hardware at the factory. The schedule is to start at 3 a.m. in three-day interval by
default. It is recommended that you use this default value unchanged for operation.
When you start the system unit after the scheduled date, Patrol read starts
immediately even if you change the setting on GUI.
Make sure to execute on the target server when using integrated management.
If you used to use MegaCli(MSM tool) before you use internal storage monitor in the
system, please re-set the Patrol Read Rate in internal storage monitor.
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For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab, and click Controller Information in the RAID
Controller view.

2. Click the Settings tab to show the following window.

Since time shown in Patrol Read Schedule is rounded down to hour, it may be about an
hour earlier than the actual patrol read operation.
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3. When changing patrol read settings including operation modes, intervals, and
schedules, use the Patrol Read Settings view to select one from each combo
box. For operation modes, select one from Automatic, Manual, and Disabled in
the Mode view. For intervals, select one from Hourly, Daily, 3 days, Weekly, and
Monthly from in the Interval view. For schedules, select a month, day, year, and
time from each combo box in the Schedule view.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ctrlpr -enblman -aN on the command prompt.
2. Type y for "Proceed with the setting?" to have changed the settings. Type n is to
cancel the setting.

•

Format
To change patrol read operation modes
hrncli -ctrlpr -dsbl|-enblauto|-enblman {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-dsbl: disabled
-enblauto: automatic patrol read enabled
-enblman: manual patrol read enabled
To change patrol read intervals
hrncli -ctrlpr -hour|-day|-3days|-week|-month {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-hour: hourly
- day: daily
Setting and using internal storage monitor
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- 3 days: once every three days
-week: weekly
-month: monthly
To change patrol read schedules
hrncli -ctrlpr -setstarttime mmddyyyyhh {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
mm: month; dd: day; yyyy: year (Christian era); hh: hour
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

Item
Mode (operation
mode)

Description
Automatic: Automatic patrol read.
Manual: Manual patrol read only.
Disabled: disables patrol read

Target logical
drives

Select a logical drive to execute patrol read.

Interval

Hourly: in hours
Daily: in days
3days: in three days
Weekly: in weeks

Value
[Automatic]/Manual/
Disabled
[All logical drives checked]

Hourly/Daily/[3 days]
/Weekly/Monthly*

Monthly: in months
Schedule

Specify the start time for patrol read

Month, day, year, hour to start patrol
read* (Start time by default: 3 a.m.)

* Available only with Autmatic mode
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Task rate setting change
Task Rate is a feature that changes task rates for each task, such as initialization,
consistency check, and rebuild.

Use this utility with Task Rate by default, Low.

Item
Task Rate Setting

Description
Sets Task Rate.

Value

Remarks

High/Middle/[Low]

SMART copyback setting change
•

SMART Copyback is a data recovery operation in case of a logical drive failure,
configured in RAID 1, Raid5, Raid6, or RAID10. Data of the failed physical drive is
copied in the hot spare with keeping redundancy of the logical drive, and the
faulty physical drive can be replaced with a new one safely.

•

This feature can prevent the possibility that an error occurs in the logical drive due
to another failure in physical drives during rebuild.

Since SMART copyback executes data copy, performance is less than usual during the
execution.
For LSI Software RAID, SMART copyback is not supported.

SMART copyback is set to Disabled by default.
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For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab, and click Controller Information in the RAID
Controller view.
2. Click the Settings tab to show the following window.

3. Select Enabled or Disabled from each combo box in the Copyback Setting.
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For LSI Software RAID model, operation with the combo box is not available.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ctrlsetprop -hddcpybkenbl -aN on the command prompt.
2. Change SMART copyback settings for HDD.

•

Format
To change SMART Copyback settings (HDD)
hrncli -ctrlsetprop -hddcpybkenbl|-hddcpybkdsbl {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-hddcpybkenbl: enabled
-hddcpybkdsbl: disabled
To change SMART Copyback settings (SSD)
hrncli -ctrlsetprop -ssdcpybkenbl|-ssdcpybkdsbl {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-ssdcpybkenbl: enabled
-ssdcpybkdsbl: disabled
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
Setting and using internal storage monitor
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This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
Item

Description

Value

Remarks

SMART Copyback
for HDD

Sets an operation mode with
SMART copyback for HDD

Disabled/Enabled

Not available for LSI
Software RAID

SMART Copyback
for SSD

Sets an operation mode with
SMART copyback for SSD

Disabled/Enabled

Not available for LSI
Software RAID

SSD threshold setting change
For <CLI>
1. Enter hrncli - setssdval -wrn|-err∆value -pd|-pssd|-both -aN on the
command prompt.
2. Change the SSD threshold value.

•

Format
hrncli – setssdval -wrn|-err∆value -pd|-pssd|-both {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
-wrn: Warning threshold to specify (range from 11 to 100).
-err: Error threshold to specify (range from 0 to 99).
value: Threshold in decimal to specify
-pd: SAS/SATA SSD is targeted for setting
-pssd: PCIe SSD is targeted for setting.
-pssd: Both SAS/SATA SSD and PCIe SSD are targeted for setting.
-a: Specify the number of a bus where disk array controller/PCIe SSD is
implemented. The bus number needs to be a decimal value from 0 to 255. To
specify all disk array controller/PCIe SSDs, specify all. This parameter can be
omitted only when a single disk array controller/PCIe SSD is implemented.
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Check the item Bus in PCIe SSD information in detail for the bus number of
implemented PCIe SSD. For Error threshold, specify a value less than the value of
Warning threshold.

SSD predictive monitoring
SSD threshold monitoring
SSD threshold monitoring function monitors remaining capacity to write on SSD,
outputs logs for OS event log, and notifies the remaining capacity rate to the
customer as alert.
SSD monitoring is executed every 24 hours starting from when the monitoring
service startup is completed. When the remaining capacity rate reaches 10% or 0%,
OS event log is generated and alert is sent to the customer. When it reaches
threshold values you have specified for warning and error, OS event log is generated.
After it reaches the error threshold, OS event log is generated if the current
remaining capacity rate is less than that on the previous time.
See Event log overview for details about each event.

Item

Remaining
capacity rate

OS event log/Alert notification
2.5-inch SAS SSD
1

Capacity to
write

0%

10%

2.5-inch SATA SSD

PCIe SSD

1

Error event output

Error event output

Error alert
notification

Error alert
notification

Warning event
output1

Warning event
output1

Warning alert
notification

Warning alert
notification

11-100%
(Warning)2

Warning event output

0-100% (Error)2

Error event output

Every 1% decrease
in rate after hitting
the error threshold

Error event output3

(output by PCIe SSD
driver.)
(output by PCIe SSD
driver.)

1. Duplicate event logs are generated at warnings and errors caused by 0% or 10% and by specified rate.
2. You can specify the threshold value. See SSD threshold setting change for details.
3. If a current capacity rate is the same as that in the previous event log, no event log is generated.
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SSD statistics information
SSD statistics information and the time stamp are output in files every midnight on
the first day of the month. The information includes SSD written space, remaining
capacity rate, and remaining reserve capacity rate. If the monitoring service is not
running at midnight on the first day of the month, the statistics information is output
at the first startup.
Files for statistics are generated per obtained device and obtained item. For PCIe SSD,
items are obtained per bus number; for SAS/SATA SSD, items are obtained per slot.

Items for statistics
Item

Description
PCIe SSD

Obtained device

Statistics information of all bus numbers is output in a single file.
SAS/SATA SSD
Statistics information is output in a file per controller.

•

Obtained time stamp

Time stamp when statistics is collected on each item:
YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS.

Obtained item

Written space (MB)

Written space in MB

Remaining capacity
rate (%)

Percentage of remaining capacity in the total capacity to write
Shown up to the second decimal place.

Remaining reserve
capacity rate (%)

Shown up to the second decimal place.

Remaining reserve capacity rate

Output files
File format per obtained item:

–

Written space
stat_ssdwritebyte_N.csv

–

Remaining capacity rate
stat_ssdwritepercentage_N.csv

–

Remaining reserve capacity rate
stat_ssdreservepercentage_N.csv

N indicates p for PCIe SSD, a controller number for SAS/SATA SSD.
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•

File location
Locations for output statistics files

–

Windows
<Folder where the internal storage monitor is installed>\Statistics

–

Linux
/opt/hitachi/hrn/statistics

–

VMware
vMA: /opt/hitachi/hrn/statistics
ESXi: None

A blank character is indicated for statistics of obtained items for slots with HDD or no
disk, or with SSD that does not support the predictive monitoring function.
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RAID maintenance
Logical drive restore
This feature configures logical drives used by another RAID system: restores them.

This feature is for maintenance. Do not use this feature. If use this feature
incorrectly, disk data may be lost.

Task progress view and task stop
This feature checks progress of currently running logical drive initialization,
consistency check, and rebuild, and stops each task.

NOTICE

Make sure to execute periodic consistency check for LSI Software RAID. If any bad
sector exists during rebuild due to a faulty physical drive, data on the sector is lost.
See Operating Disk Arrays, Chapter 4, for details.

NOTICE

Make sure to back up required data before initialization. All data on the logical drive
will be removed by initialization.
Make sure not to power on, power off, and reboot the system unit during the
initialization process.

If you power on, power off, reboot the system unit during the rebuild process, the
rebuild stops, but starts from the middle of the process after booting.

Since periodic patrol read is executed for other RAID models than LSI Software
RAID, you do not need to execute consistency check periodically.
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•

When executing consistency check for other RAID models than LSI Software
RAID, stop patrol read before starting it. If you start consistency check with
patrol read running, the system unit may stop. See Patrol Read start and stop
for how to stop it.

•

The Check Consistency button is disabled when tasks such as Rebuild is
running.

•

Consistency check can be executed only on logical drives with redundancy
(RAID1, RAID5, RAID6, and RAID10).

•

When initialization is executed on the other logical groups in the RAID group, do
not execute consistency check.

•

A hot spare is out of consistency check target. Use patrol read for checking the
hot spare. See Patrol Read setting change for details.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Maintenance tab.
2. To execute or stop logical drive initialization, rebuild, or consistency check
manually, select the logical drive shown in the Logical Drive (LD) view or click the
LD No. in the view. Stopping rebuild is not supported.
3. To initialize the selected logical drive, click Initialize. To rebuild it, click Rebuild.
To check consistency, click Check Consistency.
4. Task progress for respective logical drive is shown in the Logical Drive (LD) view.

5. To stop the task, Initialize, Rebuild, or Check Consistency, to the logical drive
selected in step 2, click Stop.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ldinit -start -Lx -aN on the command prompt.
2. Initialization starts or stops.

•

Format
To view task progress; to start/stop initialization
hrncli -ldinit -start|-stop {-Lx|-L0,1,2|-Lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-start: initialization starts
-stop: initialization stops
To view task progress; to start/stop consistency check
hrncli -ldcc -start|-stop {-lx|-l0,1,2|-lall} {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aall}
Parameters in detail:
-start: consistency check starts
-stop: consistency check stops
To view task progress; to start rebuild
hrncli -pdrbld -start -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-start: rebuild starts
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To view task progress: initialization, consistency check, logical drive
capacity expansion, rebuild/copyback, patrol read
hrncli -ldpdprog
-L: a logical drive number to specify
"all" to specify all logical drives.
When you specify all logical drives (disk array), this parameter can be omitted.
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.

•

Scheduling items
The following table shows items to be registered for the check consistency. You
can change schedules or delete a task with OS Task. See OS Help for how to use
OS Task.
Item

Description

Task name

Check consistency

Execution day

Every Wenesday

Starting time

00:00:00

Command to start a learn cycle

hrncli -ldcc -start

•

If you finish the command prompt before completion, the check consistency will
proceed. The ending event is registered in OS event logs.

•

Usual operation is available during the check consistency, although
performance slows down. Reauired time depends on the physical drive capacity.
See Estimated time for logical drive consistency check without load on the
system for details.

•

To stop the check consistency, type hrncli -ldcc -stop.
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Patrol read start and stop
This feature reads all physical drives configured in a RAID group with a RAID
controller, and checks if all areas can be read correctly. If it fails to read, the events
will be reported to the OS for warning.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Maintenance tab.
2. Select a RAID controller in the RAID Controller view.
3. To start patrol read, click Patrol Read. To stop patrol read, click Stop.
4. Progress for respective physical drive is shown in the physical Drive (PD) view.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -ctrlpr -start -aN on the command prompt.
2. Start or stop patrol read.

•

Format
hrncli -ctrlpr -start|-stop {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-start: patrol read starts
-stop: patrol read stops
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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Test event notification
This feature creates a test event, pseudo event, and output to OS event logs. Check
test events in the OS event viewer.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Maintenance tab.
2. Select an option from ERROR, WARNING, and INFORMATION in the Tools view.
Then click Test Event.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -tstevt -inf on the command prompt.
2. The test event is notified.

•

Format
hrncli -pdlocate -start|-stop -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-inf: information test event is notified.
-wrn: warning test event is notified.
-err: error test event is notified.
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Physical drive location view
A physical drive location is shown by blinking LED on the physical drive.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab.
2. Place the cursor on the target physical drive and right-click it to show a popup
menu. To stop LED blink, select Location > ON. To cancel the LED view, select
Location > OFF.

For configuration without any backplane/enclosure, physical drive location view is
not available.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdlocate -start -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. Location of the physical drive [0:0] is shown with LED.

For configuration without any backplane/enclosure, physical drive location view is
not available.

•

Format
hrncli -pdlocate -start|-stop -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-start: shows location view.
-stop: cancels location view.
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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Physical drive forced offline
This feature forces a physical drive offline.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdoffline -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. The confirmation message is displayed. Press Y key.
When prss N key, this command is cancelled.
3. The following message is displayed after pressing Y key.

Do not use Make Drive Offline. If you do, the normal physical drive is registered as
failure and isolated from the disk array.

•

Format
hrncli -pdoffline -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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Physical drive forced online
This feature forces a physical drive online.

For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdonline -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. The confrimation message is displayed, and press Y key.
When prss N key, this command is cancelled.
3. The following message is displayed after pressing Y key.

Do not use Make Drive Online. If you do, all data on the disk array is lost because
parity/mirror data is automatically starts being created.

•

Format
hrncli -pdonline -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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Physical drive forced Unconfigured GOOD
When physical drive status becomes Unconfigured BAD due to a wrong physical drive
inserted, this feature forcibly makes it Unconfigured GOOD to be available.

For <GUI>
1. Click the Dashboard tab.
2. Place the cursor on the target physical drive in the Physical Drive (PD) view, and
right-click it to show a popup menu. To force the physical drive Unconfigured
GOOD, select Make Drive Unconfigured GOOD.
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For <CLI>
1. Type hrncli -pdmakegood -pd[0:0] -aN on the command prompt.
2. The physical drive [0:0] is forcibly made Unconfigured GOOD.

•

Format
hrncli -pdmakegood -pd[{E0}:S0,{E1}:S1,...] {-aN|-a0,1,2|-aAll}
Parameters in detail:
-pd: a physical drive number to specify
E0 stands for the enclosure ID; S0 stands for the slot number.
With one or no expansion chassis, Enclosure ID can be omitted.
This parameter is used as -pd[0:0] without E and S.
-a: a disk array controller number to specify
"all" to specify all disk array controllers
This parameter can be omitted only with one disk array controller installed.
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RAID log collection
For <CLI>

•

Flash ROM logs, UART logs, and property information of all controllers are output
to the following log files. Each log file name is fixed.
- Windows
•

Flash ROM log: <folder for internal storage monitor
installed>\Log2\log_FlashROMLog.log

•

UART log: <folder for internal storage monitor
installed>\Log2\log_UART.log

•

Controller properties information:
<folder for internal storage monitor installed>\Log2\log_AdapterInfo.log

•

They are stored in C:\Program Files\Hrn\Log2\ (64-bit OS: C:\Program
Files(x86)\Hrn\Log2\) as standard.

•

RAID log information is collected when the RAID log collection command,
hrncli -log, is executed.

- Linux
•

Flash ROM log: <folder for internal storage monitor
installed>\log2\log_FlashROMLog.log

•

UART log: <folder for internal storage monitor
installed>\Log2\log_UART.log

•

Controller properties information:
<folder for internal storage monitor installed>\Log2\log_AdapterInfo.log

•

They are stored in /opt/hitachi/hrn/log2/ as standard.

•

RAID log information is collected when the RAID log collection command,
hrncli -log, is executed.
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1. Type hrncli -log on the command prompt.
2. RAID logs are collected.

•

Format
hrncli -log
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Changing physical drives
This section describes how to change physical drives in the Maintenance tab when a
failure occurs.

•

Make sure to see the user's guide attached to your system unit when changing
physical drives.

•

When changing PCIe SSDs, see the manual attached to your PCIe SSD.

•

When you cahnge physical drives in VMware environment, MegaRAID Web
BIOS/SASxxxx Configuration Utility can be used for the RAID management. For
details, see “MegaRAID Web BIOS” or “SASxxxx Configuration Utility” of Hitachi
Compute Blade/Hitachi Compute Rack (BIOS/EFI) User's Guide.

Configuration with hotspare
When a failure occurs in a logical drive with hotspare, the drive is automatically
rebuilt. During the rebuild, a state of the logical drive is shown as DEGRADED
(REBUILD); a state of the physical drive is shown as REBUILD.

For <GUI>
1. Wait until rebuild is completed.
See Task progress view and task stop for how to check rebuild progress.
2. Remove the faulty physical drive after rebuild is completed.
The faulty physical drive is shown as FAILED in the Physical Drive (PD) view and
the error LED of the drive is illuminated.
3. Wait for one minute or more, and insert a new physical drive.
4. Check that the error LED is turned off and that the new physical drive is shown as
hotspare in the Physical Drive (PD) view.

For <CLI>
1. Wait until rebuild is completed.
See Task progress view and task stop for how to check rebuild progress.
2. Remove the faulty physical drive after rebuild is completed.
The faulty physical drive is shown as FAILED for State by the hrncli -ldpdprog
command and the error LED of the drive is illuminated.
3. Wait for one minute or more, and insert a new physical drive.
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4. Check that the error LED is turned off and that the new physical drive is shown as
hotspare by the hrncli -ldpdprog command.
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Configuration without hotspare
When a failure occurs in a logical drive, the drive starts degrading. During the
degrade, a state of the logical drive is shown as DEGRADED; a state of the physical
drive is shown as FAILED.

For <GUI>
1. Remove the faulty physical drive.
The faulty physical drive is shown as FAILED in the Physical Drive (PD) view and
the error LED of the drive is illuminated.
2. Wait for one minute or more, and insert a new physical drive.
3. The newly replaced physical drive starts rebuilding.
It takes one or two minutes before the rebuild starts. During the rebuild, the
faulty physical drive is shown as REBUILD in the Physicak Drive (PD) view and the
error LED of the drive changes to blinking.
4. After the rebuild is completed, check that the error LED is turned off, that the new
physical drive is shown as ONLINE in the Physical Drive (PD) view, and that the
logical drive is shown as OPTIMAL in the Logical Drive (LD) view.

For <CLI>
1. Remove the faulty physical drive.
The faulty physical drive is shown as FAILED by the hrncli -ldpdprog command
and the error LED of the drive is illuminated.
2. Wait for one minute or more, and insert a new physical drive.
3. The newly replaced physical drive starts rebuilding.
It takes one or two minutes before the rebuild starts. During the rebuild, the
faulty physical drive is shown as REBUILD in the Physicak Drive (PD) view by the
hrncli -ldpdprog command and the error LED of the drive changes to blinking.
4. After the rebuild is completed, check that the error LED is turned off, that the new
physical drive is shown as ONLINE by the hrncli -ldpdprog command, and that the
logical drive is shown as OPTIMAL by the hrncli -ldpdprog command.
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4
Operating disk arrays
This chapter provides information about how to operate disk arrays.
 Daily operations
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Daily operations
Backup
Disk arrays can improve reliability but cannot completely protect data. You need to
back up data periodically at the least for proactive maintenance. See the user's guide
attached to the system unit for details.

•

It takes more time for data backup as an amount of data increases. Just backing
up update files and new files can reduce time required for backup. See the user's
guide of your backup program for backup with update files.

•

It is recommended that you have about half a dozen backup media to use in
daily rotation.

Regular consistency check for logical drives with LSI Software RAID
When a bad sector, unaccessible area, is detected in reading and writing data in a
physical drive, data is automatically mirrored to the backup area. If a bad sector
exists in the mirrored data or in the area not used for daily operation, replacement is
not executed. When a physical drive fails under the conditions, data on the bad sector
may be corrupted due to improper rebuild because the mirror data cannot be read.
You need to execute regular consistency check for LSI Software RAID to prevent such
a disaster. Consistency check read all physical drive area to check if mirror data is
corrupted or not. Make sure to execute regular consistency check for LSI
Software RAID at least once a week.
Consistency check slows down system performance, disk access. It is recommended
that you execute consistency check after daily operation. See Task progress view and
task stop for how to execute consistency check.

For RAID other than LSI Software RAID, you need not execute regular consistency
check because of the default setting at factory for patrolread to verify physical
drives and to repair bad sectors.
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5
Disk array failure
This chapter provides a procedure in case of disk array failures.
 In case of disk array failures
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In case of disk array failures
Finding status for disk arrays and physical drives
With internal storage monitor, find status for logical drives and physical drives and
failure in detail.

Checking events
Check OS event logs and popup messages. If you find event logs for failure, consult
you reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

Collecting failure analysis
For Windows
Failure analysis information of internal storage monitor is contained in the following
two folders.

•

Internal storage monitor trace information folder: <internal storage monitor
installation folder>\log\
(6 MB at maximum)

•

RAID log information folder: <internal storage monitor installation folder>\log2\
(7 MB at maximum)

•

Logs are stored in C:\Program Files\Hrn\Log\ (64-bit OS: C:\Program
Files(x86)\Hrn\Log\) as standard.

•

RAID log information is registered when RAID log collection command hrncli -log is
executed.

For Linux
Failure analysis information of internal storage monitor is contained in the following
two folders. Failure analysis information is 6 MB at the maximum.
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•

Internal storage monitor trace information folder: <internal storage monitor
installation folder>\log\
(6 MB at maximum)

•

RAID log information folder: <internal storage monitor installation folder>\log2\
(7 MB at maximum)
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•

Logs are stored in /opt/hitachi/hrn/log/ as standard.

•

RAID log information is registered when RAID log collection command hrncli -log is
executed.

For VMware
Failure analysis information of internal storage monitor is contained in the following
two directories.

•

Internal storage monitor result log directories:

–

vMA: <internal storage monitor installation directory>\log\
(4 MB at maximum)

–

ESXi: <internal storage monitor plug-in installation directory>\log\
(1 MB at maximum)

Logs for vMA ESXi are stored in /opt/hitachi/hrn/log/ as standard.

Backing up data
Faulty hard disk can be replaced for recovery. But all data may be lost if rebuild has
failed for any reason. If failure occurs, always make sure to back up data.

Contacting your maintenance company
If detecting a failure when checking the current status, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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A
Estimated time for processing
This Appendix-A provides estimated time required for each processing task and
troubleshooting for installation and uninstallation.
 Estimated time for each processing task with Compute Blade
 Estimated time for each processing task with Compute Rack
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Estimated time for each processing task with Compute Blade
This section provides estimated time required for each processing task under no load
on the system.

No load on the system in this section means conditions that an OS has just been
installed on the system with no application installed and that the system is in an idle
state. Time required for each task means that when each task is executed on the
OS, which depends on the disk IO, load on the system. Since IO usually takes
priority, it may take thirty times or more as much time as estimated time shown in
this section, possibly a day or longer, assuming that 64-KB read and write access to
the entire disk is continually executed.

Estimated time for logical drive initialization without load on the system
•

Compute Blade 2000, X55R3 model or Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2208 model
- CB 2000, X55R3 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDBX1-Y
Physical drive capacity

•

Time required for initialization

147 GB (SAS 2.5)

About 15 minutes

200 GB (SSD SAS 2.5)

About 20 minutes

Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2008 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDxX1-Y*
*
x: 2 to 7
Physical drive capacity
300 GB (SAS 2.5)

•

Time required for initialization
About 50 minutes

Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 3004 model
Physical drive capacity

A-2

Time required for initialization

200GB (SSD 2.5)

About 20 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5)

About 30 minutes

400GB (SSD 2.5 [12 Gb/s])

About 10 minutes
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Physical drive capacity
900GB (SAS 2.5)

•

Time required for initialization
About 100 minutes

Compute Blade 320
Physical drive capacity

Time required for initialization

147 GB (SAS 2.5)

About 25 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5)

About 50 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5)

About 100 minutes

64 GB (SSD 2.5)

About 10 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5) with hardware RAID model

About 50 minutes

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive initialization depends on the capacity of the physical
drive, not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for logical drive consistency check without load on the
system
•

Compute Blade 2000, X55R3 model or Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2208 model
- CB 2000, X55R3 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDBX1-Y
RAID level
RAID 1

RAID 5

RAID 6

RAID 10

•

Logical drive capacity

Time required for
consistency check

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 15 minutes

200GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 2)

About 20 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 15 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 3)

About 25 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 25 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 10 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 45 minutes

Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2008 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDxX1-Y*
*

x: 2 to 7
RAID level

RAID 1

•

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

Time required for
consistency check
About 180 minutes

Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 3004 model
RAID level
RAID 1
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Logical drive capacity

Logical drive capacity

Time required for
consistency check

200 GB (SSD 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 2)

About 25 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

About 30 minutes

400 GB (SSD 2.5 (12 Gb/s): 400 GB SSD x 2)

About 40 minutes

900 GB (SAS 2.5: 900 GB HDD x 2)

About 95 minutes
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•

Compute Blade 320
RAID level

Logical drive capacity

RAID 1

Time required for
consistency check

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 25 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

About 50 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 2)

About 100 minutes

64 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 2)

About 10 minutes

RAID 1 with hardware RAID
model

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

About 180 minutes:
3 hours

RAID 1 with LSI Software
RAID

73 GB (SAS 2.5: 73 GB HDD x 2)

About 40 minutes

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 80 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 25 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 3)

About 50 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 3)

About 100 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 3)

About 10 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 4)

About 50 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 4)

About 100 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 4)

About 50 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 4)

About 100 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 4)

About 15 minutes

RAID 5

RAID 6

RAID 10

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive consistency check depends on the capacity of the
physical drive, not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for rebuild without load on the system
•

Compute Blade 2000, X55R3 model or Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2208 model
- CB 2000, X55R3 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDBX1-Y
RAID level
RAID 1

RAID 5

RAID 6

RAID 10

•

Logical drive capacity

Time required for
rebuild

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 15 minutes

200GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 2)

About 10 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 15 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 3)

About 10 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2008 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDxX1-Y*
*
x: 2 to 7
RAID level
RAID 1

•

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

Time required for
rebuild
About 70 minutes

Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 3004 model
RAID level
RAID 1
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Logical drive capacity

Logical drive capacity

Time required for rebuild

200 GB (SSD 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 2)

About 10 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

About 30 minutes

400 GB (SSD 2.5 (12 Gb/s): 400 GB SSD x
2)

About 10 minutes

900 GB (SAS 2.5: 900 GB HDD x 2)

About 95 minutes
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•

Compute Blade 320
RAID level

Logical drive capacity

RAID 1

Time required for
rebuild

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 25 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

About 50 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 2)

About 100 minutes

64 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 2)

About 105 minutes

RAID 1 with hardware RAID
model

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 2)

About 70 minutes

RAID 1 with LSI Software
RAID

73 GB (SAS 2.5: 73 GB HDD x 2)

About 150 minutes

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 300 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 25 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 3)

About 50 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 3)

About 100 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 3)

About 15 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 4)

About 50 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 4)

About 100 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 4)

About 15 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 4)

About 50 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 4)

About 100 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 4)

About 15 minutes

RAID 5

RAID 6

RAID 10

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive consistency check depends on the capacity of the
physical drive, not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for capacity expansion without load on the system
•

Compute Blade 2000, X55R3 model or Compute Blade 500, LSI SAS 2208 model
- CB 2000, X55R3 model
- CB 500 with RAID embedded server blade, GG-CA3RCDBX1-Y
RAID level

Expanding capacity based on:

RAID 0

RAID 5

RAID 6

•

Time required for
expanding capacity

450 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 100 minutes

600 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 3)

About 70 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 80 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 3)

About 50 minutes

300 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 80 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 50 minutes

Compute Blade 320
RAID level
RAID 5

RAID 6

Expanding capacity based on:

Time required for
expanding capacity

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 140 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 3)

About 280 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 3)

About 560 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 3)

About 50 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 140 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 4)

About 280 minutes

1200 GB (SAS 2.5: 600 GB HDD x 4)

About 560 minutes

128 GB (SSD 2.5: 64 GB SSD x 4)

About 50 minutes

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive consistency check depends on the capacity of the
physical drive, not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for processing
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Estimated time for each processing task with Compute Rack
This section provides estimated time required for each processing task under no load
on the system.

No load on the system in this section means conditions that an OS has just been
installed on the system with no application installed and that the system is in an idle
state. Time required for each task means that when each task is executed on the
OS, which depends on the disk IO, load on the system. Since IO usually takes
priority, it may take thirty times or more as much time as estimated time shown in
this section, possibly a day or longer, assuming that 64-KB read and write access to
the entire disk is continually executed.

Estimated time for logical drive initialization without load on the system
•

Compute Rack series M model, shipped at April 2012 or later
(CR 220 HM, CR 210 HM, CR 220 SM)
Physical drive capacity

Time required for initialization

147 GB (SAS 2.5)

About 15 minutes

300GB (SATA 2.5)

About 40 minutes

250 GB (SATA 3.5)

About 300 minutes

80 GB (SSD SATA 2.5)

About 10 minutes

200 GB (SSD SAS 2.5)

About 20 minutes

250 GB (SATA 3.5):

About 540 minutes: about 9 hours

LSI Software RAID (embedded SATA RAID)

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive initialization depends on the capacity of the physical
drive, not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for logical drive consistency check without load on the
system
•

Compute Rack series M model, shipped at April 2012 or later
(CR 220 HM, CR 210 HM, CR 220 SM)
RAID level

Logical drive capacity

RAID 1

Time required for
consistency check

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 15 minutes

250GB (SAS 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 2)

About 25 minutes

80 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 2)

About 10 minutes

200 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x2)

About 20 minutes

LSI Software RAID
(embedded SATA RAID)

250 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 2)

About 40 minutes

RAID 5

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 15 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 3)

About 40 minutes

500 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 3)

About 25 minutes

160 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 3)

About 10 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 3)

About 25 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

500 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

160 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 25 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

500 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

160 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 4)

About 15 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 45 minutes

RAID 6

RAID 10

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive consistency check depends on the capacity of the
physical drive, not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for rebuild without load on the system
•

Compute Rack series M model, shipped at April 2012 or later
(CR 220 HM, CR 210 HM, CR 220 SM)
RAID level

Logical drive capacity

RAID 1

Time required for
rebuild

147 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 2)

About 15 minutes

250GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 2)

About 30 minutes

80 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 2)

About 10 minutes

200 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x2)

About 10 minutes

LSI Software RAID
(embedded SATA RAID)

250 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 2)

About 50 minutes

RAID 5

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 3)

About 15 minutes

600 GB (SAS 2.5: 300 GB HDD x 3)

About 40 minutes

500 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 3)

About 25 minutes

160 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 3)

About 10 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 3)

About 10miutues

RAID 6

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

Partially degraded > Optimal

500 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

160 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

294 GB (SAS 2.5: 147 GB HDD x 4)

About 15 minutes

500 GB (SATA 3.5: 250 GB HDD x 4)

About 25 minutes

160 GB (SSD SATA 2.5: 80 GB SSD x 4)

About 10 minutes

400 GB (SSD SAS 2.5: 200 GB SSD x 4)

About 40 minutes

RAID 10

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.

Time required for logical drive rebuild depends on the capacity of the physical drive,
not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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Estimated time for capacity expansion without load on the system
•

Compute Rack series M model, shipped at April 2012 or later
(CR 220 HM, CR 210 HM, CR 220 SM)
RAID
level
RAID 0

RAID 5

RAID 6

Expanding capacity based on:

Time required for
expanding capacity

Logical drive capacity
before expansion

Logical drive capacity
after expansion

SAS 2.5:
147 GB HDD x 3

441 GB

588 GB
Added 147 GB x 1

About 100 minutes

SATA 3.5:
250 GB HDD x 3

750 GB

1000 GB
Added 250 GB x 1

About 360 minutes:
6 hours

SSD SATA 2.5:
80 GB SSD x 3

240 GB

320 GB
Added 80 GB x 1

About 50 minutes

SSD SAS 2.5:
200 GB SSD x 3

600 GB

800 GB
Added 200 GB x 1

About 70 minutes

SAS 2.5:
147 GB HDD x 3

294 GB

441 GB
Added 147 GB x 1

About 80 minutes

SAS 2.5:
147 GB HDD x 3

294 GB

588 GB
Added 147 GB x 1

About 80 minutes

SAS 2.5:
300 GB HDD x 3

600 GB

900 GB
Added 300 GB x 1

About 200 minutes

SATA 3.5:
250 GB HDD x 3

500 GB

750 GB
Added 250 GB x 1

About 240 minutes:
4 hours

SSD SATA 2.5:
80 GB SSD x 3

160 GB

240 GB
Added 80 GB x 1

About 35 minutes

SSD SAS 2.5:
200 GB SSD x 23

400 GB

600 GB
Added 200 GB x 1

About 50 minutes

SAS 2.5:
147 GB HDD x 4

294 GB

441 GB
Added 147 GB x 1

About 80 minutes

SATA 3.5:
250 GB HDD x 4

500 GB

750 GB
Added 250 GB x 1

About 360 minutes:
6 hours

SSD SATA 2.5:
80 GB SSD x 4

160 GB

240 GB
Added 80 GB x 1

About 35 minutes

SSD SAS 2.5:
200 GB SSD x 4

400 GB

600 GB
Added 200 GB x 1

About 50 minutes

Configuration

It is recommended that you execute each task when less IO is usually executed,
such as at night.
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Time required for logical drive rebuild depends on the capacity of the physical drive,
not depending on the RAID level and the capacity of the logical drive.
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B
Troubleshooting
for installation/uninstallation
This Appendix-B provides information of troubleshooting for internal storage monitor
installation and uninstallation.
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When you install or uninstall internal storage monitor from the Server installation and
monitoring tool, messages for silent ones are shown.
Type I stands for Information, W for Warning, and E for Error in the following table.

For Windows
Type

Installer

Timing

Silent

Standard

Install

I







I





E





E





E



Message

Uninstall



The installation was
successful.

Insatallation has been
properly executed. No action
is required.

The uninstallation was
successful.

Uninsatallation has been
properly executed. No action
is required.

The installation failed.

Installation abended. If
installation retry fails, consult
your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

The uninstallation
failed.

Uninstallation abended. If
uninstallation retry fails,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

The setup failed.

Installation was executed on
the out-of-support OS. Check
the system environment, and
then install it again.









This OS is not
supported.
The setup failed.

E







W







E









Neither RAID Controller
nor PCIe SSD are found.

No PCIe SSD Driver or
Utility is found.
Please install PCIe SSD
Driver and Utility.
The setup failed.


DLL initialization error!

The setup failed.
E
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Description/Action



Getting PCI Information
error!

Installer was executed on the
not-supported RAID card/PCIe
SSD. Check your system
configuration, and then re-try
it.
Installer was executed without
the driver and/or utility of
PCIe SSD installed.
A DDL initialization error
caused setup to abend. Check
the system environment, and
then install it again.
Installation was executed with
the out-of-support RAID card.
Check the system
environment, and then install
it again.
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Type

Installer
Silent

Timing

Standard

Install

Message

Uninstall
The setup failed.

E







A later version of the
product is already
installed
on your computer.
The setup cannot
continue.
The installation failed.

E





Backup error in
configuration
information!



The installation was
successful.
W



I





However, it is necessary
to set it again by the
customer because it was
not able to migrate it.





Description/Action



You must restart your
computer after
installing/uninstalling
internal storage
monitor.

Setup was executed with a
later version of internal
storage monitor installed. To
install a product version
earlier than the version
currently installed, uninstall
the current version and then
install it.
A backup error caused
installation to abend. If
installation retry fails, consult
your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
Installation succeeded
regardless of backup in
failure. If you have any
configured, set it up again. If
nothing configured, no action
is required.
Setup is completed. Restart
the system.

Click [Yes] to restart
your computer now.
Click [No] if you plan to
restart later.

I

I









You must restart your
computer after
installing/uninstalling
internal storage
monitor.

Setup is completed. Restart
the system.

Stop the hrnservice.

Since installation or
uninstallation was executed
with hrnservice running, the
hrnservice is stopped. No
action is required.
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For Linux/VMware
Type

Timing
Install

-







####################
####################
### [100%]

Insatallation has been properly
executed. No action is required.

(Nothing shown.)

Uninsatallation has been properly
executed. No action is required.

The setup failed.

Installation was executed on the
out-of-support OS. Check the system
environment, and then install it again.

This OS is not supported.
The setup failed.

E





Neither RAID Controller nor PCIe
SSD are found.
The installation failed.

E



Backup error in configuration
information!
The installation was successful.

W



However, it is necessary to set it
again by the customer because it
was not able to migrate it.
The installation was successful.

W



Description/Action

Uninstall



-

E

Message

No PCIe SSD Driver or Utility is
found.
Please install PCIe SSD Driver
and Utility.

Installer was executed on the
not-supported RAID card/PCIe SSD.
Check your system configuration, and
then re-try it.
Installation aborted due to backup
errors. If installation retry fails,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
Installation succeeded regardless of
backup in failure. If you have any
configured, set it up again. If nothing
configured, no action is required.
Installation was successfully
completed.
The driver and/or utility of PCIe SSD
are/is not installed. Install the driver
or utility of PCIe SSD.

In addition, RPM command provides error messages. Actions required for problems
depend on the error message. Follow instructions in the message to deal with the
problem.
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C
Event logs and messages
This Appendix-C provides event logs and messages.
 Event log overview
 Event log messages
 Popup messages and command messages
 Request sense data
 Service list
 Process list
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Event log overview
Event logs on RAID controllers are output in OS logs: event logs for Windows; Syslog for Linux. For Windows, you
can view OS logs using Event Viewer. For Linux, you can view Syslogs by displaying them in text format.
Log messages are output in the following format in the table below.
Item

C-2

Description

HRN_XXXXX: %s

Error Label

EventTime: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS

Date of the event occurred

Detailedcode: %d

Error code

Detailedmsg: %s

Error message

ID: %d

Internal storage monitor ID

Remarks

"N seconds from reboot" (N: integer) may be displayed.
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You can identify the location of an error by checking Error Label.
Error Label

Message

Description

HRN_ERR01

RAID Controller ERROR(CTRL)

ERROR on RAID Controller is received.

HRN_ERR02

LD/PD ERROR(LD/PD)1

ERROR on logical drive/physical drive 1 is received.

HRN_ERR03

LD/PD ERROR(LD/PD)2

ERROR on logical drive/physical drive 2 is received.

HRN_ERR04

LD/PD ERROR(LD/PD)3

ERROR on logical drive/physical drive 3 is received.

HRN_ERR05

RAID Controller ERROR(CACHE_BKUP)

ERROR on cache backup is received.

HRN_ERR06

RAID Controller ERROR(ENCL)1

ERROR on enclosure 1 is received.

HRN_ERR07

RAID Controller ERROR(ENCL)2

ERROR on enclosure 2 is received.

HRN_ERR08

RAID ERROR1

RAID ERROR1 is received.

HRN_ERR09

RAID ERROR2

RAID ERROR2 is received.

HRN_ERR10

RAID ERROR3

RAID ERROR3 is received.

HRN_ERR0T

ERROR Event for TEST

This is an internal storage monitor test message.

HRN_WRN01

RAID Controller WARNING(CTRL)

WARNING on RAID Controller is received.

HRN_WRN02

LD/PD WARNING(LD/PD)

WARNING on logical drive/physical drive is received.

HRN_WRN03

RAID Controller WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

WARNING on cache backup is received.

HRN_WRN04

RAID Controller WARNING(ENCL)1

WARNING on enclosure 1 is received.

HRN_WRN05

RAID Controller WARNING(ENCL)2

WARNING on enclosure 2 is received.

HRN_WRN06

RAID WARNING1

RAID WARNING 1 is received.

HRN_WRN07

RAID WARNING2

RAID WARNING 2 is received.

HRN_WRN08

RAID WARNING3

RAID WARNING 3 is received.

HRN_WRN0T

WARNING Event for TEST

This is an internal storage monitor test message.

HRN_INF01

RAID INFORMATION1

RAID INFORMATION 1 is received.

HRN_INF02

RAID INFORMATION2

RAID INFORMATION 2 is received.

HRN_INF03

RAID INFORMATION3

RAID INFORMATION 3 is received.
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Error Label

Message

Description

HRN_INF04

RAID INFORMATION4

RAID INFORMATION 4 is received.

HRN_INF0T

INFORMATION Event for TEST

This is an internal storage monitor test message.

See Event log messages to check details using internal storage monitor ID in each log message as key.

For Windows
An event log is displayed in the log message format as shown below.

2
1

1 Error Label
2 internal storage monitor ID
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For Linux
1
Apr 6 04:09:44 localhost hrnservice[4411]: HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4 EventTime: 2012/04/06 04:08:21 Detailedcode: 3001ffff,
Detailedmsg: Controller[0] Created LD 1, ID: 000138
2

1 Error Label
2 internal storage monitor ID

•

Linux Syslog events
Add the following to the log setting file to output files sorted on label.
- Log setting file: \etc\rsyslog.conf (\etc\syslog.conf depending on the environment)
Parameters to add are shown below.
•

daemon.=info: /var/log/daemon.info

•

daemon.=warning: /var/log/ daemon.warning

•

daemon.=err: /var/log/ daemon.err

- Label
Labels correspond to types shown in the table Event messages in the next section.
•

Information=info

•

Warning=warning

•

Error=err
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Event log messages
Types include I for Information, W for Warning, and E for Error.

Internal
storage
monitor
ID

C-6

Type

Log message

Description/Action

000000

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

MegaRAID firmware initialization
started (PCI ID
0x%04x/0x%04x/0x%04x/0x%04x
), ID: 000000

Disk array controller firmware initialization
has started. No action is required.

000001

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

MegaRAID firmware version: %s,
ID: 000001

This is the disk array controller firmware
version. No action is required.

000004

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Configuration cleared, ID: 000004

Configuration information has been
initialized. No action is required.

000007

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Alarm disabled by user, ID: 000007

Alarm on the disk array controller is
disabled. No action is required.

000008

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Alarm enabled by user, ID: 000008

Alarm on the disk array controller is
enabled. No action is required.

000009

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Background initialization rate
changed %d%%, ID: 000009

Background initialization rate has been
changed. No action is required.

000010

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller

Controller cache discarded due to
memory/Cache Backup problems,
ID: 000010

Reboot or poweroff might have been
executed during consistency check,
rebuild, patrol read, or initialization. If one
of them is executed, no action is required.
If not, improper poweroff or reboot was
executed during write processing. Writing
data may not be properly completed.
Verify data. Then, restore the backup data
if necessary.
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000011

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Unable to recover cache data due to
configuration mismatch, ID: 000011

Cache data was not recovered due to
configuration mismatch. Some data may
be lost. Rebuild the disk array and restore
the backup data.

000012

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache data recovered successfully,
ID: 000012

Cache data has been successfully
recovered. No action is required.

000013

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Controller cache discarded due to
firmware version incompatibility,
ID: 000013

Cache data was discarded due to
incompatibility of disk array controller
firmware version. Some data may be lost.
The disk array controller fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.
Rebuild the disk array and restore the
backup data.

000014

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check rate
changed %d%%, ID: 000014

Consistency check rate has been changed.
No action is required.

000015

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Controller[%d] RAID Controller
Error: %s, ID: 000015

Firmware detected a fatal error. The disk
array controller fails. Consult your reseller
or call for maintenance personnel.

000016

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Factory defaults restored, ID:
000016

Hardware settings for the disk array
controller has been restored to the default
value. No action is required.

000017

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Flash downloaded image corrupt,
ID: 000017

Firmware image data for update is
corrupted. If update retry does not work,
recreate the firmware image data and
execute update.

000018

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash erase error, ID: 000018

Initializing flash memory on the disk array
controller failed. The disk array controller
fails. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000019

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash timeout during erase, ID:
000019

Timeout occurred in initializing flash
memory on the disk array controller. The
disk array controller fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.
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000020

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash error, ID: 000020

Access to flash memory on the disk array
controller failed. The disk array controller
fails. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000021

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Flashing image: %s, ID: 000021

Data update, such as firmware, is being
executed. No action is required.

000022

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Flash of new firmware image(s)
complete, ID: 000022

The disk array controller has been
updated. No action is required.

000023

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash programming error, ID:
000023

Writing to flash memory on the disk array
controller failed. The disk array controller
fails. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000024

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash timeout during programming,
ID: 000024

Timeout occurred in writing to flash
memory on the disk array controller. The
disk array controller fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000025

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash chip type unknown, ID:
000025

Flash memory on the disk array controller
is not properly recognized. The disk array
controller fails. Consult your reseller or call
for maintenance personnel.

000026

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash command set unknown, ID:
000026

An incorrect flash command was issued to
flash memory on the disk array controller.
The disk array controller fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000027

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Flash verify failure, ID: 000027

An error occurred in verifying flash
memory on the disk array controller. The
disk array controller fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000028

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Flush rate changed %d Seconds, ID:
000028

Cache flush timing rate on the disk array
controller has been changed. No action is
required.

000029

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Hibernate command received from
host, ID: 000029

A command to switch to standby or
hibernation mode is rereceived by the
host. No action is required.
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000031

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Event log wrapped, ID: 000031

The event log has wrapped in the disk
array controller. No action is needed.

000032

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Multi-bit ECC error: ECAR=0x%x;
ELOG=0x%x; (%s), ID: 000032

Multi-bit error was detected in cache on
the disk array controller. The disk array
controller fails. Consult your reseller or call
for maintenance personnel.

000033

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Single-bit ECC error: ECAR=0x%x;
ELOG=0x%x; (%s), ID: 000033

Single-bit error was detected in cache on
the disk array controller. No action is
required.

000034

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Not enough controller memory, ID:
000034

Memory in the disk array controller is not
enough. The disk array controller fails.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000035

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read complete, ID: 000035

Patrol read is competed. No action is
required.

000036

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read paused, ID: 000036

Patrol read is suspended. No action is
required.

000037

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read Rate changed %d%%,
ID: 000037

Patrol read rate has been changed. No
action is required.

000038

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read resumed, ID: 000038

Patrol read is resumed. No action is
required.

000039

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read started, ID: 000039

Patrol read has started. No action is
required.

000040

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Rebuild rate changed %d%%, ID:
000040

Rebuild rate has been changed. No action
is required.

000041

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Reconstruction rate
changed %d%%, ID: 000041

Processing rate for capacity expansion has
been changed. No action is required.

000042

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Shutdown command received from
host, ID: 000042

Shutdown command was received by the
host. No action is required.

000043

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Test event: '%s', ID: 000043

This is a test event. No action is required.
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000044

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Time established since power on
Time %s %u Seconds, ID: 000044

Time when the disk array controller started
and elapsed time since then. No action is
required.

000045

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

User entered firmware debugger,
ID: 000045

Firmware debugger started. No action is
required.

000046

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Background Initialization aborted on
LD %d, ID: 000046

Background initialization aborted. If you
did, no action is required. Check the logical
drive status. If the state is Optimal, no
action is required.

000047

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Background Initialization corrected
medium error (LD %d Location
0x%llx; PD %d Location 0x%llx),
ID: 000047

Media error occurred in background
initialization was corrected. No action is
required.

000048

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Background Initialization completed
on LD %d, ID: 000048

Background initialization was completed.
No action is required.

000049

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Background Initialization completed
with uncorrectable errors on LD %d,
ID: 000049

Although background initialization was
completed, uncorrectable media error
occurred. Execute Full Initialize on the
logical drive. If the error occurs in
re-initialization, consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000050

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Background Initialization detected
uncorrectable multiple medium
errors (PD %d Location 0x%llx;
LD %d), ID: 000050

Although background initialization was
completed, uncorrectable media error
occurred. Execute Full Initialize on the
logical drive. If the error occurs in
re-initialization, consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000051

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Background Initialization failed on
LD %d, ID: 000051

Background initialization abended. Check
if the hard disk fails.

000053

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Background Initialization started on
LD %d, ID: 000053

Background initialization started. No
action is required.

000054

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Policy change on LD %d Previous
= %s Current = %s, ID: 000054

Policies on the logical drive have been
changed. No action is required.
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000056

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Consistency Check aborted on
LD %d, ID: 000056

Consistency check was stopped. If you did,
no action is required. Check the logical
drive status. If the state is Optimal, no
action is required.

000057

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check corrected
medium error (LD %d Location
0x%llx; PD %d Location 0x%llx),
ID: 000057

Media error detected in consistency check
was corrected. No action is required.

000058

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check done on LD %d,
ID: 000058

Consistency check has been completed. No
action is required.

000059

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check done with
corrections on LD %d (corrections
= %d), ID: 000059

Consistency check has been completed.
Inconsistency was corrected.

000060

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Consistency Check detected
uncorrectable multiple medium
errors (PD %d Location 0x%llx;
LD %d), ID: 000060

Unrcorrectable media error was detected
in consistency check. When media error
occurs on the source drive in rebuilding or
on the same address of multiple hard disks
in writing data, a media error is
intentionally created to avoid reading data
due to potential risk of data corruption.
Restore the backup data. Proactively
replace the hard disk with a new one as
necessary. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000061

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Consistency Check failed on LD %d,
ID: 000061

Consistency check abended. Check the
logical drive status. If the state is Optimal,
no action is required. If the problem often
occurs, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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000062

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Consistency Check failed with
uncorrectable data on LD %d, ID:
000062

Unrcorrectable media error was detected
in consistency check. When media error
occurs on the source drive in rebuilding or
on the same address of multiple hard disks
in writing data, a media error is
intentionally created to avoid reading data
due to potential risk of data corruption.
Restore the backup data. Proactively
replace the hard disk with a new one as
necessary. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000063

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Consistency Check found
inconsistent parity on LD strip (LD
= %d; strip = 0x%llx), ID: 000063

Inconsistency was detected in consistency
check. Restore the backup data.

000064

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Consistency Check inconsistency
logging disabled; too many
inconsistencies on LD %d, ID:
000064

Inconsistency was detected in consistency
check. No more event for data
inconsistency is not logged. Restore the
backup data.

000066

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check started on
LD %d, ID: 000066

Consistency check started. No action is
required.

000067

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Initialization aborted on LD %d, ID:
000067

Logical drive initialization aborted. Check
the logical drive status. If the state is
Optimal, no action is required.

000068

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Initialization failed on LD %d, ID:
000068

Logical drive initialization failed. Check the
logical drive status. If the state is Optimal,
re-initialize the drive. If the problem often
occurs, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000070

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Fast initialization started on LD %d,
ID: 000070

Fast initialization on the logical drive
started. No action is required.

000071

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Full initialization started on LD %d,
ID: 000071

Full initialization on the logical drive
started. No action is required.
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000072

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Initialization complete on LD %d,
ID: 000072

The logical drive has been completely
initialized. No action is required.

000073

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Properties updated on LD %d
Previous = %s Current = %s, ID:
000073

Properties on the logical drive was
updated. No action is required.

000074

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Reconstruction complete on LD %d,
ID: 000074

Logical drive reconstruction for capacity
expansion is completed. No action is
required.

000075

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Reconstruction stopped due to
unrecoverable errors LD %d, ID:
000075

Unrecoverable errors stopped logical drive
reconstruction for capacity expansion. The
hard disk or disk array controller may fail.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel. Rebuild the disk
array using the backup data as necessary.

000076

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Reconstruct detected uncorrectable
multiple medium errors (LD %d
Location 0x%llx; PD %d Location
0x%llx), ID: 000076

Media error occurred on the same address
of multiple hard disks in expanding
capacity of the logical drive. When media
error occurs on the source drive in
rebuilding or on the same address of
multiple hard disks in writing data, a media
error is intentionally created to avoid
reading data due to potential risk of data
corruption. Restore the backup date.
Replace the hard disk with a new one as
necessary. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000078

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Reconstruction resumed LD %d, ID:
000078

Capacity expansion is resumed. No action
is required.

000079

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Reconstruction resume failed due to
configuration mismatch LD %d, ID:
000079

Capacity expansion failed to be resumed
due to configuration mismatch. The disk
array controller fails. Consult your reseller
or call for maintenance personnel for
proactive replacement. Rebuild the disk
array and restore the backup data.
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000080

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Reconstructing started LD %d, ID:
000080

Capacity expansion of the logical drive
started. No action is required.

000081

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

State change on LD %d Previous
= %s Current = %s, ID: 000081

A state of the logical drive has changed.
Check the state. If it is Optimal, no action
is required.

000087

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Error PD %d (Error 0x%x), ID:
000087

An error occurred on the hard disk. If the
logical drive has degraded, the hard disk
fails. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000088

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Format complete on PD %d, ID:
000088

Low level format is completed. No action is
required.

000089

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Format started on PD %d, ID:
000089

Low level format started. No action is
required.

000091

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

PD %d inserted, ID: 000091

A hard disk was inserted. No action is
required.

000092

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

PD %d is not supported, ID: 000092

This type of disks is not supported. Use a
proper hard disk.

000093

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read corrected medium error:
PD %d Location 0x%llx, ID: 000093

Media error detected in patrol read was
corrected. No action is required.

000095

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Patrol Read found an uncorrectable
medium error PD %d Location
0x%llx, ID: 000095

Patrol read detected uncorrectable media
error. When media error occurs on the
source drive in rebuilding or on the same
address of multiple hard disks in writing
data, a media error is intentionally created
to avoid reading data due to potential risk
of data corruption. Restore the backup
data. Replace the hard disk with a new one
as necessary. Consult your reseller or call
for maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.
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000096

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

PD %d Predictive failure, ID:
000096

SMART error was reported from the hard
disk. Proactively replace the hard disk with
a new one as necessary. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel
for proactive replacement.

000097

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Puncturing bad block PD %d
Location 0x%llx, ID: 000097

A media error was intentionally created in
the hard disk. When media error occurs on
the source drive in rebuilding or on the
same address of multiple hard disks in
writing data, a media error is intentionally
created to avoid reading data due to
potential risk of data corruption. If this
problem often occurs, consult your reseller
or call for maintenance personnel. Rebuild
the disk array and restore the backup data
as necessary.

000098

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Rebuild aborted by user PD %d, ID:
000098

Rebuild was aborted by your operation.
Execute rebuild again as necessary.

000099

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Controller[%d] Rebuild complete on
LD %d, ID: 000099

Rebuild is completed. No action is
required.

000100

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Rebuild complete on PD %d, ID:
000100

Rebuild is completed. No action is
required.

000101

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Rebuild failed due to source drive
error PD %d, ID: 000101

Rebuild failed due to an error in the source
drive. The hard disk fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel
for proactive replacement. Rebuild the disk
array and restore the backup data as
necessary.

000102

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Rebuild failed due to target drive
error PD %d, ID: 000102

Rebuild failed due to an error in the target
drive. The hard disk fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000104

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Rebuild resumed PD %d, ID:
000104

Rebuild was resumed. No action is
required.

000105

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Rebuild started PD %d, ID: 000105

Rebuild started. No action is required.
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000106

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Rebuild automatically started
PD %d, ID: 000106

Automatic rebuild to a hot spare started.
No action is required.

000108

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Reassign write operation failed
PD %d Location 0x%llx, ID: 000108

Area for a new hard disk could not be
obtained. Check the logical drive. If it is
Optimal, no action is required.

000109

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Unrecoverable medium error during
rebuild PD %d Location 0x%llx, ID:
000109

Unrcorrectable media error was detected
in rebuild. Some data may be lost. Restore
the backup data. Proactively replace the
hard disk with a new one as necessary.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000110

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Corrected medium error during
recovery PD %d Location 0x%llx,
ID: 000110

Media error was corrected. No action is
required.

000111

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Unrecoverable medium error during
recovery PD %d Location 0x%llx,
ID: 000111

Media error was detected and could not be
corrected. This event is registered when
media error occurs on the same address of
hard disks or without redundancy. Restore
the backup data. Proactively replace the
hard disk with a new one as necessary.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000112

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Controller[%d] PD %d removed, ID:
000112

A hard disk is disconnected. Check the
hard disk configuration and logical drive. If
Optimal, no action is required.

000113

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION1

Unexpected sense PD = %d
- %s(%x/%02x/%02x); CDB = %s;
Sense = %s, ID: 000113

Request sense data was obtained by the
hard disk. Check the logical drive. If
Optimal, no action is required. See
Request sense data for what the request
sense data is. For request sense data
x/5d/53 or x/5d/54, SSD lifetime to write
is shown. SSD replacement due to the end
of lifetime is chargeable.
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000114

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

State change PD = %d Previous
= %s Current = %s, ID: 000114

Hard disk status has been changed. Check
the logical drive. If Optimal, no action is
required.

000115

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

State change by user PD = %d
Previous = %s Current = %s, ID:
000115

Hard disk status has been changed. Check
the logical drive. If Optimal, no action is
required.

000118

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Dedicated Hot Spare PD %d no
longer useful due to deleted array,
ID: 000118

A dedicated hotspare assigned to the
deleted disk array has not been used for a
log time. Delete the dedicated hotspare,
and assign it again.

000119

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Loop detected,
ID: 000119

SAS topology error occurred: Loop
connection was detected. Check that the
SAS cable is properly connected. If no
problem with it, consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000120

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Device not
addressable, ID: 000120

SAS topology error occurred: A device
could not be specified. Check that the SAS
cable is properly connected. If no problem
with it, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000121

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Multiple ports to
the same SAS address, ID: 000121

SAS topology error occurred: The same
SAS address is shared by multiple ports.
Check that the SAS cable is properly
connected. If no problem with it, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000122

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Expander error,
ID: 000122

SAS topology error, expander error,
occurred. Check that the SAS cable is
properly connected. If no problem with it,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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000123

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: SMP timeout,
ID: 000123

SAS topology error, SMP timeout,
occurred. Check that the SAS cable is
properly connected. If no problem with it,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000124

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Out of route
entries, ID: 000124

SAS topology error, out of route entry,
occurred. Check that the SAS cable is
properly connected. If no problem with it,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000125

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Index not
found, ID: 000125

SAS topology error, no index, occurred.
Check that the SAS cable is properly
connected. If no problem with it, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000126

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: SMP function
failed, ID: 000126

SAS topology error, SMP function error,
occurred. Check that the SAS cable is
properly connected. If no problem with it,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000127

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: SMP CRC error,
ID: 000127

SAS topology error, SMP CRC error,
occurred. Check that the SAS cable is
properly connected. If no problem with it,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel

000128

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Multiple
subtractive, ID: 000128

SAS topology error, multiple subtractive
errors, occurred. Check that the SAS cable
is properly connected. If no problem with
it, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000129

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Table to table,
ID: 000129

SAS topology error, table error, occurred.
Check that the SAS cable is properly
connected. If no problem with it, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.
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000130

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)2

SAS topology error: Multiple paths,
ID: 000130

SAS topology error, multiple paths,
occurred. Check that the SAS cable is
properly connected. If no problem with it,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000131

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Unable to access device PD %d, ID:
000131

The device is inaccessible. Check that a
proper hard disk is installed. If the problem
often occurs, consult your reseller or call
for maintenance personnel.

000132

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Dedicated Hot Spare created PD %d,
ID: 000132

Dedicated hotspare is created. No action is
required.

000133

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Dedicated Hot Spare disabled
PD %d, ID: 000133

The dedicated hot spare is disabled. No
action is required.

000134

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Dedicated Hot Spare no longer
useful for all arrays, ID: 000134

The dedicated host pare has not been used
for a long time. No action is required.

000135

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Global Hot Spare created PD %d,
ID: 000135

Global hotspare is created. No action is
required.

000136

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Global Hot Spare disabled PD %d,
ID: 000136

The global hotspare is deleted. No action is
required.

000137

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Global Hot Spare does not cover all
arrays, ID: 000137

No logical drive exists for global hotspare
to cover. Check if the proper hard disk is
installed. Use a hard disk as hotspare with
as much capacity as the hard disk used for
the logical drive. If the problem often
occurs, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000138

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Created LD %d, ID: 000138

A logical drive was created. No action is
required.

000139

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Deleted LD %d, ID: 000139

A logical drive was deleted. No action is
required.

000140

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Marking LD %d inconsistent due to
active writes at shutdown, ID:
000140

Forcible shutdown was executed in write
processing. Restore the backup data.
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000141

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache backup Present, ID: 000141

Cache backup is enabled. No action is
required.

000142

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache Backup Not Present, ID:
000142

Cache backup is disabled. Check if the
cable for the cache backup is properly
connected. If no problem, consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000143

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

New Cache Backup Detected, ID:
000143

A new cache backup module is connected.
No action is required.

000144

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup has been replaced,
ID: 000144

The cache backup module was replaced.
No action is required.

000145

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache Backup temperature is high,
ID: 000145

Temperature of the cache backup module
is high. Check the ambient temperature
and fans. If they have no problem, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000146

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache Backup voltage low, ID:
000146

The voltage of the cache backup module is
low. If this event occurs repeatedly during
system operation, contact the sales
representative or call maintenance
personnel.When this event log is output
after booting the system unit from the
situation that the system unit was turned
off, no action is needed.

000147

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup is charging, ID:
000147

The cache backup module is being
charged. No action is required.

000148

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup is discharging, ID:
000148

The cache backup module is being
discharged. No action is required.

000149

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Cache Backup temperature is
normal, ID: 000149

Temperature of the cache backup module
is normal. No action is required.
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000150

E

HRN_ERR05: RAID Controller
ERROR(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache Backup has failed and cannot
support data retention. Please
replace the cache backup, ID:
000150

Data cannot be retained due to the cache
backup module in failure. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.
In the case that this event occurred
immediately after booting the system unit,
no action is needed. Please ignore this
event.

000151

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn started, ID:
000151

A learn cycle started on the cache backup
module. No action is required.

000152

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn in progress,
ID: 000152

A learn cycle on the cache backup module
is in progress. No action is required.

000153

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn completed,
ID: 000153

A learn cycle finished on the cache backup
module. No action is required.

000154

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn timed out, ID:
000154

Timeout occurred during a learn cycle on
the cache backup module. No action is
required.

000155

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn pending:
Cache Backup is under charge, ID:
000155

A learn cycle on the cache backup module
is suspended. The cache backup module is
being charged. No action is required.

000156

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn postponed,
ID: 000156

A learn cycle was not executed on the
scheduled date. Execute the learn cycle.

000157

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn will start in 4
days, ID: 000157

A learn cycle on the cache backup module
will start in four days. No action is
required.

000158

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn will start in 2
day, ID: 000158

A learn cycle on the cache backup module
will start in two days. No action is required.

000159

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn will start in 1
day, ID: 000159

A learn cycle on the cache backup module
will start in a day. No action is required.

000160

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup relearn will start in 5
hours, ID: 000160

A learn cycle on the cache backup module
will start in five hours. No action is
required.
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000161

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache Backup removed, ID: 000161

The cache backup module is disconnected.
Check if the cable for the cache backup is
properly connected. If no problem, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000162

I

HRN_INF01: RAID Controller
INFORMATION1

Current capacity of the cache
backup is below threshold, ID:
000162

The current capacity of the cache backup
module is below the threshold value. No
action is required.

000163

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Current capacity of the cache
backup is above threshold, ID:
000163

The current capacity of the cache backup
module is normal. No action is required.

000164

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

SES enclosure discovered: %s, ID:
000164

SES enclosure is discovered. No action is
required.

000165

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

SAF-TE enclosure discovered: %s,
ID: 000165

SES enclosure is discovered. No action is
required.

000166

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Communication lost on
enclosure: %s, ID: 000166

Check if a cable to the enclosure is
properly connected and the power is on. If
no problem, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000167

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Communication restored on
enclosure: %s, ID: 000167

Communication to the enclosure is
resumed. No action is required.

000168

E

HRN_ERR06: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

Fan failed on enclosure:%s Fan %s,
ID: 000168

Power supplies and fans for the enclosure
fail. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000169

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Fan inserted on enclosure:%s
Fan %s, ID: 000169

Fans in the enclosure are connected. No
action is required.

000170

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Fan removed on enclosure:%s
Fan %s, ID: 000170

Fans in the enclosure are disconnected.
Check if the ESM unit is connected and
power is on. If no problem, consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel
due to possibility of other problems.
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000171

E

HRN_ERR06: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

Power supply failed on enclosure:%s
Power supply %s, ID: 000171

Power supplies to the enclosure fails.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000172

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Power supply inserted on
enclosure:%s Power supply %s, ID:
000172

Power supplies in the enclose are
connected. No action is required.

000173

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Power supply removed on
enclosure:%s Power supply %s, ID:
000173

Power supplies in the enclosure are
disconnected. Check if a power cable to the
enclosure is connected and power is on. If
no problem, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel due to possibility
of other problems.

000174

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

ESM failed on enclosure:%s
ESM %s, ID: 000174

ESM fails in the enclosure. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000175

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

ESM inserted on enclosure:%s
ESM %s, ID: 000175

ESM unit in the enclose is connected. No
action is required.

000176

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

ESM removed on enclosure:%s
ESM %s, ID: 000176

ESM unit in the enclosure is disconnected.
Check if the ESM unit is properly connected
and power is on. If no problem, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel due to possibility of other
problems.

000177

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Temperature sensor below warning
threshold on enclosure:%s
Sensor %s, ID: 000177

Temperature in the enclosure is below the
recommended value. Check the ambient
temperature and if fans have problems.

000178

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Temperature sensor below error
threshold on enclosure:%s
Sensor %s, ID: 000178

The temperature in the enclosure is below
the threshold value. Check the ambient
temperature and if fans have problems.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000179

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Temperature sensor above warning
threshold on enclosure:%s
Sensor %s, ID: 000179

The temperature in the enclosure is above
the threshold value. Check the ambient
temperature and if fans have problems.
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000180

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Temperature sensor above error
threshold on enclosure:%s
Sensor %s, ID: 000180

Check if ambient temperature is normal,
fans stop, or dust causes fans clogged. If
the cause cannot be specified, consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000181

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Enclosure shutdown, ID: 000181

The enclosure was shut down. No action is
required. If you did not intentionally shut it
down, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000182

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Too many enclosures connected to
port. Enclosure not supported, ID:
000182

Too many enclosures are connected and
cannot be supported. Check the number of
enclosures available for connection. If no
problem, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel. See instruction
manual attached to the chassis for the
maximum number of enclosures to be
connected.

000183

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Firmware mismatch on enclosure,
ID: 000183

Firmware mismatch in the enclosure
occurred. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000184

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Sensor bad on enclosure, ID:
000184

A sensor in the enclosure is abnormal.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000185

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

Phy is bad on enclosure, ID: 000185

Phy in the enclosure is abnormal. Consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000186

E

HRN_ERR06: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

Unstable Enclosure, ID: 000186

A sensor in the enclosure is abnormal.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000187

E

HRN_ERR06: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

Hardware error on enclosure, ID:
000187

The enclosure fails. Consult your reseller
or call for maintenance personnel.

000188

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

No response from enclosure, ID:
000188

The enclosure returns no response. Check
if SAS cable is properly connected. If so,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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000189

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

SAS/SATA mixing not supported in
enclosure; %s disabled, ID: 000189

The hard disk is not available due to mixed
configuration with SAS and SATA. Use the
correct type of hard disks, SAS or SATA.

000190

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Unsupported hotplug was detected
on SES enclosure, ID: 000190

Unsupported hotplug was detected in the
enclosure. Check modules are properly
connected in the enclose.

000193

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

PD %d too small to be used for
auto-rebuild, ID: 000193

Rebuild cannot start due to the replaced
hard disk with not enough capacity. Check
if the correct hard disk is installed. If so,
the hard disk fails. Consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000194

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

CACHE_BKUP enabled; changing WT
logical drives to WB, ID: 000194

Cache backup is enabled. For write policy,
WT is changed to WB. No action is
required.

000195

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

CACHE_BKUP disabled; changing
WB logical drives to WT, ID: 000195

The cache backup function has been
disabled. The write policy was changed
from WB to WT.If this event repeatedly
occurs not during the diagnosis of the
cache backup module (ID 152), check the
cable connection of the cache backup
module. If the cable connection has no
problems, contact the sales representative
or call maintenance personnel. When this
event log is output after booting the
system unit from the situation that the
system unit was turned off, no action is
needed.

000196

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Bad block table is 80%% full on
PD %d, ID: 000196

Replacement area for bad blocks is little
left. No action is needed.

000197

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Bad block table on PD %d is full;
unable to log block 0x%llx, ID:
000197

No replacement area for bad blocks is left.
If a bad block occurs without replacement
area, the disk fails. Restore the backup
data. It is recommended that you initialize
the logical drive before restoring the
backup data.
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000200

E

HRN_ERR05: RAID Controller
ERROR(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache Backup/charger problems
detected; SOH Bad, ID: 000200

The cache backup module fails. Replace
the module with a new one. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000201

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Single-bit ECC error: ECAR=0x%x;
ELOG=0x%x; (%s); warning
threshold exceeded, ID: 000201

Correction was executed on a cache
memory on the disk array controller. No
action is required.

000202

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Single-bit ECC error: ECAR=0x%x;
ELOG=0x%x; (%s); critical
threshold exceeded, ID: 000202

A single-bit error beyond the threshold
value was detected in cache memory on
the disk array controller. Proactively
replace the disk array controller as
necessary. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000203

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Single-bit ECC error: ECAR=0x%x;
ELOG=0x%x; (%s); further
reporting disabled, ID: 000203

A single-bit error beyond the threshold
value was detected in cache memory on
the disk array controller. Proactively
replace the disk array controller as
necessary. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel for proactive
replacement.

000204

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Power supply switched off for
enclosure:%s Power supply %s, ID:
000204

The enclosure was powered off. If you
intentionally turned it off, no action is
required. If not, consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000205

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Power supply switched on for
enclosure:%s Power supply %s, ID:
000205

The enclosure was powered on. No action
is required.

000206

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Power supply cable removed on
enclosure:%s Power supply %s, ID:
000206

The power supply cable to the enclosure
was removed: Check if the power cable is
removed. If not removed, consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000207

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Power supply cable inserted on
enclosure:%s Power supply %s, ID:
000207

The power supply cable to the enclosure is
connected. No action is required.
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000208

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Fan returned to normal on
enclosure:%s Fan %s, ID: 000208

Fans for the enclosure are connected. No
action is required.

000218

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Foreign Configuration Detected, ID:
000218

The old logical drive configuration was
deleted. No action is required.

000219

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Foreign Configuration Imported, ID:
000219

The old logical drive configuration was
imported. No action is required.

000220

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Foreign Configuration Cleared, ID:
000220

The old logical drive configuration was
cleared. No action is required.

000223

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)2

Link lost on SAS wide port %u PHY
= %u, ID: 000223

SAS link was lost. Check the SAS cable
connection. If properly connected, consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000224

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Link restored on SAS wide port %u
PHY = %u, ID: 000224

SAS link was restored. No action is
required.

000225

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)2

Allowed error rate exceeded on SAS
port %u PHY = %u, ID: 000225

SAS error rate is beyond the threshold
value. Check the SAS cable connection. If
properly connected, consult your reseller
or call for maintenance personnel.

000226

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Bad block reassigned on PD %d
Previous = 0x%llx Current =
0x%llx, ID: 000226

The back block was reassigned. No action
is required.

000227

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller Hot Plug detected, ID:
000227

A disk array controller was hotplugged. No
action is required.

000228

W

HRN_WRN04: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Temperature sensor differential
detected on enclosure:%s
Sensor %s, ID: 000228

The temperature sensor has detected
changes of ambient temperature in the
enclosure.No action is needed.

000234

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Firmware download in progress on
enclosure, ID: 000234

Firmware is being downloaded on the
enclosure. No action is required.

000235

E

HRN_ERR07: RAID Controller
ERROR(ENCL)

Firmware download failed on
enclosure, ID: 000235

Firmware download on the enclosure
failed. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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000237

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Dirty Cache data discarded by user,
ID: 000237

Dirty cache data was discarded by your
operation. No action is required.

000238

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

PDs missing from configuration at
boot, ID: 000238

Some hard disks were not detected at
boot. Check hard disk configuration and
logical drive status. If Optimal, no action is
required.

000239

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

LDs missing drives and will go offline
at boot: %s, ID: 000239

The system started offline due to no logical
drives detected. Check hard disk
configuration. If no change in hardware
configuration, the hard disk or disk array
controller fails. Consult your reseller or call
for maintenance personnel. Rebuild the
disk array from the backup data as
necessary.

000240

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

LDs missing at boot: %s, ID:
000240

Some logical drives were not detected at
boot. Check hard disk configuration. If no
change in hardware configuration, the
hard disk or disk array controller fails.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel. Rebuild the disk
array from the backup data as necessary.

000241

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Previous configuration completely
missing at boot, ID: 000241

The previous logical drive configuration
was lost at boot. The disk array controller
fails. Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel. Rebuild the disk
array from the backup data as necessary.

000242

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup charge complete, ID:
000242

The cache backup module has been
charged. No action is required.

000243

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Fan speed changed on enclosure:%s
Fan %s, ID: 000243

Fan speed on the enclosure was changed.
No action is required.

000244

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Dedicated spare imported as global
due to missing arrays, ID: 000244

Since a logical drive with a dedicated hot
spare is missing, the dedicated hot spare is
changed to a global hot spare. Reset the
logical drive with hotspare setting.
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000245

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

PD rebuild not possible as SAS/SATA
is not supported in an array, ID:
000245

Since a different type of hard disk is
installed for replacement, rebuild cannot
start. Use a correct type of hard disk, SAS
or SATA.

000246

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

SEP has been rebooted as a part of
enclosure firmware download. SEP
will be unavailable until this process
completes, ID: 000246

A processor is being rebooted in the
enclosure. After the reboot, the processor
starts running. No action is required.

000247

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Device inserted PD %d, ID: 000247

A device was inserted. No action is
required.

000248

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Device removed PD %d, ID: 000248

The hard disk is disconnected. Check the
logical drive status. If Optimal, no action is
required.

000249

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD %d is now OPTIMAL, ID: 000249

A state to the logical drive is Optimal. No
action is required.

000250

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

LD %d is now PARTIALLY
DEGRADED, ID: 000250

The logical drive is degraded (but still with
redundancy). The hard disk fails. Consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000251

E

HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

LD %d is now DEGRADED, ID:
000251

The logical drive is degraded (without
redundancy). The hard disk fails. Consult
your reseller or call for maintenance
personnel.

000252

E

HRN_ERR02: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)1

LD %d is now OFFLINE, ID: 000252

The logical drive fails, and cannot be used.
The hard disk or disk array controller fails.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel. Rebuild the disk
array from the backup data.

000253

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup requires
reconditioning - please initiate a
LEARN cycle, ID: 000253

The cache backup module requires
reconditioning. Execute a learn cycle.

000257

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

PD missing: %s, ID: 000257

The device was missed. Check hard disk
configuration and logical disk status. If
Optimal, no action is required.
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000258

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Puncturing of LBAs enabled, ID:
000258

Puncturing is enabled. No action is
required.

000259

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Puncturing of LBAs disabled, ID:
000259

Puncturing is disabled. No action is
required.

000261

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Package version: %s, ID: 000261

This is the package version. No action is
required.

000263

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Foreign configuration table
overflow, ID: 000263

Disk array configuration table overflows.
The disk array controller fails. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000264

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Partial foreign configuration
imported; PDs not imported, ID:
000264

Partial configuration was added. Not all
physical devices are added. Check that no
HDDs used for another system are added.

000265

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Connector is active, ID: 000265

The connecter is active. No action is
required.

000266

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Board Revision: %s, ID: 000266

Board revision. No action is required.

000267

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Command timeout on PD %d, ID:
000267

Command timeout occurred on the hard
disk. Check the logical drive. If Optimal, no
action is required.

000268

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

PD %d Reset: Error 0x%x, ID:
000268

The device was reset. Check the logical
drive. If Optimal, no action is required.

000269

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Controller[%d] LD %d bad block
table is 80%% full, ID: 000269

Replacement area for back blocks is little
left. No action is required.

000270

E

HRN_ERR02: LD/PD ERROR(LD/PD)

Controller[%d] LD %d bad block
table is full - unable to log block:
LD %d Location 0x%llx PD %d
Location 0x%llx, ID: 000270

Replacement area for back blocks is not
left. If a bad block occurs without
replacement area, the disk fails. Restore
the backup data.
It is recommended that you initialize the
logical drive before restoring the backup
data.
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HRN_ERR03: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)2

Controller[%d] Uncorrectable
medium error logged: LD %d
Location 0x%llx PD %d Location
0x%llx, ID: 000271

Description/Action

Uncorrectable media error is registered.
This log is registered when media error
occurs on the same address of hard disks
or without redundancy. Restore the
backup data.
It is recommended that you initialize the
logical drive before restoring the backup
data.

000272

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller[%d] LD %d medium error
corrected Location 0x%llx, ID:
000272

Media error was corrected on the logical
drive. No action is required.

000273

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Controller[%d] PD %d Bad block
table is 100%% full, ID: 000273

Replacement area for back blocks is little
left. No action is required.

000274

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Controller[%d] LD %d Bad block
table is 100%% full, ID: 000274

Replacement area for back blocks is little
left. No action is required.

000275

E

HRN_ERR01: RAID Controller
ERROR(CTRL)

Controller needs replacement since
IOP is faulty, ID: 000275

IOP failure was detected on the disk array
controller. The disk array controller fails.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000276

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback started on PD %d Source
PD %d, ID: 000276

Copyback started. Consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000277

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Copyback aborted on PD %d Source
PD %d, ID: 000277

Copyback aborted. If you intentionally
aborted it, no action is required. If not,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000278

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback completed on PD %d
Source PD %d, ID: 000278

Copyback is completed. No action is
required.

000280

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback resumed on PD %d
Source PD %d, ID: 000280

Copyback was resumed. No action is
required.

000281

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback automatically started on
PD %d Source PD %d, ID: 000281

Copyback automatically started. No action
is required.
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000282

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Copyback failed due to source drive
error on PD %d Source PD %d, ID:
000282

Copyback failed due to a source drive
error. Replace the physical source drive.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000284

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

CACHE_BKUP FRU is %s, ID:
000284

Cache backup module FRU was loaded. No
action is required.

000292

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Patrol Read can't be started as PDs
are either not ONLINE or are in a LD
with an active process or are in an
excluded LD, ID: 000292

Patrol read could not start due to no logical
drive to activate. Check if the physical
drive is installed on the disk array
controller. If installed, consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000293

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback aborted by user on PD %d
Source PD %d, ID: 000293

Copyback was aborted by your operation.
No action is required.

000294

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Copyback aborted on the hot spare
as hot spare needed for rebuild Hot
Spare PD %d Source PD %d, ID:
000294

Since rebuild was needed, copyback
aborted on the hot spare. Replace the
physical drive for hotspare. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000295

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Copyback aborted as rebuild
required in the array. PD %d Source
PD %d, ID: 000295

Since rebuild was needed, copyback
aborted. Replace the physical drive.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000297

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback cannot be started as drive
is too small. PD %d Source PD %d,
ID: 000297

Since a hot spare capacity is too small,
copyback cannot start. Check that a
correct hard disk is installed. If so, the
hard disk fails. Consult your reseller or call
for maintenance personnel.

000298

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback cannot be started as
SAS/SATA is not supported in an
array. PD %d Source PD %d, ID:
000298

Since a different type of physical drive is
installed, copyback cannot start. Check
that a correct hard disk is installed. If so,
the hard disk fails. Consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000303

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller properties changed, ID:
000303

Controller properties have been changed.
No action is required.
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000304

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Patrol Read properties changed, ID:
000304

Patrol read properties have been changed.
No action is required.

000306

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Cache Backup properties changed,
ID: 000306

Cache backup module properties have
been changed. No action is required.

000307

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

Periodic Cache Backup Relearn is
pending. Please initiate manual
learn cycle as Automatic learn is not
enabled, ID: 000307

Periodic cache backup relearn is
suspended. Since automatic learn is not
enabled, manually start a learn cycle. If
this does not work, consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000327

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Consistency Check started on an
inconsistent LD %d, ID: 000327

Consistency check was executed on a
logical device without initialization or with
capacity expansion executed. No action is
required.

000331

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Power state change on PD %d, ID:
000331

Power state was changed. No action is
required.

000332

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Enclosure element status changed,
ID: 000332

Enclosure element status was changed. No
action is required.

000333

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Rebuild is not allowed on PD as
HDD/SSD mix is not supported in
LDs. PD %d, ID: 000333

Rebuild is not allowed due to no support
for mixed configuration with HDD and
SSD. If the destination drive is SSD,
change it to HDD.

000334

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback is not allowed on PD as
HDD/SSD mix is not supported in
LDs. PD %d Source PD %d, ID:
000334

Copyback is not allowed due to no support
for mixed configuration with HDD and
SSD. Use the same device, HDD or SSD,
for the physical drive for copyback
destination and the physical drive in the
logical drive.

000335

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD Bad block table is Cleared.
LD %d, ID: 000335

Bad block table was cleared. No action is
required.

000336

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

SAS topology error, ID: 000336

SAS topology error occurred. Check RAID
settings for the enclosure.
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000337

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD cluster of medium error
corrected: LD %d Location 0x%llx;
PD %d Location 0x%llx, ID: 000337

Cluster media error was corrected. No
action is required.

000338

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller requests a host bus
rescan, ID: 000338

Controller requests a host bus rescan. No
action is required.

000339

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller repurposed and factory
defaults restored , ID: 000339

Controller is redefined and the factory
defaults are restored. No action is
required.

000366

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Configuration command could not
be committed to disk; please retry,
ID: 000366

Configuraion has not completely updated.
Retry it.

000367

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

COD on PD %d updated as it was
stale, ID: 000367

Configuration is updated. No action is
required.

000368

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Power state change failed on PD %d,
ID: 000368

Power state change failed. Consult your
reseller or call for maintenance personnel.

000369

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

LD %d is not available, ID: 000369

The logical drive is not available. Review
the logical drive settings and check errors.
If with any error, follow the instruction to
correct the error. If the problem still exists,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000370

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD %d is available, ID: 000370

CacheCade or a logical drive is available.
No action is required.

000371

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD %d is used for SSC. Capacity Logical Blocks: 0x%llx, ID: 000371

CacheCade is set to the logical drive. No
action is required.

000372

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD %d is being cached in SSC, ID:
000372

Cache data for the logical drive is stored
with CacheCade. No action is required.

000373

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

LD %d is no longer being cached in
SSC, ID: 000373

More cache data for the logical drive
cannot be stored with CacheCade. No
action is required.
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000376

W

HRN_WRN1: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)

Controller reset on-board expander,
ID: 000376

Controller reset the expander. No action is
required. If this problem often occurs,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000379

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Activation Key was applied, ID:
000379

Activation key was applied. No action is
required.

000384

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Serial number: %s, ID: 000384

Serial number. No action is required.

000385

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Serial number mismatch. Please do
re-hosting: %s, ID: 000385

Serial numbers are mismatched. Execute
re-hosting.

000387

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Power policy changed in LD %d, ID:
000387

Power policy was changed. No action is
required.

000388

W

HRN_WRN01: RAID Controller
WARNING(CTRL)

Cannot transition to max power
savings on LD %d, ID: 000388

Transition to max power savings mode
cannot be executed. Return the power
policy to the default setting.

000389

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Host driver is loaded and
operational, ID: 000389

Host driver is correctly loaded and
running. No action is required.

000392

W

HRN_WRN05: RAID Controller
WARNING(ENCL)2

Link failed on Wide %s Link %s, ID:
000392

SAS link was disconnected. Check the SAS
cable connection, and fix it as necessary. If
it does not work, consult your reseller or
call for maintenance personnel.

000393

I

HRN_INF01: RAID INFORMATION1

Link restored on Wide %s Link %s,
ID: 000393

SAS link is restored. No action is required.

000394

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Memory module FRU is %s, ID:
000394

Memory module FRU is loaded. No action is
required.

000395

E

HRN_ERR05: RAID Controller
ERROR(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache-Vault power pack is
sub-optimal. Please replace the
pack, ID: 000395

Cache backup module is in sub-optimal
mode. Replace the cache backup module.
Consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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000397

W

HRN_WRN03: RAID Controller
WARNING(CACHE_BKUP)

Cache-Vault microcode update
required, ID: 000397

Mismatch between firmware of the disk
array controller and that of the cache
backup module. Check that the disk array
controller firmware is supported. If
supported, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000403

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Drive Cache settings enabled during
rebuild on PD %d, ID: 000403

Rebuild is executed with drive cache
settings enabled. No action is required.

000404

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Drive Cache settings restored after
rebuild on PD %d, ID: 000404

Drive cache settings are restored after
rebuild. No action is required.

000407

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check suspended on
LD %d, ID: 000407

Consistency check is suspended. No action
is required.

000408

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Consistency Check resumed on
LD %d, ID: 000408

Consistency check is resumed. No action is
required.

000409

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Background Initialization suspended
on LD %d, ID: 000409

Background Initialization is suspended. No
action is required.

000410

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Background Initialization resumed
on LD %d, ID: 000410

Background Initialization is resumed. No
action is required.

000411

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Reconstruction suspended on
LD %d, ID: 000411

Reconsutruction is suspended. No action is
required.

000412

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Rebuild suspended on PD %d, ID:
000412

Rebuild is suspended. No action is
required.

000413

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Copyback suspended on PD %d, ID:
000413

Copyback is suspended. No action is
required.

000414

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Remainder: Consistency Check
suspended on LD %d, ID: 000414

Consistency check is suspended. No action
is required.

000415

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Remainder: Background
Initialization suspended on LD %d,
ID: 000415

Background Initialization is suspended. No
action is required.

000416

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Remainder: Reconstruction
suspended on LD %d, ID: 000416

Reconsutruction is suspended. No action is
required.
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000417

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Remainder: Rebuild suspended on
PD %d, ID: 000417

Rebuild is suspended. No action is
required.

000418

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Remainder: Copyback suspended on
PD %d, ID: 000418

Copyback is suspended. No action is
required.

000419

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Remainder: Patrol Read suspended,
ID: 000419

Patrol read is suspended. No action is
required.

000440

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Link speed changed on SAS port %u
PHY = %u, ID: 000440

SAS link speed is changed. No action is
required.

000445

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

Patrol read aborted on PD %d, ID:
000445

Patrol read aborted. If you intentionally
aborted it, no action is required. If not,
consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000446

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Transient error detected while
communicating with PD %d, ID:
000446

Temporary error was detected on the
physical drive. No action is required.

060000

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

hrnservice was started, ID: 060000

Monitoring service started. This is a normal
operation. No action is required.

060001

E

HRN_ERR08: RAID
ERROR8(HRNSERVICE/CONFIG)

hrnservice was stopped : failed to
get controller information, ID:
060001

Check if the RAID controller is properly
connected.

060002

E

HRN_ERR08: RAID ERROR8

hrnservice was stopped. %s : %s,
ID: 060002

Monitoring service stopped. RAID
configuration may not be controlled
correctly. If this occurs after the OS
reboot, re-install internal storage monitor.

060003

E

HRN_ERR08: RAID ERROR8

hrnservice failed to access registry
keys. %s : %s, ID: 060003

Monitoring service failed to access the
registry. RAID configuration may not be
controlled correctly. If this occurs after the
OS reboot, re-install internal storage
monitor.

060004

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

hrnservice failed to adjust clock, ID:
060004

Monitoring service failed to adjust clock.
Operation is not affected.
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060006

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

hrnservice was already running, ID:
060006

Monitoring service is already running. No
action is required.

060007

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

exiting on signal %s. hrnservice was
stopped, ID: 060007

Monitoring service stopped. No action is
required.

060008

E

HRN_ERR08: RAID ERROR8

hrnservice was stopped : failed to
access StoreLIB Library, ID: 060008

Monitoring service failed to access storelib
library. RAID configuration may not be
controlled correctly. If this occurs after the
OS reboot, re-install internal storage
monitor.

060009

E

HRN_ERR0T: ERROR Event for TEST

This is a TEST message, ID: 060009

This is a test event. No action is required.

060010

W

HRN_WRN0T: WARNING Event for
TEST

This is a TEST message, ID: 060010

This is a test event. No action is required.

060011

I

HRN_INF0T: INFORMATION Event
for TEST

This is a TEST message, ID: 060011

This is a test event. No action is required.

000346

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot enabled on LD %d
Snapshot Repository LD %d, ID:
000346

Snapshot is enabled. No action is required.

000347

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot disabled by the user on
LD %d Snapshot Repository LD %d,
ID: 000347

Snapshot is disabled by the user. No action
is required.

000348

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot disabled on LD %d
Snapshot Repository LD %d, ID:
000348

Snapshot is disabled. Check if the
snapshot repository LD and snapshot view
are full. Enable Snapshot again.

000349

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot Point In Time created on
LD %d, ID: 000349

A snapshot is created. No action is
required.

000350

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot Point In Time deleted on
LD %d, ID: 000350

A snapshot is deleted. If automatically, no
action is required.

000351

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot View created on LD %d,
ID: 000351

Snapshot View is created. No action is
required.

000352

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot View deleted on LD %d,
ID: 000352

Snapshot View is deleted. No action is
required.
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000353

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot rollback started for Point
In Time on LD %d, ID: 000353

Snapshot rollback started. No action is
required.

000354

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot rollback internally aborted
for Point In Time on LD %d, ID:
000354

Snapshot rollback internally aborted.
Check if snapshot data is enabled using
earlier events. If the snapshot data is
disabled, rollback is not available. Create
Snapshot again.

000355

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot rollback completed for
Point In Time on LD %d, ID: 000355

Snapshot rollback is completed. No action
is required.

000356

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot rollback progress on Point
In Time on LD %d, ID: 000356

Snapshot rollback is in progress. No action
is required.

000357

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot repository 80%% full on
LD %d Snapshot Repository LD %d,
ID: 000357

The snapshot repository LD is occupied by
80%. Review the capacity for the snapshot
repository area.

000358

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot repository full on LD %d
Snapshot Repository LD %d, ID:
000358

All snapshot repository area is occupied.
Review the capacity for the snapshot
repository area.

000359

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot View 80%% full on
LD %d, ID: 000359

The snapshot view is occupied by 80%.
Review the capacity for the snapshot view
area.

000360

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot View full on LD %d, ID:
000360

All snapshot view area is occupied. Review
the capacity for the snapshot view area.

000361

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Repository lost for LD %d, ID:
000361

Snapshot repository for the logical drive is
lost. Check if you willfully delete the
repository area. If not, assign a snapshot
repository area to the logical drive again.

000362

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Repository restored for LD %d, ID:
000362

Snapshot repository is restored to the
logical drive. Check that the restored data
is correct.

000363

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot encountered an
unexpected internal error: 0x%llx,
ID: 000363

Unexpected internal error occurred in
Snapshot. Check if other errors exit.
Review Snapshot settings.
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Internal
storage
monitor
ID

C-40

Type

Log message

Description/Action

000364

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Auto Snapshot enabled on LD %d
Snapshot Repository LD %d, ID:
000364

Auto Snapshot is enabled. No action is
required.

000365

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Auto Snapshot disabled on LD %d
Snapshot Repository LD %d, ID:
000365

Auto Snapshot is disabled. No action is
required.

000374

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot deleted due to resource
constraints on LD %d Snapshot
Repository LD %d, ID: 000374

A snapshot was deleted due to total data
amount beyond capacity. Review the
capacity for snapshot repository area.

000375

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Auto Snapshot failed for LD %d
Snapshot Repository LD %d, ID:
000375

Auto snapshot failed because
autosnapshot is set to "Stop taking
snapshot" and the upper limit number,
eight, snapshots are stored. Check if auto
snapshot settings have problems.

000377

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

CacheCade LD capacity changed.
LD %d, ID: 000377

Logical drive capacity for CacheCade was
changed. Check if you willfully have
changed the physical drive configuration
or the drives have problems. If with
problems, consult your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

000380

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot schedule properties
changed on LDs, ID: 000380

Snapshot schedule properties were
changed. No action is required.

000381

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Snapshot scheduled action is
due-Schedule timer expired on LDs,
ID: 000381

Snapshot due-schedule timer is expired.
No action is required.

000383

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

MegaRAID Advanced Software
Options have been transferred, ID:
000383

MegaRAID Advanced Software Options
have been transferred. No action is
required.
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ID

Type

Log message

Description/Action

60012

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Controller[%d]1 %s SSD remaining
PBW(%%) has reached 0%%:
PD %d, ID: 060012

Remaining capacity has reached 0% in
(SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe SSD. When
changing the SSD, specify the physical
drive and replace it following the
maintenance manual. The cost of
(SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe SSD replacement is
chargeable.

60013

W

HRN_ERR02: LD/PD ERROR(LD/PD)

Controller[%d]1 %s SSD remaining
PBW(%%) has reached 10%%:
PD %d, ID: 060013

Remaining capacity has reached 10% in
(SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe SSD. When
changing SSD, specify the physical drive
and replace it following the maintenance
manual. The cost of (SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe
SSD replacement is chargeable.

60014

W

HRN_WRN02: LD/PD
WARNING(LD/PD)

%s2[%d]1 %s SSD remaining
PBW(%%) has reached warning
threshold %d%% of warning:
PD %d, ID: 060014

Remaining capacity has reached the
warning threshold value in (SAS/SATA)
SSD/PCIe SSD. When changing SSD,
specify the physical drive and replace it
following the maintenance manual. The
cost of (SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe SSD
replacement is chargeable.

60015

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

%s2[%d]1 %s SSD remaining
PBW(%%) has reached error
threshold %d%% of error: PD %d,
ID: 060015

Remaining capacity has reached the error
threshold value in (SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe
SSD. When changing SSD, specify the
physical drive and replace it following the
maintenance manual. The cost of
(SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe SSD replacement is
chargeable.

60016

E

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

%s2[%d]1 %s SSD remaining
PBW(%%) is below error threshold:
Remaining %d%% PD %d, ID:
060016

Remaining capacity is less than the error
threshold value in (SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe
SSD. When changing SSD, specify the
physical drive and replace it following the
maintenance manual. The cost of
(SAS/SATA) SSD/PCIe SSD replacement is
chargeable.
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Internal
storage
monitor
ID
60017

Type

I

Log message

HRN_ERR04: LD/PD
ERROR(LD/PD)3

Controller[%d] hrnservice failed to
output the SSD statistics, ID:
060017

Description/Action

Failed to output SSD statistics probably
due to the following conditions.
- Remaining disk space is small.
- File attribute is read-only.
- RAID/PCIe SSD driver and/or utility
are/is not installed.
If it fails again after taking appropriate
measures, contact your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.

60018

C-42

I

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller[%d]1 hrnservice timeout
occurred, ID: 060018

Timeout occurred in the monitoring
service. It may be caused by too long time
for the physical drive to respond. If it
recurs after some time or OS reboot,
contact your reseller or call for
maintenance personnel.
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Internal
storage
monitor
ID
60019

Type

I

Log message

HRN_INF04: RAID INFORMATION4

Controller[%d]*1 An error has
occurred with snv. (code=0x%08X),
ID: 060019

Description/Action

An error occurred in the monitoring
service. Code in parentheses is an error
code sent by snvcli.
For code=0x000000A4, the following
condition may cause the error.
- Server installation and monitoring tool
(SIMT) is not installed on ESXi host OS.
- ESXi host information is not properly
configured.
If without SIMT installation, install the
latest SIMT on ESXi host OS.
If with incorrect host information,
configure the correct ESXi host
information. See “Installing Server
installation and monitoring tool log collect
functions (log collector)” in Server
installation and monitoring tool User’s
Guide - log collect functions for VMware
vMA.
If it recurs after some time or OS reboot
with an error code other than
code=0x000000A4, contact your reseller
or call for maintenance personnel.

1. For PCIe SSD, Controller[%d] indicates a bus number.
2. For (SAS/SATA) SSD, %s indicates Controller; for PCIe SSD, it indicates Bus.
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Popup messages and command messages
Internal storage monitor messages include popup messages and command messages.

Popup messages
Types include I for Information, W for Warning, and E for Error.
No.
1
2

Displayed at/on
internal storage
monitor boot

Type

Log message

E

Failed to initialize.

DLL initialization failed. Re-install internal storage monitor.

E

No RAID controller is found.

LSI RAID controller is not connected. Check if your system
configuration is supported.

Quits the application.
3

E

The number of RAID controller is over %d.
Quits the application.

4

E

An error has occurred on accessing to RAID
controller.
Quits the application.

LSI RAID controllers beyond the maximum number of them
available are connected. Disconnect some LSI RAID
controllers up to the maximum number of them available.
Access is not available for LSI RAID controllers, logical
drives, and physical drives. Check if your system
configuration is supported.

5

E

An error has occurred with Windows API.
(code=0x%X)

An error has occurred with Windows API. Check if your
system configuration is supported.

6

E

Internal error has occurred. (code=0x%X).

An improbable error has occurred. Check if your system
configuration is supported.

Quits the application.
7

E

Must have administrative privileges.

You have no administrative privilege. Execute GUI with an
administrator privilege.

8

E

Internal storage monitor GUI is already
running.

GUI is running. Use the currently running GUI.

9

E

Failed to load RAID configuration pattern file.

RAID configuration pattern files could not be read.
Re-install internal storage monitor.

Please re-install internal storage monitor.
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Description/Action
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No.
10
11
12

Displayed at/on

Type

internal storage
monitor boot

E

Dashboard tab
window

E

Log message
Failed to load event message file.
Please re-install internal storage monitor.
Failed to change PD(Physical Drive) state.
Please confirm PD(Physical Drive) state.

E

Failed to change Controller Settings.
Please confirm OS event log whether there is
no problem with RAID controller.

Description/Action
Event message files could not be read. Re-install internal
storage monitor.
A physical drive state could not be changed. Check a state
of the physical drive.
Controller settings could not be changed. Check OS event
logs.

13

E

The specified date occurs in the past.

A past date was specified in the patrol read schedule.
Check scheduling dates, and specify a correct date.

14

E

Failed to blink PD(Physical Drive) location
LED.

Physical drive LED failed to blink. Re-install internal storage
monitor.

15

E

Failed to off PD(Physical Drive) location LED.

Physical drive LED failed to turn off. Re-install internal
storage monitor.

16

I

Are you sure you want to close this dialog?

A question when you try to close the controller information
window: No action is required.

17

I

Are you sure you want to close this dialog?

A question when you try to close the logical drive
information window: No action is required.

18

I

Controller Settings have been changed.

Controller Settings have been changed. No action is
required.

19

I

LD(Logical Drive) Settings have been
changed.

Logical drive Settings have been changed. No action is
required.

20

I

Are you sure you want to close this dialog?

A question when you try to close the custom configuration
window: No action is required.

21

E

Failed to get the registry information.

Registory information failed to be obtained. Re-install
internal storage monitor.

22

W

Changing to "Always Write Back" !

A question when you try to configure Always Write Back as
write policy to a logical drive without Cache Backup. Check
if your system configuration is supported.

When power failure occurs, cached data may
be lost.
Please hook up this RAID system to UPS.
Proceed with the setting?
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No.
23

Displayed at/on
Dashboard tab
window

Type
W

Log message
Changing to "Always Write Back"!
When Cache Backup capacity is not enough,
cached data may be lost.

Description/Action
A question when you try to configure Always Write Back as
write policy to a logical drive with Cache Backup. Check if
your system configuration is supported.

"Write Back with Cache Backup" is better.
Proceed with the setting?
24

W

In the case of disabling Automatic Patrol
Read, cannot keep PDs(Physical Drives) safe.

Patrol read is not set to Automatic. Patrol read has been set
to Manual. When returning to Manual, re-set it.

Proceed with the setting?
25

E

Failed to change LD(Logical Drive) Settings.

Logical drive settings could not be changed. Reset them
again.

26

I

Apply the same settings for all the
LDs(Logical Drives) of the same RAID Group.

The same setting is applied to all logical drives in the same
RAID group. No action is required.

27

I

Learn cycle has been started.

Learn Cycle button was clicked. Check OS event logs.

Please confirm OS event log for the
completion.
28

E

Failed to start learn cycle.

Learn cycle failed to start. Check OS event logs.

Please confirm OS event log whether there is
no problem with Cache Backup.
29

W

Please backup the LD(Logical Drive) before
this operation.

Logical Drive Reconstruction will be started. Back up the
data before this operation.

Proceed with the reconstruction?
30

I

Reconstruction has been started.
Please confirm the progress at “Maintenance”
tab.

31
32

33

Create LD tab
window

E

Failed to start Reconstruction.

Failed to start Reconstruction. Check the logical drive state.

W

Some PDs(Physical Drives) have different
capacity. Create the LD[s](Logical Drive[s])?

A logical drive will be created using physical drives with
different capacity. Adjust physical drives to have the same
capacity.

W

LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) was created, but
there is no Hot Spare.

Hotspare is not assigned to any HDD in creating logical
drives only for Custom configuration. Assign hotspare to
an HDD.

Please assign at lease one Hot Spare.

C-46

Reconstruction has been started. Check the progress on
the Maintenance tab.
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No.
34

Displayed at/on
Create LD tab
window

Type
W

Log message
Changing to "Always Write Back" !
When power failure occurs, cached data may
be lost.

Description/Action
A question when you try to set Always Write Back as write
policy for a logical drive without Cache Backup. Check if
your system configuration is supported.

Please hook up this RAID system to UPS.
Proceed with the setting?
35

W

Changing to "Always Write Back"!
When Cache Backup capacity is not enough,
cached data may be lost.

A question when you try to set Always Write Back as write
policy for a logical drive with Cache Backup. Check if your
system configuration is supported.

"Write Back with Cache Backup" is better.
Proceed with the setting?
36

I

Creating LD[s](Logical Drive[s])?

A question when you try to create a logical drive. No action
is required.

37

E

Failed to create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).

Creating a logical drive failed. Check the logical drive
status.

38

E

The capacity of the LD(Logical Drive) is too
small.

A logical drive you try to create has capacity, which is that
the number of physical drives multiplied by 4 MB, or less.
Re-set the capacity.

Please re-set the capacity.
39

E

Cannot create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) under
the different Interface Type(SAS/SATA).

You are trying to create a logical drive using different types
of physical drives, SAS and SATA. Use physical drives with
the same interface type.

40

E

Cannot create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) under
the different Media Type(HDD/SSD).

You are trying to create a logical drive using different types
of media, SSD and HDD. Use physical drives with the same
media type.

41

I

The number of unconfigured PDs(physical
drives) is over x.

Add button was clicked under Single LD with 16
unconfigured physical drives or more inserted. No action is
required.

Create LD(Logical Drive) with x PDs(physical
drives).
RAID10: 16, other RAID Levels: 32
42

I

The number of unconfigured physical drives is
over 16.
Create LD(Logical Drive) with 16
PDs(physical drives).

Add button was clicked under Multi LD with 16
unconfigured physical drives or more inserted. No action is
required.
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No.
43

Displayed at/on
Create LD tab
window

Type
E

Log message
Cannot create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) with
DEGRADED/FAILED LDs(Logical Drives).
Please do Custom Configuration after making
all the LDs(Logical Drives) OPTIMAL.

44

E

Exceed the upper limit of the LDs(Logical
Drives).

Description/Action
You are trying to create a logical drive with Custom
configuration when not-Otimal logical drives are included in
the same RAID group. Create a logical drive with Optimal.
You are trying to create more than the upper limit number,
64 drives. Re-set the configuration.

Please re-set the configuration.
45

I

Initialization automatically starts.
Please confirm the progress at "Maintenance"
tab.

46

I

Initialization automatically starts.
Please confirm the progress at "Maintenance"
tab.

You are trying to create logical drives with Single LD/Multi
LD. Check the progress in the Maintenance tab.
You are trying to create a logical drive using Snapshot on
Multi LD. Check the progress in the Maintenance tab.

Please enable Snapshot at "Snapshot" tab
after Initialization.
47

I

Fast Initialization is selected. Fast
Initialization doesn't make the LD data
consistent. Please execute Consistency Check
at "Maintenance" tab.

A logical drive is created in other than RAID 0 with Fast
Initialization selected. Execute Consistency Check on the
Maintenance tab.

48

E

Exceed the upper limit of the PDs(Physical
Drives) per RAID Group.

More than the upper limit number of physical drives are
included in one RAID group with custom configuration.
Re-set the configuration.

Please re-set the configuration.
49

E

The capacity of the Snapshot Repository
LD(Logical Drive) is too small.

Capacity of the snapshot repository LD is too small with
Multi LD. Increase the capacity.

Please re-set the capacity.
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No.
50

Displayed at/on
Create LD tab
window

Type
I

Log message
CacheCade LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) doesn't
need Initialization.

Description/Action
CacheCade LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) doesn't need
Initialization. No action is required.

Use the following LD[s] as Associated
CacheCade LD?
LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...
*

List LD numbers to enable.

E

Cannot delete the LD[s](Logical Drive[s])
which has drive letter[s].

You are trying to delete a logical drive to which a drive
letter is assigned. Delete the drive letter from the OS
before deleting the logical drive.

52

W

All data on the LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be
lost.

You are trying to delete a logical drive. All data on the
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be lost. No action is required.

53

W

Proceed with delete?

A question when you are trying to delete a logical drive. No
action is required.

54

E

Cannot delete OS LD(Logical Drive).

A question when you are trying to delete the OS logical
drive. Check the target logical drive to delete.

55

E

Failed to delete LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).
Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.

A logical drive failed to be deleted. Check a state of the
logical drive.

56

E

Cannot delete Snapshot Base/Repository
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).

You are trying to delete a snapshot base or snapshot
repository logical drive. Disable Snapshot before deleting
the drive.

51

Delete LD tab
window

*

Please delete it after disabling Snapshot.
57
58

Hot Sapre tab
window

I

Set IO Policy to Direct IO for all the LD[s]
except the selected LD[s].

You are trying to delete all CacheCade logical drives. No
action is required.

W

LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) exists.
Release the allocation?

A logical drive to use a hot spare exists when you delete the
hot spare. When using the hot spare, re-set it.

59

E

Failed to release the Hot Spare. Please
confirm PD(Physical Drive) state.

The hot spare failed to be released. Check a state of the
logical drive.

60

E

Failed to assign a Hot Spare.

A hot spare failed to be assigned. Check a state of the
logical drive.

Please confirm PD(Physical Drive) state.
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No.
61

Displayed at/on
Hot Sapre tab
window

Type
W

Log message

Description/Action

In the case of selecting PD(Physical Drive) as
GHS(Global Hot Spare) with lower capacity
than other configured PDs(Physical Drives),
Rebuild/Copyback might not be done
correctly.

You are trying to assign hotspare to a physical drive with
capacity smaller than that of physical drives composing the
logical drive. Assign global hotspare to a physical drive with
capacity larger than physical drives composing the logical
drive.

Proceed with the setting?
62

W

In the case of selecting PD(Physical Drive) as
GHS(Global Hot Spare) with different
Interface Type(SAS/SATA) configured
PD(Physical Drive), Rebuild/Copyback might
not be done correctly.

A logical drive with different types of interface, SAS or
SATA, from a physical drive targeted for the global
hotspare exists. Assign global hotspare to a physical drive
with the same type of interface, SAS or SATA, as the logical
drive.

Proceed with the setting?
63

W

In the case of selecting PD(Physical Drive) as
GHS(Global Hot Spare) with different Media
Type(HDD/SSD) configured PD(Physical
Drive), Rebuild/Copyback might not be done
correctly.

A logical drive with different types of media, HDD or SSD,
from a physical drive for the global hotspare target exists.
Assign global hotspare to a physical drive with the same
type of media, HDD or SSD, as the logical drive.

Proceed with the setting?
64

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with lower capacity than other configured
PDs(Physical Drives).

You are trying to assign dedicated hotspare to a physical
drive with capacity smaller than that of physical drives
composing the logical drive. Assign dedicated hotspare to a
physical drive with capacity larger than physical drives
composing the logical drive.

65

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with the different Interface Type(SAS/SATA).

You are trying to create a dedicated hot spare using a
physical drive with different type of interface, SAS or SATA.
Assign dedicated hotspare to a physical drive with the same
type of interface, SAS or SATA, as the logical drive.

66

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with the different Media Type(HDD/SSD).

You are trying to create a dedicated hot spare using a
physical drive with different type of media, HDD or SSD.
Assign dedicated hotspare to a physical drive with the same
type of media, HDD or SSD, as the logical drive.

67

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with no RAID Group.

No RAID group to assign dedicated hotspare exists. Create
a RAID group before assigning dedicated hotspare to it.

I

RLD[s] is restored as LD%s.

You are trying to restore a logical drive. No action is
required.

68
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No.
69

Displayed at/on
Restore LD tab

70

Type

Log message

Description/Action

I

Release the LD[s](Restore Drive[s])?

You are trying to delete a logical drive available for restore.
No action is required.

E

Failed in restoring.

Restore failed. Check a state of the logical drive.

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.
I

Already finished(Check Consistency,
Initialization).

Consistency check or initialization has been completed
when cancellation is requested. No action is required.

72

I

Cannot stop Rebuild/Copyback

You are trying to stop rebuild. No action is required.

73

I

Cannot stop Reconstruction.

You are trying to stop Reconstruction. The reconstruction
cannot be stopped.

74

E

Failed to start Check Consistency.

Consistency check failed to start. Check a state of the
logical drive.

71

Maintenance tab
window

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.
75

E

Failed to stop Check Consistency.
Please confirm whether to have already
ended.

Consistency check failed to stop. Check if consistency
check has finished.

76

E

Failed to start Initialization. Please confirm
LD(Logical Drive) state.

Initialization failed to start. Check a state of the logical
drive.

77

E

Failed to stop Initialization.

Initialization failed to stop. Check if initialization has
finished.

Please confirm whether to have already
ended.
78

E

Failed to start Manual Rebuild. Please confirm
LD(Logical Drive) state.

Rebuil failed to start. Check a state of the logical drive.

79

E

Failed to start Patrol Read.

Patrol read failed to start. Check a state of the logical drive
and physical drive.

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive)/PD(Physical
Drive) state.
80

E

Failed to stop Patrol Read.

Patrol read failed to stop. Check if patrol read has finished.

Please confirm whether to have already
ended.
81

I

Rebuild/Check Consistency/Initialization has
finished(RAID Group %u).

Manual rebuild, consistency check, or initialization has
finished. No action is required.

82

I

Patrol Read has finished.

Manual patrol read has finished. No action is required.
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No.
83

Displayed at/on
Maintenance tab
window

Type
I

Log message
Test Event has been registered as OS event
log.

Description/Action
Test event has been registered. Check OS event logs.

Please check it with OS event viewer.
84

I

Stop Initialization.
Please wait a minute for the update of the
progress.

85

E

Cannot Check Consistency for RAID0.

Consistencey check started to RAID0. Check the specified
logical drive and restart it.

86

E

Cannot Rebuild/Copyback for RAID0.

Rebuild started to RAID0. Check the specified logical drive
and restart it.

87

E

Cannot initialize OS LD(Logical Drive).

You are trying to initialize the OS logical drive. Check the
specified logical drive and restart it.

88

E

CacheCade LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) doesn't
need Initialization.

You are trying to initialize the CacheCade logical drive. No
action is required. No initialization is required for
CacheCade logical drives.

89

E

Snapshot Base/Repository LD[s](Logical
Drive[s]) doesn't need Initialization.

You are trying to initialize the snapshot base or snapshot
repository logical drive. Disable Snapshot before
initialization.

90

W

All data on the LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be
lost. Proceed with the Initialization?

Initialization started to the logical drive. No action is
required.

91

I

Rebuild cannot be stopped. Proceed with the
Rebuild?

Rebuild started to the logical drive. No action is required.

92

I

Are you sure you want to stop
Initialization/Check Consistency?

Initialization/Check Consistency has finished. No action is
required

E

Cannot specify CacheCade LD(Logical Drive)
for Snapshot Base LD (Logical Drive).

A Cachecade logical drive is assigned as a snapshot base
LD. Select another logical drive.

94

E

Cannot specify initializing LD(Logical Drive)
for Snapshot Base LD (Logical Drive).

A logical drive in initialization is assigned as a snapshot
base LD. Wait until initialization is completed.

95

E

Cannot specify Snapshot Repository
LD(Logical Drive) for Snapshot Base LD
(Logical Drive).

You are trying to assign a snapshot repository LD as a
snapshot base LD. Select another logical drive.

96

I

Are you sure you want to close this dialog?

Your are trying to close the snapshot information window.

93

C-52

You are trying stop initialization. Wait for a while until the
progress is updated.

Snpshot tab window
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No.
97

Displayed at/on
Snpshot tab window

Type
E

Log message
The capacity of the Snapshot Repository Area
is too small.

Description/Action
Capacity specified to Snapshot Repository Area is too
small. Expand capacity of the snapshot repository area.

Please re-set the capacity.
98

E

The remaining capacity of the Snapshot
Repository LD(Logical Drive) is too small.
Please re-set the capacity.

99

W

Once you enable Snapshot[s] on this
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]), you cannot change
the allocated capacity or the Snapshot
Repository without disabling Snapshot[s].

Capacity of the snapshot repository LD is less than 1 GB.
Re-set a smaller capacity to the specified snapshot
repository area.
You are trying to enable Snapshot. No action is required.

If you enable Snapshot[s], any existing data
on the Snapshot Repository LD[s](Logical
Drive[s]) will be lost.
Base LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...1
Repository LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...2
Proceed with enabling Snapshot?
1. List LD numbers to enable.
2. List LD numbers to specify Repository.
100

W

If you disable Snapshot[s] on this
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]), you will lose any
Snapshot-related data and will not be able to
create any new Snapshot[s].

You are trying to disable Snapshot. No action is required.

Base LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...*
Proceed with disabling Snapshot?
*

List LD numbers to disable.
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No.

Displayed at/on

101

Snpshot tab window

Type
W

Log message
The oldest Snapshot will be updated.
Proceed with the creation?

102

E

Cannot delete the Snapshot because view is
"created".

Description/Action
The upper limit number, eight, of snapshots to store and
the oldest one to delete for creating snapshots: No action is
required.
You are trying to delete a snapshot in Snapshot View.
Delete Snapshot View before deleting the snapshot.

Please delete view on it.
103

W

All data on the oldest Snapshot will be lost.

You are trying to delete a snapshot. No action is required.

Proceed with the delete?
104

E

Failed to enable Snapshot[s].

Enabling Snapshot failed. Check a state of the logical drive.

Please confirm LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) state.
105

E

Failed to disable Snapshot[s].
Please confirm LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) state.

106

E

Failed to create the Snapshot.

Creating Snapshot failed. Check a state of the logical drive.
If Snapshot is in Non Operational, disable Snapshot and
then enable it again.

107

E

Failed to delete the Snapshot.

Deleting Snapshot failed. Check a state of the logical drive.
If Snapshot is in Non Operational, disable Snapshot and
then enable it again.

108

E

Failed to create the Snapshot View.

Snapshot View failed. Check a state of the logical drive. If
Snapshot is in Non Operational, disable Snapshot and then
enable it again.

109

E

The remaining capacity of the Snapshot
Repository LD(Logical Drive) is too small.

Unused space for the snapshot repository LD is less than 1
GB for Snapshot View. If a snapshot base LD using the
same snapshot repository LD as the snapshot base LD
targeted for Snapshot View exists, disable the Snapshot
setting.

Please delete a Snapshot on it.
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Disabling Snapshot failed. Check a state of the logical
drive.

110

E

Failed to delete the Snapshot View.

Delete Snapshot View failed. Check a state of the logical
drive. If Snapshot is in Non Operational, disable Snapshot
and then enable it again.

111

E

Failed to change the Snapshot Settings.

Snapshot setting change failed. Check a state of the logical
drive. If Snapshot is in Non Operational, disable Snapshot
and then enable it again.
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No.

Displayed at/on

112

Snpshot tab window

113

Type

Log message

Description/Action

I

Snapshot Base LD(Logical Drive) Settings
have been changed.

Snapshot setting has been changed. No action is required.

E

No space on the Snapshot Repository
LD(Logical Drive).(Base LD=LD%u,
Repository LD=LD%u).

With Snapshot enabled, space specified to a snapshot
repository area is smaller or larger than the available area
for it.
If the specified area is too small, about several hundred
MB, specify enough space.
If it is too large, disable all snapshot base LDs specified to
the snapshot repository LD, and then enable them again. If
it is not available due to operation, create a new snapshot
repository LD and enable it.
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Command messages
Types include I for Information, W for Warning, and E for Error.
No.
1
2

Displayed at/on
Initialization

Type

Log message

E

Failed to initialize.

DLL initialization failed. Re-install internal storage monitor.

E

No RAID controller is found.

LSI RAID controller is not connected. Check if your system
configuration is supported.

Quits the application.
3

E

The number of RAID controller is over %d.
Quits the application.

4

E

An error has occurred on accessing to RAID
controller.
Quits the application.

5

E

[Windows]
An error has occurred with Windows API.
(code=0x%X)
[Linux]
An error has occurred with Linux API.
(code=0x%X)

LSI RAID controllers beyond the maximum number of them
available are connected. Check if your system
configuration is supported.
Access is not available for RAID controllers, logical drives,
and physical drives. Check if your system configuration is
supported.
An error has occurred with Windows API. Check if your
system configuration is supported.
An error has occurred with Linux API. Check if your system
configuration is supported.

6

E

Must have administrative privileges.

You have no administrative privileges. Execute GUI with an
administrator privilege.

7

E

Fatal error - It is not root user.

You have no administrative privileges. Execute CLI with
root privilege.

8

E

No PCIe SSD is found.

A command for PCIe SSD was executed without connecting
to PCIe SSD. Check if your system configuration is
supported.

Quits the application.
9

E

Neither RAID controller nor PCIe SSD are
found.
Quits the application.
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Description/Action

A command common to RAID controller and PCIe SSD was
executed without connecting to LSI RAID controller and
PCIe SSD. Check if your system configuration is supported.
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No.
10

Displayed at/on
Initialization

Type
E

Log message
No PCIe SSD Driver or Utility is found.
Quits the application.

Description/Action
A command for PCIe SSD and a command common to RAID
controller and PCIe SSD were executed without installing
PCIe SSD driver and utility. Check if your system
configuration is supported.

E

Invalid input at or near token xxxxxx.

Misspelling exists or a specific command is issued
repeatedly. Check the command.

12

E

Invoked with wrong parameters.

No parameter is input. Check the command.

13

E

The specified Controller xxx: doesn't exist.

The specified controller number does not exist. Specify an
existent controller number.

14

E

Controller[xxx] The specified xxx xxx:
doesn't exist.

The specified number of a physical or logical drive does not
exist. Specify an existent number.

15

E

There are multiple RAID controllers. Please
set the RAID controller number.

Specify a controller, and a controller number if multiple
controllers exist.

16

I

Controller[%d] Settings have been changed.

Controller settings have been changed. No action is
required.

17

E

Failed to change Controller[%d] Settings.

Controller settings failed to be changed. Check OS event
logs.

11

Common

Please confirm OS event log whether there is
no problem with RAID controller.
18

E

This command is not supported at the current
configuration.

The executed command is not supported in the current
configuration. Check if your system configuration supports
it.

19

E

The specified parameter is not supported at
the current configuration.

The input parameter is not supported in the current
configuration. Check if your system configuration supports
it.

20

E

"%s" is invalid.

The input parameter is beyond a specific coverage in the
input confirmation. Use a specified parameter

21

E

Controller[%d] The specified Logical Drive
doesn’t exist.

No logical drive exists in the specified controller.
Specify the number of a controller with a logical drive.

22

I

Controller[%d] SAS/SATA SSD Settings have
been changed.

SAS/SATA SSD Settings have been changed. No action is
needed. No action is needed.

23

I

Bus[%d] PCIe SSD Settings have been
changed.

PCIe SSD Settings have been changed. No action is
needed. No action is needed.
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No.
24

Displayed at/on
Common

25

Type
E
E

26

E

Log message

Description/Action

Controller[%d] Failed to change SAS/SATA
SSD Settings.

Failed to change SAS/SATA SSD Settings.

Bus [%d] Failed to change PCIe SSD
Settings.

Failed to change PCIe SSD Settings.

Bus [%d] The specified PCIe SSD doesn’t
exist.

No PCIe SSD exists in the specified bus number.

Restart the system and re-try to change them.
Restart the system and re-try to change them.
Specify the number of a bus with PCIe SSD.

27

E

There are multiple PCIe SSDs. Please specify
the bus number.

PCIe SSD bus number is omitted. Specify the bus number.

28

E

Controller[%d] The specified SAS/SATA SSD
doesn’t exist.

No SAS/SATA SSD exists in the specified controller.

W

Some PDs(Physical Drives) have different
capacity. Create the LD[s](Logical Drive[s])?

You are trying to create logical drives using physical drives
with different capacity. Adjust physical drives to have the
same capacity.

W

LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) was created, but
there is no Hot Spare.

Hotspare is not assigned to any HDD in creating logical
drives only for Custom configuration. Assign hotspare to
an HDD.

29

30

Create Logical Drive

Please assign at lease one Hot Spare.
31

W

Changing to "Always Write Back" !
When power failure occurs, cached data may
be lost.

Specify the number of a controller with SAS/SATA SSD.

A question when you try to set Always Write Back as write
policy for a logical drive without Cache Backup. Check if
your system configuration is supported.

Please hook up this RAID system to UPS.
Proceed with the setting?
32

W

Changing to "Always Write Back"!
When Cache Backup capacity is not enough,
cached data may be lost.

A question when you try to set Always Write Back as write
policy for a logical drive with Cache Backup. Check if your
system configuration is supported.

"Write Back with Cache Backup" is better.
Proceed with the setting?
33

E

Failed to create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).

Creating a logical drive failed. Check a state of the logical
drive.

34

E

The capacity of the LD(Logical Drive) is too
small.

You are trying to create a logical drive with capacity, that
the number of physical drives multiples by 4 MB, or less.
Re-set the capacity.

Please re-set the capacity.
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No.

Log message

Description/Action

E

Cannot create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) under
the different Interface Type(SAS/SATA).

You are trying to create a logical drive using different types
of physical drives, SAS and SATA. Use physical drives with
the same interface type.

36

E

Cannot create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) under
the different Media Type(HDD/SSD).

You are trying to create a logical drive using different types
of media, SSD and HDD. Use physical drives with the same
media type.

37

I

The number of unconfigured PDs(physical
drives) is over x.

Add button was clicked under Single LD with 16
unconfigured physical drives or more inserted. No action is
required.

35

Displayed at/on
Create Logical Drive

Type

Create LD(Logical Drive) with x PDs(physical
drives).
38

I

The number of unconfigured physical drives is
over 16.
Create LD(Logical Drive) with 16
PDs(physical drives).

39

E

Cannot create LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) with
DEGRADED/FAILED LDs(Logical Drives).
Please do Custom Configuration after making
all the LDs(Logical Drives) OPTIMAL.

40

E

Exceed the upper limit of the LDs(Logical
Drives).
Please re-set the configuration.

41

I

Initialization automatically starts.
Please confirm the progress by "ldpdprog"
command.

Add button was clicked under Multi LD with 16
unconfigured physical drives or more inserted. No action is
required.
You are trying to create a logical drive with Custom
configuration when not-Otimal logical drives are included in
the same RAID group. Create a logical drive with Optimal.
You are trying to create more than the upper limit number,
64 drives. Re-set the configuration counting in the
CacheCade logical drive.
You are trying to create logical drives with Single LD/Multi
LD. Check the progress in the Maintenance tab.

42

I

Fast Initialization is selected. Fast
Initialization doesn't make the LD data
consistent. Please execute Consistency Check
by "ldcc" command.

Fast Initialization is selected as Initialization state and the
logical drive is created on RAID other than RAID 0. Execute
Consistency Check using the ldcc command.

43

E

Exceed the upper limit of the PDs(Physical
Drives) per RAID Group.
Please re-set the configuration.

More than the upper limit number of physical drives are
included in one RAID group with custom configuration.
Re-set the configuration.

Controller[%d] Succeeded to create
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).

A logical drive has been successfully created. No action is
required.

44

I
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No.
45

Displayed at/on
Create Logical Drive

Type
I

Log message
Initialization automatically starts.
Please confirm the progress by "ldpdprog"
command.

Description/Action
You are trying to create a snapshot repository logical drive
on Multi LD. No action is required.

Please enable Snapshot by "snapshot"
command after Initialization.
46

E

The capacity of the Snapshot Repository
LD(Logical Drive) is too small.
Please re-set the capacity.

47

W

Some PD[s] (Physical Drive[s]) have different
capacity.
Create the CacheCade LD (Logical Drive)?

Capacity of the snapshot repository is less than 1 GB added
to the number of logical drives to create multiplied by 141
MG. At least 1 GB is required for Snapshot View, and 141
MB per logical drive for enabling Snapshot. Re-set a
capacity.
You are trying to create a CacheCade logical drive using
physical drives with different capacity. Specify the same
amount of capacity to physical drives for the logical drive.

48

W

This controller is under reconstructing a
LD(Logical Drive).

This controller includes a LD(Logical Drive) in
reconstruction. Retry to create a logical drive after the
reconstruction is finished.

49

I

CacheCade LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) doesn't
need Initialization.

CacheCade LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) does not need
Initialization. Confirm that CacheCade is enabled for all
logical drives. No action is required.

Use the following LD[s] as Associated
CacheCade LD?
LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...*
*

50

Delete logical drive

E

Lists LD numbers to be enabled

[Windows]
Cannot delete the LD[s](Logical Drive[s])
which has drive letter[s].
[Linux]
Cannot delete the LD[s](Logical Drive[s])
which has

You are trying to delete a logical drive with a drive letter.
Delete the drive letter from the OS before deleting the
logical drive.
You are trying to delete a logical drive in which partitions
exist. Delete partitions from the OS before deleting the
logical drive.

partition[s].
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No.

Displayed at/on

Type

Log message

Description/Action

W

All data on the LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be
lost.

You are trying to delete logical drives. All data on the
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be lost. No action is required.

52

W

Proceed with delete?

A question when you are trying to delete a logical drive. No
action is required.

53

E

Cannot delete OS LD(Logical Drive).

A question when you are trying to delete the OS logical
drive. Check the target logical drive to delete.

54

E

Failed to delete LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).
Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.

A logical drive failed to be deleted. Check a state of the
logical drive.

55

I

RAID Controller x: Deleted Logical Drive
LDx,LDy

The logical drive was deleted. No action is required.

56

E

Cannot delete Snapshot Base/Repository
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]).

You are trying to delete a snapshot base or snapshot
repository logical drive. Disable Snapshot before deleting
the drive.

51

Delete logical drive

Please delete it after disabling Snapshot.
57
58

Hotspare

I

Set IO Policy to Direct IO for all the LD[s]
except the selected LD[s].

You are trying to delete all CacheCade logical drives. No
action is required.

W

LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) exists.
Release the allocation?

A logical drive to use a hotspare exists when you delete the
hot spare. When using the hot spare, re-set it.

59

E

Failed to release the Hot Spare. Please
confirm PD(Physical Drive) state.

Hotspare failed to be released. Check a state of the logical
drive.

60

E

Failed to assign a Hot Spare.

Hotspare failed to be assigned. Check a state of the logical
drive.

Please confirm PD(Physical Drive) state.
61

W

In the case of selecting PD(Physical Drive) as
GHS(Global Hot Spare) with lower capacity
than other configured PDs(Physical Drives),
Rebuild/Copyback might not be done
correctly.

You are trying to assign hotspare to a physical drive with
capacity smaller than that of physical drives composing the
logical drive. Assign global hotspare to a physical drive with
capacity larger than physical drives composing the logical
drive.

Proceed with the setting?
62

W

In the case of selecting PD(Physical Drive) as
GHS(Global Hot Spare) with different
Interface Type(SAS/SATA) configured
PD(Physical Drive), Rebuild/Copyback might
not be done correctly.

A logical drive with different type of interface, SAS or SATA,
from a physical drive targeted for the global hotspare
exists. Assign global hotspare to a physical drive with the
same type of interface, SAS or SATA, as the logical drive.

Proceed with the setting?
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No.
63

Displayed at/on
Hotspare

Type
W

Log message

Description/Action

In the case of selecting PD(Physical Drive) as
GHS(Global Hot Spare) with different Media
Type(HDD/SSD) configured PD(Physical
Drive), Rebuild/Copyback might not be done
correctly.

A logical drive with different type of media, HDD or SSD,
from a physical drive for the global hotspare target exist.
Assign global hotspare to a physical drive with the same
type of media, HDD or SSD, as the logical drive.

Proceed with the setting?
64

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with lower capacity than other configured
PDs(Physical Drives).

You are trying to assign dedicated hotspare to a physical
drive with capacity smaller than that of physical drives
composing the logical drive. Assign dedicated hotspare to a
physical drive with capacity larger than physical drives
composing the logical drive.

65

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with the different Interface Type(SAS/SATA).

A logical drive with different type of interface, SAS or SATA,
from a physical drive targeted for dedicated hotspare
exists. Assign dedicated hotspare to a physical drive with
the same type of interface, SAS or SATA, as the logical
drive.

66

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with the different Media Type(HDD/SSD).

A logical drive with different type of media, HDD or SSD,
from a physical drive targeted for dedicated hotspare
exists. Assign dedicated hotspare to a physical drive with
the same type of media, HDD or SSD, as the logical drive.

67

E

Cannot create DHS(Dedicated Hot Spare)
with no RAID Group.

No RAID group to assign dedicated hotspare to exists.
Create a RAID group before assigning dedicated hotspare
to it.

68

I

Controller[0] Settings have been changed
PD(Physical Drive) 0,1.

Hotspare has been successfully assigned. No action is
needed.

I

Controller[%d] Learn cycle has been started.

Cash backup diagnostics, Learn cycle, started. Check OS
event logs.

69

Learn cycle

Please confirm OS event log for the
completion.
70

E

Controller[%d] Failed to start learn cycle.

Learn cycle failed to start. Check OS event logs.

Please confirm OS event log whether there is
no problem with Cache Backup.
71
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Cache backup
settings change

I

Controller[%d] LD(Logical Drive) Settings
have been changed on LD(Logical Drive)
x,y,z....

Logical drive settings have been changed. No action is
required.
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No.
72

Displayed at/on
Cache backup
settings change

73

Type

Log message

Description/Action

I

Apply the same settings for all the
LDs(Logical Drives) of the same RAID Group.

The same setting is applied to all logical drives in the same
RAID group. No action is required.

W

Changing to "Always Write Back" !

A question when you try to set Always Write Back as write
policy for a logical drive without Cache Backup. Check if
your system configuration is supported.

When power failure occurs, cached data may
be lost.
Please hook up this RAID system to UPS.
Proceed with the setting?
74

W

Changing to "Always Write Back"!
When Cache Backup capacity is not enough,
cached data may be lost.

A question when you try to set Always Write Back as write
policy for a logical drive with Cache Backup. Check if your
system configuration is supported.

"Write Back with Cache Backup" is better.
Proceed with the setting?
75
76

Patrol read setting
change

E

Controller[%d] Failed to change LD(Logical
Drive) %d Settings.

Logical drive settings failed to be changed. Re-set it.

W

In the case of disabling Automatic Patrol
Read, cannot keep PDs(Physical Drives) safe.

Patrol read is not set to Automatic. Patrol read has been set
to Manual. When returning to Automatic, re-set the setting.

Proceed with the setting?
E

The specified date occurs in the past.

A past date was specified in the patrol read schedule.
Check scheduling dates, and specify a correct date.

I

Controller[%d] Start Initialization on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Initialization started. No action is required.

79

I

Controller[%d] Stop Initialization on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Initialization stopped. No action is required.

80

E

Controller[%d] Failed to start Initialization on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Initialization failed to start. Check a state of the logical
drive.

77
78

Start initialization

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.
81

E

Controller[%d] Failed to stop Initialization on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Initialization failed to stop. Check that initialization has
been completed.

Please confirm whether to have already
ended.
82

E

Cannot initialize OS LD(Logical Drive).

You are trying to initialize the OS logical drive. Check the
specified logical drive and restart it.
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No.

Displayed at/on

Type

Log message

Description/Action

E

Controller[%d] CacheCade LD[s](Logical
Drive[s]) %d doesn't need Initialization.

You are trying to initialize the OS logical drive. Check the
specified logical drive and re- execute it.

84

E

Controller[%d] Snapshot Base/Repository
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) %d doesn't need
Initialization.

You are trying to initialize snapshot base or repository
logical drive. Check the specified logical drive and
re-execute it.

85

W

All data on the LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) will be
lost. Proceed with the Initialization?

Initialization started to the logical drive. No action is
required.

86

I

Are you sure you want to stop Initialization?

Initialization has finished. No action is required

I

Controller[%d] Start Consistency Check on

Consistency check started. No action is required.

83

87

Start initialization

Consistency check

LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....
88

I

Controller[%d] Stop Consistency Check on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Consistency check stopped. Check a state of the logical
drive.

89

E

Controller[%d] Failed to start Check
Consistency on LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Consistency check failed to start. Check a state of the
logical drive.

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.
90

E

Controller[%d] Failed to stop Check
Consistency on LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Consistency check failed to stop. Check that consistency
check has finished.

Please confirm whether to have already
ended.
91

E

Cannot Check Consistency for RAID0.

Consistency check to RAID0 started. Check the specified
logical drives and re-execute it.

92

I

Are you sure you want to stop Check
Consistency?

Check Consistency has finished. No action is required

I

Controller[%d] Start Manual Rebuild on
PD(Physical Drive) x,y,z....

Rebuild started. No action is required.

E

Controller[%d] Failed to start Manual
Rebuild.

Rebuild failed to start. Check a state of the logical drive.

93
94

Rebuild

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive) state.

C-64

95

E

Cannot Rebuild/Copyback for RAID0.

You are starting to rebuild RAID0. Check the specified
logical drive and re-execute it.

96

I

Rebuild cannot be stopped. Proceed with the
Rebuild?

Rebuild started. No action is required
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No.
97

Displayed at/on
Patrol read

Type

Log message

Description/Action

I

Controller[%d] Start Patrol Read.

Patrol read started. No action is required.

98

I

Controller[%d] Stop Patrol Read.

Patrol read stopped. No action is required.

99

E

Controller[%d] Failed to start Patrol Read.

Patrol read failed to start. Check a state of the logical and
physical drives.

Please confirm LD(Logical Drive)/PD(Physical
Drive) state.
100

E

Controller[%d] Failed to stop Patrol Read.
Please confirm whether to have already
ended.

101

Register event logs

I

Test Event has been registered as OS event
log.

Patrol read failed to stop. Check that patrol read has
finished.
Test event has been registered. No action is required.

Please check it with OS event viewer.
Display/cancel
physical drive
location

I

Controller[%d] Blink PD(Physical Drive)
location LED on PD(Physical Drive) x,y,z....

Physical drive location view was displayed. No action is
required.

103

I

Controller[%d] Off PD(Physical Drive)
location LED on PD(Physical Drive) x,y,z....

Physical drive location view was cancelled. No action is
required.

104

E

Controller[%d] Failed to blink PD(Physical
Drive) %d location LED.

Physical drive location view failed to be displayed.
Re-install internal storage monitor.

105

E

Controller[%d] Failed to off PD(Physical
Drive) %d location LED.

Physical drive location view failed to be displayed.
Re-install internal storage monitor.

I

Controller[%d] PD(Physical Drive) state have
been changed on PD(Physical Drive) x,y,z....

You are trying to change a state of the physical drive. No
action is required.

E

Controller[%d] Failed to change PD(Physical
Drive) %d state.

A state of the physical drive failed to be changed. Check a
state of the physical drive.

102

106
107

Change physical
drive status

Please confirm PD(Physical Drive) state.
108

W

Please backup the LD(Logical Drive) before
this operation. Proceed with making the drive
offline?

PD settings have been changed. No action is required.

109

W

To make the drive online may lead to data
corruption. Proceed with making the drive
online?

PD settings have been changed. No action is required.
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Displayed at/on

Type

Log message

Description/Action

I

The Collection of the RAID log succeeded.

RAID logs has been successfully collected. No action is
required.

111

E

The Collection of the RAID log Failed.

RAID logs failed to be collected. Retry it.

112

I

RAID log already exists.
Does it overwrite?

RAID logs exist in the repository folder. No action is
required.

Controller[%d] The capacity of the Snapshot
Repository Area is too small.

Capactiy of the snapshot repository area is less than 141
MB at Enable Snapshot. Re-specify the capacity.

110

113

Collect RAID logs

Snapshot

E

Please re-set the capacity.
114

E

Controller[%d] The remaining capacity of the
Snapshot Repository LD(Logical Drive) is too
small.

Capactiy left in the snapshot repository logical drive is less
than 1 GB at Snapshot enabled. Re-specify the capacity.

Please re-set the capacity.
115

W

Once you enable Snapshot[s] on this
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]), you cannot change
the allocated capacity or the Snapshot
Repository without disabling Snapshot[s].

You are trying to enable Snapshot. No action is required.

If you enable Snapshot[s], any existing data
on the Snapshot Repository LD[s](Logical
Drive[s]) will be lost.
Controller[%d] Base LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...1
Controller[%d] Repository LD:LD0, 1, 2,
3,...2
Proceed with enabling Snapshot?
1. List LD numbers to enable.
2. List LD numbers to assign to repository.
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No.
116

Displayed at/on
Snapshot

Type
W

Log message

Description/Action

If you disable Snapshot[s] on this
LD[s](Logical Drive[s]), you will lose any
Snapshot-related data and will not be able to
create any new Snapshot[s].

You are trying to disable Snapshot. No action is required.

Controller[%d] Base LD:LD0, 1, 2, 3,...*
Proceed with disabling Snapshot?
*

117

W

List LD numbers to disable.

The oldest Snapshot will be updated.
Proceed with the creation?

118

E

Controller[%d] Cannot delete the Snapshot
because view is "created" on LD(Logical
Drive) x,y,z....

The largest number, eight, of snapshots to store and the
oldest one to delete for creating snapshots: No action is
required.
You are trying to delete a snapshot in Snapshot View .
Delete Snapshot View before deleting the snapshot.

Please delete view on it.
119

W

All data on the oldest Snapshot will be lost.

You are trying to delete the snapshot. No action is required.

Proceed with the delete?
120

E

Controller[%d] Failed to enable Snapshot[s]
on LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Snapshot failed to be enabled. . Check a state of the logical
drive.

Please confirm LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) state.
121

E

Controller[%d] Failed to disable Snapshot[s]
on LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Snapshot failed to be disabled. . Check a state of the logical
drive.

Please confirm LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) state.
122

E

Controller[%d] Failed to create the Snapshot.

Snapshot failed to be created. . Check a state of the logical
drive.

123

E

Controller[%d] Failed to delete the Snapshot.

Snapshot failed to be deleted. . Check a state of the logical
drive.

124

E

Controller[%d] Failed to create the Snapshot
View.

Snapshot View failed to be created. . Check a state of the
logical drive.
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No.
125

Displayed at/on
Snapshot

Type
E

Log message

Description/Action

Controller[%d] The remaining capacity of the
Snapshot Repository LD(Logical Drive) is too
small.

Capactiy left in the snapshot repository logical drive is less
than 1 GB at Snapshot View. Re-specify the capacity.

Please delete a Snapshot on it.
126

E

Controller[%d] Failed to delete the Snapshot
View.

Snapshot View failed to be deleted. Check a state of the
logical drive.

127

E

Controller[%d] Failed to change the
Snapshot Base LD(Logical Drive) %d
Settings.

Snapshot settings failed to be changed. . Check a state of
the logical drive.

128

E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify CacheCade
LD(Logical Drive) for Snapshot Base LD
(Logical Drive).

A Cache Cade logical drive is assigned as a snapshot base
logical drive. Check the specified logical drive and
re-execute it.

129

E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify initializing
LD(Logical Drive) for Snapshot Base LD
(Logical Drive).

A logical drive in initialization is assigned as a snapshot
base logical drive. Check the specified logical drive and
re-execute it.

130

E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify OS LD(Logical
Drive) for Snapshot Repository LD (Logical
Drive).

An OS drive is assigned as a snapshot repository logical
drive. Check the specified logical drive and re-execute it.

131

E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify CacheCade
LD(Logical Drive) for Snapshot Repository LD
(Logical Drive).

A Cache Cade logical drive is assigned as snapshot
repository logical drive. Check the specified logical drive
and re-execute it.

132

E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify initializing
LD(Logical Drive) for Snapshot Repository LD
(Logical Drive).

A logical drive in initialization is assigned as a snapshot
repository logical drive. Check the specified logical drive
and re-execute it.

133

E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify Snapshot
Base/Repository LD(Logical Drive) for
Snapshot Base LD (Logical Drive).

A snapshot base or repository logical drive is assigned as a
snapshot base logical drive. Check the specified logical
drive and re-execute it.

134

E

Controller[%d] Cannot update the oldest
Snapshot because view is "created".

You are trying to create a snapshot, but the number of
snapshots is upper limit, eight, and the oldest snapshot
cannot be deleted due to in Snapshot View even with a
setting for deleting the oldest snapshot to delete. Delete
the snapshot view and then re-execute it.

Please delete view on it.

135
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I

Controller[%d] Enable Snapshot[s] on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Snapshot has been enabled. No action is required.
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No.

Displayed at/on

Type

Log message

Description/Action

I

Controller[%d] Disble Snapshot[s] on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Snapshot has been disabled. No action is required.

137

I

Controller[%d] Create the Snapshot.

Snapshot has been created. No action is required.

138

I

Controller[%d] Delete the Snapshot.

Snapshot has been deleted. No action is required.

139

I

Controller[%d] Create the Snapshot View.

Snapshot View has been created. No action is required.

140

I

Controller[%d] Delete the Snapshot View.

Snapshot View has been deleted. No action is required.

141

I

Controller[%d] Snapshot Base LD(Logical
Drive) Settings have been changed on
LD(Logical Drive) x,y,z....

Snapshot settings have been changed. No action is
required.

142

E

Snapshot Base/Repository LD[s](Logical
Drive[s]) doesn't exist.

No snapshot base or repository logical drive exists. Check
the specified logical drive, and then re-execute it.

143

E

The specified LD[s](Logical Drive[s]) is
already Enabled/Disabled.

Logical drives to enable or disable are already enabled or
disabled. Check the specified logical drive, and then
re-execute it.

144

E

No space on the Snapshot Repository
LD(Logical Drive).(Base LD=LD%u,
Repository LD=LD%u)

When Snapshot is enabled, space specified for Snapshot
repository Area is smaller or larger than the available space
for setting. Check the space once more.

145

E

Controller[%d] Snapshot doesn't exist.

No Snapshot Base/Repository logical drive exists. Check
the specified logical drive and re-try it.

W

In the case of disabling Automatic Rebuild,
the rebuild after error doesn't automatically
start.

Automatic rebuild is disabled. No action is required.

136

146

Snapshot

Rebuild mode

Proceed with the setting?
E

Controller[%d] Cannot specify "Enable" both
"SMART Copyback" and "PD fail on SMART
error".

You can enable either SMART Copyback or SMART isolation.
Both enabled is not available.

W

Please backup the LD(Logical Drive) before
this operation. Proceed with the
reconstruction(Y/N)?

Please backup the LD(Logical Drive) before this operation.
Are you sure to proceed with Logical Drive Reconstruction?

149

I

Reconstruction has been started. Please
confirm the progress by “ldpdprog”
command.

Reconstruction has been started. Check the progress using
the “ldpdprog” command.

150

E

Failed to start Reconstruction.

Failed to start Reconstruction. Check the logical drive state.

147

SMART Copyback
SMART isolation

148

Logical drive
reconstruction
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No.
151

Displayed at/on
Logical drive
reconstruction

152

153
154

Internal storage
monitor CLI

Type

Log message

W

Logical Drive candidate to reconstruct doesn’t
exist.

Logical Drive candidate to reconstruct doesn’t exist.

W

Exceed the upper/lower limit of the
PDs(Physical Drives) per RAID Group. Please
re-set the configuration.

The number of physical drives per RAID group is greater
than the upper limit or less than the lower limit for logical
drive reconstruction. Re-set the configuration.

E

Cannot execute snvcli command.

Server installation and monitoring tool (SIMT) is not
installed on the guest OS. Install the latest SIMT.

Please intall snvcli on the Guest OS.
E

Cannot execute snvcli command.
Please install snv on the Host OS or confirm
the Host information by “snvcli –esxihost
-getinfo” command.

155

Description/Action

E

hrncli command timeout occurred.

Server installation and monitoring tool is not installed on
the host OS or the host information is not properly
configured.
When without SIMT installed, install the latest SIMT on the
host OS. When with the incorrect host information,
re-configure the host information.
hrncli command timeout occurred.
Execute the command again after some time or re-startup.

156

E

An error has occurred with snv.
(code=0xXXXXXXXX)

An error has occurred with SIMT.
Execute the command again after some time or re-startup.
code=0xXXXXXXXX is a system error code sent by snvcli
and an error code sent by MngSrvRaid.
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Request sense data
Request sense data for log messages are dumped as “Sense key name”(x/yy/zz). The first 4 bits, x, is called sense
key, which shows the primary error code from physical drives.
The following table shows sense keys.
Sense key

Name

Description

0x00

No Sense

No specific sense key

0x01

Recovered

The command executed the latest has been properly completed with recovering the device.

Error
0x02

Not Ready

The device is not available for access.

0x03

Medium Error

An unrecoverable hardware error was detected due to failure in storage or error in recorded data.

0x04

Hardware

An unrecoverable hardware error was detected when a command or self-test was being executed in the device.

Error
0x05

Illegal Request

An incorrect value was detected on the parameter transferred by CDB or a command.

0x06

Unit

Unit attention condition occurred.

Attention
0x07

Data Protect

Incorrect operation was attempted to the data area on storage media where read or write is not allowed.

0x08

Blank Check

Write once device or sequential access device detected a blank area or data end mark during read executed. Or
Write once device tried to write to a non-blank area.

0x09

(reserved)

-

0x0A

Copy Aborted

A command of Copy, Compare, or CopyandVerify was aborted due to an error in the source device or
destination device.

0x0B

Aborted

The command was aborted by the target.

Command
0x0C

Equal

Search Data command finished after satisfying data search condition: Equal.

0x0D

Volume Overflow

Some unwritten data are left on the buffer because the storage data area has run out of the device with buffer.
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Sense key

C-72

Name

Description

0x0E

Miscompare

Unmatch was detected by the data compare command.

0x0F

(reserved)

-
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Service list
Service list for internal storage monitor is as follows.
For Windows
- hrnservice
For Linux
- hrnservice(daemon)
For VMware
- vMA: hrnservice(daemon)
- ESXi: None

Do not change the startup setting of service from the default setting value for Windows, Linux, and VMware.
(The default setting value is as the service is started automatically while booting OS)
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Process list
Process list for internal storage monitor is as follows.
For Windows
- hrnservice.exe

(Resident, no multiple operation)

- hrngui.exe

(Only for GUI operation, no multiple operation)

- hrncli.exe

(Only for CLI(hrncli.exe) operation, no multiple operation)

- MegaCli.exe

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 32bit environment)

- MegaCli64.exe

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 64bit environment)

- StorCLI.exe

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 32bit environment)

- StorCLI64.exe

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 64bit environment)

For Linux
- /opt/hitachi/hrn/hrnservice

(Resident, no multiple operation)

- /opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/hrncli

(Only for CLI(hrncli.exe) operation, no multiple operation)

- /opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/MegaCli

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 32bit environment)

- /opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/MegaCli64

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 64bit environment)

- /opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/storcli

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 32bit environment)

- /opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/storcli64

(CLI(hrncli.exe) use it, 64bit environment)

For VMware
- vMA: /opt/hitachi/hrn/hrnservice(daemon)
/opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/hrncli
- ESXi: /opt/hitachi/hrn/cli/hrncli
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D
Software License
This chapter provides software license information on the Server installation and
monitoring tool internal storage monitoring functions.
 Software License for Server installation and monitoring tool internal storage
monitoring functions
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Software License for Server installation and monitoring tool
internal storage monitoring functions
Server installation and monitoring tool internal storage monitoring functions uses the
following open source software in compliance with the software license agreement
shown in the table below as well as software developed or created by Hitachi, Ltd.
Threre is no warranty for the software module, to the extent permitted by applicable
law. The copyright holders and/or other parties provide the software module “as is”
without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. To the extent permitted by
applicable law, we shall not be responsible for any damage to the software module or
that caused by use, including loss of data, data being rendered inaccurate, or a failure
of the software module to operate with any other program, and for the cost of all
necessary servicing, repair, or correction.
Software
libsysfs

License agreement
GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1
Visit the following website:
http://linux-diag.sourceforge.net/Sysfsutils.html
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